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THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the

PORTLAND

CO.,

PUBLISHING

At 109 Exchange St., Portland.
Terms: Eight Dollars a Tear in advance. To
mail subscribers Seven Dollars a Year it paid in ad*
▼ance.

THE MAINE 'TATE PRESS
Is published every Thursday Morning at $2.50 a
if
year,
paid io advance at $2.00 a year.
Hates op advertising: One inch of space, the
’*
length of column, constitutes a “square
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week
after; three insertions, or legs, $1.00; oontinuing
every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week. $ l 00 : 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements’’ and “Auction
Sales,’’ $2.00 per square per week; three insertions

less. $1.50.
Advertisemenis inserted in the “Maine State
Press’’ (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1 00 per square tor first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

BUSINESS CARDS.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

E. C. JORDAN & CO.,
Civil Engineer* and JLand Numyori,

Booksellers aud Stationers.

No. l»4 Middle St., Portland, Me.
Surveys made for Proposed Railroads. Water
Works, Mill Dams, and Storage Reservoirs surveys
of Counties, Towns, House Lots, &c
Estimates of
Brickwork, Plastering. Slating. Stone Masonry,
Earthwork, Earth and Stone Excavation, &c., &c.,
&c
Plans and S}»ecifications for Iron or Wooden
Bridges, or the combination. Plans and bills of Timber for Wharves, &c., &c
apr7d3m

D. W. FESSENDEN,
Attorney
OFFICE

IN

*

janl8

CITY

fIALL_

Law,
BLOCK.

THOMAS RAINEY, H. A. M. D
Office 499 1-9 Congre** wired.
Formerly occupied by Dr. Baveis.
M.t and 9

19 A.

to

to

5 P. M.

ma3

Portland.

Monday Evening, AprU 10, at 8 O’clock,
*

First and only appearance in Portland of

d&wtt

J.

H. FOGG,

assisted by the young American Soprano,

Miss

$1.00.

AdmiMioo

Sale of seats

SI.50.
Thursday, April 6tb. at.
can

GRIND

dlw

FL0ML_ EXHIBITION

Having taken

extra

this year, I shall be prepared to exhibit the

same

UViU

Monday, April 10th, till Friday,
April 14th, inclusive.
Tickets for admission, 25 cents, which entitle each
holder to a premium valued from 25 cents to $2.00.

H. DIRWANGER,

Congress St., loot of Dow St.

d5t

aplO

C'ommitlee of Ladies will hold

A

Fair

the Mountfort

at

to

commence

St.

a

There will be

jan21

Exhibition of Colored Hub's,
on Wednesday afternoon, from 3 to 5 o’clock.
Admission, 25 cents. The Fair will continue during

J. H. HOOPER,
U p tl O LSTERE H
nos. ss and 33 Free sc,

Suits, Lounges. Spring
Beds, Mattresses,
HcDouough Patent Bed Lounge*. Enameled Chairs, dec.
car All kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture

week,_

F. M. RAY,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,

Congress

and

dSm

jan20

«. A. CLARK, ffl.

FREE

Proprietors.

Monday, April 10th,
POSITIVELY TOE

TIME

LAST

of the Great Sensational Play of

LONG

l

_SJRIKE

STREET

Office Honrs 2 to 4 P. M.

Auril 11th, and Until
Farther Notice,

Pronounced by the San Francisco press to be the
greatest success for years, entitled,

fe!4eodtf

ji!6_

E.

H.

WOULD

WildLe,

The Natural Magnetic Physician,
He shall lay hands on them and they shall be healed.
Rooms 11 aud 14 Fluent Block

av

at 2 p.

Box office open from 9

a.

m„ to 9 p.

INTRODUCTORY
OF

ORPHEUS

THE

CLUB,

Reception Hall. City Building, Tuesday,
April lltii, 1876.
Tickets 25 cents.

apr'dlt

BY

SMUGOIiEPl.
(OL.H

8.

RUSSELtli,

owner

of Smuggler,

Merrymeeting Farm, Bowdoinliam
to serve his own mares kept their. He will be limited
to 30 good mares for outside parties
He lias put the
price within reach of everyoody. Only #50 per
If not in foal, to have the use of horse
season.
any time he is in the stud
Smuggler, Jr., is one of
the most remarkable colts of bis age (5 years) in New
England.15 bauds 3 inches, beautiful bay, perfect picture of his sire, but finer grained, gaitea exactly like
him and very fast Grand good pasture and best of
care of brood mares.
For further purticulars address
F. A F ADAMS.
mch3
eori2m&w3ml0
TEE LEB. Rladame N.
A.
Maddox, the celebrated Clairvoyant, Fortune
Teller and Doctress, can be consulted at No. 3 Quincy St. Madame *1. has had large experience in tell-

FORTUNE

ing fortunes, searching

out

lost,

hidden or stolen
treasures, «Xrc., and was never known to be at tault.
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the greatest fortune teller of the age. Persons entering intoany
new business or profession, the conducting of which
they do not understand, will find it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
of friends in any part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner of disease
that flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has given universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her in her constant travels ’ince she was
Good testimonials given if desired.
seven years old.
Terms, Gents $1 00: Ladies 50 cents. Office hours
trom 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.
no9dtt

Get the Genuine! Beware

Imitation

or

DAVIS&CL/SRK,

Insurance

We are also prepared to receive orders for tie copy
ing of Specifications, Deeds, Bonds and all kinds oi
Papers, which will be done in a prompt and satisfactory manner.

Writing Visiting Card* n Specialty.
jan26dtf

MODEL

MAKER

HARK A

JOHN
119 1-2

ouiui'i

WIOUICPH.

A

Ul

CU.IC

Uy

THOMSON,
Hole Importers
febV9tl2w

WATERS’ PIANOS, N“’
and
rPRIGHT
ARE
THE BEST

IT1ADE; the Tone, Touch, Workmanship,
and Durability Unsurpassed.
WATERS'
ORGY IMS, Concerto,

NEW
OBCHENTKIL.
VI>P.K,
CHAPEL. VIALE.fB.and CV9IBELexcell* d in lone or beauty.
"’TOPisa line IMITAVOICE. Warranted
/or NIX YEA KN.
PRICES EXTREMELY I.OYV for cash
doring tbi. Month.
Monthly In.tallmen*s received
A l/iberai Discount to Teachers,
Ministers,
Churches,
schools, Lodges, etc.
AGENTS

i, ’,cJIno,Js

S»t.^l'.BTO
TIO? ofthejavnAN

WANTED.
Special inducements to the trade. Illustrated
Caialoigue
Hent.
HORACE
dr
WATERH
HONH, 481 Broadway,
New York. Box :13<S7.

_maUd4wt

BOSTON INF1BMART FOE

EOPfiT

2-IO Ilarrt.on Are., BOSTON.
Specially devoted to the permanent cure of Hernia
or Rupture,
Hydrocele, Varicocele and
analogous surgical diseases.
Geo. Heaton, M. d,
-J H. Davenport, M. D.
mal4d4w*
rf) LOOK The Wonderful Blessings of God on
« HANK KY in Europe
^ Labors of MOODY
and America. Best book and chance for men or
women warning a good business and do good
AiBenew maps of U. S. A.,
offered this
W World and year.
all Bible lands and Ceniennial
C5 Combination.- Apply at once to D. L.
GUERNSEY, Pub., Concord, N. H.
mcb1Sd4wt
_

FOR

COUGHS, COLDS, HOAFSENESN.
AJill ILL THKOAT DISEASES,
TT8E1

Wells’

Carbolic Tablets,

2«D«W&Xton,

Ma,.
d4wt

dfwt

i-"01 a case of Cough. Cold or Asthma thai
ADAMSON’S B. C. BALSAM will not cure.
S°'d *'y DrugglBtB at 35 ct». Circular free.
Db. F W KINSMAN, Augusta, Maine.
mar31
d4wt

(hfinnn
®JUUU
Uni n
UULIJ

A. KEITH.

cliin VrTtToqfl P fl

Portland!

city o f

PRICES—For the Albata Silver, 50 cts.
Wilt, 81, in fhucy box. Usual discount to the Trade.
A complete outfit ot magnificent samples for
agents, in satin or velvet-lined morocco case, containing Six Medals, difterent designs, one gilt, suitable for jewelrers’ show windows, etc., sent on
receipt of draft or Post-ofiicc Order for $4, or will
RETAIL

T\

Descriptive Circular Price List and ore sample
sent upon receipt of 59 cts. Immense profits. Sells
Is Board op Mayor and aldermen, 1
April 3, 1876, / „n at sight. Correspondence solicited. Information
Timt th. ret.
u parties interested, by publisbiug a copy of this I free. Extensive.fields for enterprise. Address all
communications
order in one of the daily papers of this city, for three
successive weeks, that this Board, on WEDNESC. S. MEDALLION CO., 212 Broadway,
the
at
5
o’clock
P.
DAY,
twenty-sixth instant,
M.,
it the Aldermen’s Boom in City Building, will bear
P.O.Box 5270.
New York.
ill
parties interested in the petition for

a

Sewer in

Prospect street to Casco street and thence southeast
:hrougli Casco street to connect with sewer in Con-

mhlS_d&wGmll
rtfHE

street, and that thereafter this Board will deermine and adjudge if public convenience andne:essities requires the construction of said Sewer.
Read and passed.
Attest:
H. I. ROBINSON, Clerk.
A true copy,
Attest:
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
tress

L«egal business

of

FAVORITE

FUEL.

at-

novlOdtf

WM. H. MOTLEY,
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
OVER I. E. FARRINGTON’S,

Middle

Street,

Schumacher,

Read and Passed.
Attest:

H.

A true Copy,

I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

OPEN

ORATES.

Coal by the
At retail

choice

variety tor
Family use, warranted to give perfect satisfaction
a

Randall & McAllister,
60

COMMERCIAL

feb!2

ST.
dtf

—

FOR

Doubles the strength in three months. D<y>s not
nor exhaust.
Refreshes and invigorates.
Removes dyspepsia and indigestion. Tones the nervous system.
Improves the circulation. Warms the
extremities. Increases the general vitality.

fatigue

Exercise and Salesroom,

Middle

Street, Portland,

Me

J. H. GAUBEKT, Proprietor.

no25

tf

MOST cruel and rascally use of our firm name
has just been brought to our notice. A few
days since some person with an evident intent to
injure us in our good name, left one of our business
cards at the residence of a respected citizen, a member of whose family was lying at the point of death.
The above reward is ottered tor the discovery of the
unfeeling scamp who thus sought to bring us into it)
repute in the community.

BUIsCE.

UNDERTAKERS,
FEDERAL

STREET.
dlwteod3m

PORTLAND RUBBER TYPE CO.,
—

HANUFACTUKEHS OF

Rubber Hand

AT

Stamps,

portuand. me.
ijy Agents wanted. Send for circular.

febistf
Elk WHITE AND
t/O I'ABB , with name. AO. or 50 Snow
Flake. Marble. Damask, Rep. Plain and Scotch danite, 40c. Address, WM, H. WEEKS, 34 LisboD
Street, Lewiston. (Please state what paper you saw
this in.
an3di>w»tf

TINTeTTbrINTOU

—

Astus

the trade at fair market rates. Truthful
statement. and Square Wrights will be

Ulollo.

It, HARVEY & CO.

WHOLESALE DEALER

moved.

lire.

C A. WESTON continues the business at 21 and
23 Free Street, and E <; GOODHUE continues the
business at 75 Middle Street.
C. A. WESTON
ma30dtf
E. C. GOODHUE.

CRAIG-

1j AMSO 3W

sure

MACHINE,
and
the
see

NEW PHILADELPHIA

or

TRIUNE,

tVliich sells at 40 per cent, less than other first class
Smttle Machine. Call, or sent f<>r Circulars and

Work,

at

,

Formerly Craig

AGENTS WANTED

d3m

Plasterers,

Plastering. Whitening

and

Tinting done in the ueatest manner.
No. 4 South Street. Portland, Me.
N. B.—The most delicate work packed to go safely
any distance.
Joseph Oraio.
mai7d3m
James Wilson.

A I 51 :-T 0

WIMBLEDOrx'^r H

Long Range

p £

Breech Loading

Practice Pistol &

Targets.

g

Carries a ^ inch ball with accum
racy fifty ieet, without powder or
Jy
percussion. Brass barrel, hair trigger. For sale
by dealers. Btf^aail, free for
with per-

manent animation for
and for sporting outofdooifl:

targe^^Hibe indoors,

^F
ACENTS WANTED.

A. A. GRAHAM, G7 Liberty Street, New York,
mill 5
d&w6ml2

The Rout Complete
System
OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE

Ever Devisee!
for
Home Practice.
PRICE LIST—No. 1. For
Children 4to6 years$l.00.
No. 2. For Children 6 to 8,
No. 3. For Chil$1.10
dren,8 to 10,81.20. No.4
For Children, 10 to 14, S1.30 No 5. For Ladies and
Children, 14 years and upwards. 81.40. No. 6. For
Gentlemen of moderate strength, $1 50. No. 7.82 to
-Ml.
Mvmipieie Bet ui BCYBil, O.< UU.
)g nttefl W11M a
screw-eye and hook to attach to the wall or floor.
Two of this size properly arranged make a complete
Gymnasium. Sent post-paid upon receipt of price.

Address

Hallos Rubber

Store,

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.
dtf

malO

GAS

CONSUMERS!
THE ELLIS PATENT

£3 as Burner, Regulator and Shade
Combined
sdec

ed to be the best Gas Light ver produced—
quite as steady as the Argand, which varies as the
pressures varies, and need to bo constantly watched,
as all know, beside the great annoyance from the
heat caused by the styles of the shade and chimney.
By our Shade the light is deflected, and being so
constructed as to allow the heat to pass upwards,
alter being properlv adjusted is always regulated,
with an actual saving ol from 15 to 40 per cent, in
the consumption of gas over any other burner.

C.

L. MAlRSTOIST.

PiS Eichauge NtrcH.
Agent Wanted.

o
0

jj
q
m

!
w

market.
treated

the
disease is

The

*

externally
by y
tlie Liniment, q
w
which, uhen properly apnllpfl.
PDtlllPOg
I Iki
unrnl.
means

ol

ling,

h

and

t*

relieves llie tension
removes the inflammation. the cause ot pain
in a very short lime, itiu*
restoring freedom of movem<‘iit and
elasticity to the

rights

tbe constitutional
of every c tizen. includ>ag the tull an«l free cserc4se of the right of suffrage
without intimi ’^tiot* and without t'rauu, who are in
r oftbe continued prosecution and
punishment
r)f
official dishonesty, and an economical adminis
e Government'
i tr; 'ion of
noneet, tait hful and capable oflic s; who are in favor of making snch re
forms in governmen as experience may from time to
timu uggest; who are opposed to
impairing theciedit ot the
.tion by '^predating any of its obligations,
and
avor of sustaining in every
way the national
financial hor r: nrhnhnM tUnt
n syttena is the
nursery of American liberty, and
Keot*'
mabnaincl absolutely tree from seciarlan
control; wh > believe that, for toe promotion ot these
the
direction
of the Government sboulu conends,
tinue to be confided to those who adhere to the
pi Id
of
and
clples
1776,
in
support them as
the Oonsi itution an * the laws; and who are In *avor
of
and strengthening tbe fundamental
principle of National Unitv in this Centennial Anniversary of the birth ot the Republic.
E. D. MORGAN'. Chairman.
WM E. THANDLRR
Secretary,
republican national committee.

joints.

9

a

h

The disease being
blood poison, of a peculiar nature, is

-A*

for

Furnishing

the

Treated

City

ol

H

5)

H

p

PROPOSALS will be received at the
Office of the Superintendent ot Streets, City
SEALED

Hall, Boston, until FRIDAY, April 14th, 1876,
twelve o’clock M., for supplying the City ot Boston
with Granite Paving Blocks (luring the
year 1876.
The blocks to be equal in
quality to the best Cape
Ann or Quincy Granite, and of ihe following dimensions :
Width 3 1-3 to -i inches.
Length 6 to 8 inches.
Depth 7 1-3 to 8 inched

tA emta

+1,.,

..nw.r.

To effect a permanent
cure, the Pills and Elixir
must he used in conjunclion with the Liniment.

H

Neuralgia, Nervous Pros-

2

iration. Nervous Weakness. Paralysis,
softening
ot ihc Brain, Chorea, and
all WEAKNESS caused by
the
LOSS
OF
NERVE
POWER cured by use ot

C

s

“P. Ot. P.”

w

and addressed to the

CHAIRMAN COMMITTEE ON PAVING.

ap3

9
Ph

ELIZABETH
notick,

f’MXHE Assessors of the town of Cape Elizabeth here1. by give notice to all persons liable to taxation
in said town, that they will be in session at their office in Town House on the 13th, 14th and 15th days
of April, inst, from ten o’clock in the forenoon till
five o’clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of receiving lists of the polls and estates taxable in said
town.
And all such persons are hereby notified to make
and bring to said Assessors, true and perfect lists of
all their Polls and Estates, real and personal, or held
by them as guardian, executor, administrator, trustee or otherwise, as on the first day of April, 1876. and
be prepared to make oath to the trutb of the same.
And when estates of persous deceased have been
divided during the past year or‘ have changed hands
from any cause, the executor, administrator, or other
person interested, is hereby warned to give notice fcf
such change: and in default of such notice will be
held under the law to pay the tax assessed, although
such estate has been wholly distributed and paid
over.
And any person who neglects to comply with this
notice, will be doomed to a tax according to the Jaws
of the state, and be barred of the right to make application to the County Commissioners for any abatement of his taxes, unless he shows that he was unable to ofter such lists within the time hereby ap-

pointed.

THOS. B. HASKELL,

)

UiJ^SHA N. JORDA N, [ Assessors.
STEPHEN

SCAMMAN,)

Cape Elizabeth, April 1st, 1876.

apr4dlw

NEW MAGAZINE.

A

ft
ft

H
w

<1
.

r

Just Published—The first number of a capital
Monthly Magazine, or sort of Reference ScrapBook. BeiLg the monthly record cf every important
event in any part of the world, together with a
selection of the choicest miscellany cf the
new

month,
carefully indexed, and edited by Frank Moore.
of the “Rebellion Record.”

Beauiifully printed, with an elegant stee portrait
of the late millionaire, Wm. B. Astor.
The most attractive, interesting and readable
monthly magazine ever issued. Sold by all book and
news cealera, and sent
free by mail, on receipt of
price, 50 cents, bv
«• W. CAELETON & CO, Publishers,
Madison Square, New York.

mal3deodlm

GRASS SEED I
have now on hand an extensive Stock of
Prime HerdsGraM, Red Top Clover.
Al*ike
Blue
Clover, Orchard Ora**,
Gragg, Hungarian Gragg nnd Millet Seed.
which we otter at the Lowe>t Cosh Prices. We
also have a large assortment of Vegetable and
P lower Needs.

WE

^PORTLAND,

ME.

tH
h

^

Ask tor Griffcn’s Rheu- 2.
Remedies, they all 5
bear our trademark and
signature, and are put up g
securely. Price $1.00 each; B
forwarded to any part of S
the liniten States by express, prepaid, on receipt
of $1.25.

<j
50

33
0
fc

**

matic

AJfD MIGreTIOIN- PAPER.
apr6

d&wlyl4

VEGTtInF”
Purifies the Blood, Renovates and Invigorates the Whole System.
Ifs Ulcdien! Properties

ALTERATIVE,

Window Shades,
At prices that defy competition.
Nice
hroau Gold Baud Shade* wish fixtures,

Ct>,lle> Painted Band* for 50 cent*.
kind* of ghadcs constantly oil baud
and made to order.

aVi
All

B

PIKE,

53 Exchange St., Portland.

N.

MoCOY & co.,

Stettin Uni'inc aim Boiler
>f abnu sU horse
hi. uprlebt

ENGINE
I’HEpower

iJiVlpO

are

TONIC,

SOLV-

tigatiog
tabie

iouPo.

,„?^1"
„'rf

lircneM, P "pita
ache.
Pile.
Ncr...u,_™
Pro.iratiOD of tbe

to?

a

?!

«*«

only relia
PlRIflBR yet placed before

When the blood becomes lifeless and
stagnant, either

FOR

TES

TIMES

ITS

COST.

Ilavo received from the use of
me
l,° *>'ve my testimony iu its
on'y °* great value for restorPreventive of diseases peculiar to

1

Oivn^E
[a™r, J
t

not

J,ut

a

the spring and summer
seasons.
I would not be without it for
ten times its cost.

EDWARD TILDEN.

of the
A„af?ey an,t' General Agent ot Massachusetts
No-49 Sears

BuiidS^Bo^mnf

Marlb_

Comi,any>

Sold by All Druggists.
d4wt

IMPORTATION of Ale*,
T1I?®CT «»»«!
Holland Gin in
liiquor*.
IIB®1
J. DeKuyper. Green Seal Gin in case from Rotpuik,
terdam
Irish and Scotch Whiskey In bulk and case
iroin Ramsey &
Co., Liverpool. Heunessey Brandy
in case,
vintage 18GG, 1870 and 1873, direct from
France. Very fine old Port and Sherry Win. s direct
from London
Heidsi3ck Champajzn. Bass Pael Ale
from Buiton-on-Treut in Hhds., Bbls and Kilderkens. Also same (Hibberts bottling) in casks and
cases of Qts. anu Pts
In »he original packages in
bond or duty paid by JAMES McGLLNUHV, Importer, 89 Commercial St.
apr7eod6m

$10 P«

r

Day

no

better business

me^ interest
controversy between the

refuse tn

aepenf

tlto nlon nf

proposed by

Austria and are resolved to fight
bitter end. Russia secretly favors
their cause and is preparing to mobilize her
troops, which means of course that if Austria
interferes in behalf of the Porte, Russia will
lend active aid to the rebels. It wouldn’t be
it all surprising it before fail the powers
were engaged in a gigantic quarrel over the
iivision of the spoils.
The insurrection
which has recently broken out in Northern
Bosnia makes such an event still more
irobable.
to the

WITHOUT

VEGETINE

to

Has this committee

fffifits

Vegetable

BE

persons

summoning such disiepuWashington from N--w

The situation in Herzegovina grows more
critical and it is not at all improbable that
before the close of summer Turkish power
in Europe may come to an end. The insur-

from change of weather or of climate want of
exercise, irregular diet, or from any other
cause, the
VEGET1NE will renew the
blood, carry oft the putrid
humors, cleanse the stomach, regulate the bowels,
and impart a tone of vigor to the whole
body. The
conviction is, in the public mind as well as in the
medical profession, that the remedies
supplied by
the
Kingdom, are more safe, more successful in the cure of disease, than mineral
medicines.
Vegetine is composed of roots, barks and herbs. It
is pleasant to take, and is perfectly safe to
an
infant. Do you need it? Do not hesitate togi\©
try it
You will never regret it.

SOT

H

supporters of the Advi^ry Conucii and tbe
friends of what j^known a3 the Andover
movementwju be remembered that the
counciJ^jfovided for a commission to invejtithe charges against Mr. Beecher and rejected the proposition of the Andover church
This action was not acceptable to Drs. Storrs
and Budiugton who c intended that the An
dover proposition was in conformance to the
usages of Congregationalism, while the ap
po.ntraent of the commission was a direct
violation of them. Last week the question
was brought into the
Brooklyn Association
of Congregational ministers by a resolution
in favor of the appointment of a committee
to cooperate with the council’s commission.
The debate extended over several days, but
being in secret our knowledge of it is but
fragmentary. The result however is well
known. The resolution was adopted and
Drs. Storrs and Budiugton and several others
after entering a protest withdrew. The controversy thus opened can hardly tail to result
in a serious schism in Congregationalism.

Are not the many testimonials
given for the different complaints
satisfactory to any reasonable person
suffering from any disease mentioned above, that
they can be cured? Read the different testimonials
given, and no ono can doubt. In many of these cases
the persons say that their pain and
suffering cannot
be expressed, as in case of
Scorfula, where; apparently, the whole body was one mass of corruption.
If Vegetine will relieve
pain, cleanse, purify and
cure such diseases,
restoring the patient to perfect
health after trying different
physicians, many remedies, suffering for years, is it not conclusive proof if
you are a sufferer, you can be cured?
Why ia this
medicine performing such great cures? It works in
the blood, in the circulating fluid.
It can truly be
called the flrpn.t Mnnri r>>._*
of disease originates in the
blood; and no medidone
that. doe3 not act directly upon
it, to purify and lenovate, has any just claim upon public attention.

WOULD

o«|i|Aiav

The public will watch with

Tlie remarkable cures effected bv
Vegetine have
induced it any physicians and
apothecaries whom we
know to prescribe and use it in their own
families.
In fact, Vegetine is the best
remedy yet dlscovercd for the above diseases, and is the

0-D

committee

the progress of tbe

"''i

Buwer

null

spending its time in listening to coot.charging high officials with corruption ?

“

controlliDg

ut'i,

than

-»SS&
lhfvCEOET«re' J'P‘lrifle“ theperfect
blood, dean.es all
iaerSH mil lfneW,„S“h

tb?myoTs%Xm.SSeeSeS

now

HampsLire and other distant states? Is the
natiooai treasury so distressingly fell that
sueh means of draining it must be resorted

Vegetine is made exclusively from tlie juices of
carefully selected barks. rooN and herbs and so
Strongly concentrated that it will effectually eradicate from the system every taint ot
*<orfuln,
Mcrofuloua Humor, f uiiioim.
Cancer, Cam
cerous Humor, Erpipelao. Malt Rheum
Syphilitic •' ■neaies, C«n«cr, faint'ien* at
the Stomach and all diseases that ari«e from im
pure blood. (Sciatica,Inflammatory and C'houic tf&hcumatiNvn
neuralgia, <>on« a*-d
"•pinal c niplaiatM, can only bo effectually
cured through the blood.
For U»ccr» and Eruptive Di-eaae* of the
MUiu. C»ntnU--, Pimple-, BloirhcM.
Boil-,
Fetter, ScHldbi<aiJ ami Ri<ogw»rm• Vegetine has never failed to effect a
permanent cure
For Pains in the Back.
Kidoey t omplaintN, Hronsy Female Weakness, Lcn
corrhcea. arising from internal ulceration, and
uterine diseases and Geueral
.Debility.Vegetine
acts directly upon the causes of these
complaints
It invigorates and strengthens the whole
svstem, ac^the
seer
el
ive
upon
organs, allavs inflafi^aMo^^:
cures
ulceration and regulates the bowels^
For Catarrh, • yspepaia. unk<<..ni

UprisiDt Tubular Boiler of about
be made by energetic salesmen with our
g^lAN
toubie the power of ibe entire. Apph to
rLVV goods. Call at 42* Exchange Street, between
L1 AM LOWELL, 36 Cnton -treet or W. H PEN I 0 and 10 A.
M., or enclose $l.uhfoi sample
direction*
P
I &c., to Box 1932, Portland,
NELL & CO., 38 Unioa street.
'no38dtl.
Maine.
jaaodoodtf
him- :u.

a

did appear—suppose all the newspapers declared at the time that the man was crazy
and that even the three ex-rebels on the Cly
mer Committee made such an aunouncment
—why is that committee or any other inves

ENT AND DIURETIC.

m

frOit SALE

mh?4eodti

£

2

>

Kendall & Whitney,

_dtt_

enrely find relief.

h

^

B

the public

Record T°H; fear

Twentieth Day of April

Too Bad.
From what has been witnessed of the malignant spirit which controls the ex-Confederates in Congress, the intelligent public is not
surprised at any measures taken by them
which will cast reproach upon the conspicu
ous soldiers on the Union side in the late
contest. Intelligent men must be surprised,
however, that Northern Democrats in that
body seem equally eager to rake up scandals
against army officials whose probity has
never been questioned daring a third of a
The other
century of continuous service.
day a miserable crack-brained wretch was alowed to go before theC'vmer Committee and
charge Gen. Meigs the Quartermaster Gen
eral of the army with the most venal and
corrupt acts. Fortunately the veteran was
in Washington and took immediate opportunity to clear himself of the foul imputation.
A month since, Gen. Meigs was in
Europe.
Had the wretch who made these charges
against him been called before the committee
two months since, the wicked slander would
have acquired such currency that the fair
fame of the old army officer could not have
escaped injury. Is this lair treatment to a
public servant whose reputation has been
above reproach for more than twenty-five
years? It may be said in extenuation that
the appearance of Gen.Meigs’ accuser indicated that he was a fool, a kuave or an addleThis fact, however, did not appear
pale.

The Boston Advertiser’s Washington specal says it is reported that the President will
lend a special message to Congress approvi ng the bill
fixing the salary of the
President at $25,000, stating also, that
i he
President was unable to veto the
he increase bill, four years
ago, because it
vas put in an appropriation bill at the close
if the session, and the veto would have killed
he whole measure. This
message will prerent the Democrats from
making political
{
:apital out of the reduction,

;

The Ohio Greenback convention was even
of a farce than the Associated Press
1
lispatch indicated. The delegation seems to
lave included but one man of
any pretesions
5 it all, and he
organized himself, was comnittee on resolutions, drew them up, passed
I hem, advanced some wild and idiotic noions about the functions of money and when
1 nore

1 le got

through voted to adjourn, after con
{
tituiing himself a delegate >o the national
f ;reenback convention. This is the green
1 lack movement in Ohio.

auu

ulti-

Mb. Jebe Harbisox rises to say that the
President never expressed himself to him as
“decidedly in favor of Conkling as he thought
he would made the strongest Republican candidate.” All he said abont Conkling was
that he was a good man and had always been
a cons'stent
Republican and he expressed
almost identical sentiments regarding Morton.

The Democrats in their vigorous policy of
retrenchment and reform has reduced the
appropriation for Hallett Kilbourne’s stomach
about 05 per centum. The general rule of reduction has been 10 per cent., but Mr. Randall saw a deficiency in the revenue
impending and felt compelled to resort to extreme

Eh

dllt

J.

It cor » the very wor«t
cases, no matter
how -erere or
long; Mauri mg
■ f there be m huniuu
on tbe f* ce
Deing
of the etirih *uflpri«g from e»»her of t*»ca*
<tiNtres»iusE eotnpl iui* we *t«* a>.urr him
that in EORIMPS SPECIFIC he will

S3
M
g
HI

CHAIRMAN COMMITTEE ON PAVING.

«P3dllt

MAINE*

men and the permanence of states.
Given at the Council Chamber, at Augusta, this
thirty-first day of March, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy
six, and of the independence of the United
States of America, the on&hundredth.
SELDEN CONNOR.
By the Governor.
S. J. Chadbourne, Secretary of State.

®

a^aiuot

Secretary Bristow’s trip to Kentucky
exploded stories of a
disagreement between him and ihe President. Washington correspondents are industriously telegraphing that be intends to resign and that he has gone to Kentucky lor
good. Mr. Bristow, however, who ought to
know, says he has no intention of resigning,
and has simply gone home for a little rest.

of

The right is reserved to reject any or all proposals.
The successful bidder will be required to lurnish
bonds with sureties satisfactory to the Committee on
Paring fox iho fultlirui performance or the contract.
Proposals to be indorsed “Proposals for Paving
Blocks,” and addressed t > the

The best and cheapest 8now A Da via Patent
"•lute Hooting Palm for Shingle. Tin and Iron I
Roofs, also for cheap outside work, sold by the gallon
or applied
by

BUGGIES

K

internally by means of the
Pills and Elixir—altcrnating one with the other
according lo Directions.

-fit._...
.mw ui.vuoi*tiuu
uim

to have full confidence in Ha

has revived the old and

Next,
day of Public Humiliation, Fasting and
Prayer ; and I earnestly recommend that the day
be observed in a manner befitting the solemn purpose for which it is set apart—the strengthening of
our allegiance to Him in whose hands are the welfare

as

H

the

to

whose
forof traitor*.

mate vindication.

PROCLAMATION !

Thnrarfay,
°

g

a
j

-v»

Following the established usage, I hereby appoint,
by and with the advice and consent of the Executive
Council,

w

w

m

tVlA

professed

BY THE GOVERNOR.

H

Jug

and manifested other evidences of
being In
the best of spirits. He conversed
freely on

Washington, January 13,1876.
OF

now

Belknap when called upon by the Sereeant-at- 4.rms with a summons to
appear
and answer to the impeachment articles Is
said to have met him with a smile on bis face

recognizing

STATE

.ute

not.

d

probability.

incorporate

®
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§

or
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Fireproof Roofing Paint. Tegetinc is

NICE OPEN

dtf

&

Me.

Spring 8t., Portland,
KDOFERn AND PAINTERS

»1 Porilnnd street.

^

E. ANDREWS,

‘AN

ma31

H

n

Welchvilie,

octlldit

dtf

ROVEV’S

£

OB

Bills will be furnished

assessors"

PLEASE.

jan8

M. Gr. PAIxMEH..

F.

*

J

g

undersigned

CAFE

nen or women.

J.

"5 I

Boston with Granite Paying Blocks.

Beat Work at moderate Prices.

A full assortment in French Kid, neat anti pretty.
II80 in French Morocco for Walking Boots. Meas- I
ires teken and nice fitting Boots made to order lor

for sale LOW AT

2
2

Scientifically

«
0

previous partv affifations. who are
appo&ed to reviving sectional issues, and desire to
promote friendly feeling and permanent harmony
throughout the country by maintaining and enforcing
all

■

£0

Q

R

Jackson.

Ornaments in every Yarictv of Styles,
the best artists in the country, such as
Cornices Centre Pieces, Brackets, Columns, &c.,
can always be furnished at the shortest notice.

Repairing,

ferences

prepared articles in

Designed by

Q44 Middle Street*

Side Lace Boots I

BOX

J^

AND MASTIC tVOKKKHS.

maiGdGw*

ja28

&

Plain and Ornamental

Gravel,”

PROPRIETOR FOR ITIAI1VE.

£3 Casco J3t.

No.
nal5

ol

M
h

WILSON

PROPOSALS wiU be leceived at the
office of the Superintendent of Streets, City
Hall, Boston, until FRIDAY, April 14, 1876 iwelve
o’clock M tor supplying the BEACH GRAVEL required by the Paving Department during the year
1876. The gravel musi be the best sea-washed gravel,
free from stones and earth, io tie delivered in such
quantities aud a* such times, and upon such wharves
in the City of Boston, as may be
esignatc from
rime to time by the Superintendent of Streets
The successful bidder will be required to give
bonds With sureties satisfactory to the Committee on
Paving, for the faithful performance of the contract
The right is reserved to reject any or all proposals.
Proposals to stare the price per ton, including inspectors'fees; to be indorsed “Prop-sals lor Beach

PHOTOGRAPHER,

LcatHor,

before bitting a

"

SEALED

Over 158 and 160 Middle Street,
PORTLAND, ME.

ma-9___dim

&

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.

IN

The subscriber, formerly of the firm of TYLER &
jOX, woidd inform the trade that he may be found
“
Deering, Milliken & Co., 158
md 160 ?7®rJ,Me88rs.
Middle Street, where he will continue the
wholesale business ot (toots. Sboes. Rubber,
ind Leather.
G. C. TILER.

urm

tion.

disease that afflicts
25 per centum of the
human race
Almost every effort heretofore, made
in tlie treatment of this
disease has been to allay
’he
present
suffering
trusting to luck to effect a
cure. DR P. J. GRIFF? X
& CO., after years ot research, now present to the
public the on’y
a

ropopaltt for Furnishii)? the Fity of
Boston with Beach Ciravel

Boots, Kbocs, B libbers
And

is

over

Janldtf

<nhH__dtt
G. C. TILER & CO.,

Re-

A LL ORDERS promptly attended to by calllDg at
R. GILSON,
"n
Jt Miiieiimg
*la“
568 Congress Street.

House,

lame lo

Notice.
requiring work done please apply

to
No. 16 Sprng St., plate
“Home” oi W. C. A
and family sewing, dress-making, copying, einDmld
o2ot
arm and fancv-work in wools. &
the

agiiinst

201, Nearly Opp. the Falmouth.

i
)

We shall receive shipments of Gilt-edged Vermont
Sutter and Cheese over the P. & O. Railroad semiveekly through the spring months and weekly by
efrigerator cars through the Summer months direct
rom some of the best dairies in
Vermont, made
rom pure imported
Jersey Btock, and shall oiler the

be

FEDERAL ST.,

and

Iuwured

Goodyear’s Pocket Gymnasium.

113 Center Street.

Samples

Vaults Cleaned

THE

Nsals Produce Commission

SEWING

—

weal Fres.ee, Dour Flat*., tlon.e Numbers. Wieel Stamps. Wiencile.
Bnralus
Brands, Baggage nuri Hotel Checks, 4c.

NO. 232

A 8wiw Waichcs, Mpt cla.
den, Opera GlatHtes. Stiver Ware,
Clocks
Ac
Watches and Jewelry left for Repair

The

New Store, New Firm!

A

191
jau24

WBlf!iain,Glj{in

fo whom it may concern.
Notice is herebv given, as required by the aforesaid order, which is made apart of this notice.
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
ma25
dtanl5

■nr

FIFTY DOLLARS REWARD.

MORSE &

party is authorized to sUn the

CO
was
out. Either
in liouida-

posal.

J EWEE.UK,

201 MIDDLE ST..

;o

City Clerk’s Office,
March 25, 1876.

A-

cn*'

delivered on such wharves in the City of Boston as
may be designated from time to lime by the Superintendent of Streets.
Also the number of blocks
which the
proposer will deliver per month irom the
first day oi May to the first day of November.
A separate proposal will be received for blocks delivered when required on streets in Roxbury, Dorchester and West Roxbury.
A sample of the blocks must accompany the pro-

pointed.

—

GENTLEMEN

IN TEN MINUTES ONCE A DAY.

237

Arm of C. A. WK«T«»N
THEdissolved
Match lst.hv muiual

B

9

V

-e

Cltmer’s committee having exhausted the
thieves and black mailers, is now summoning
lunatics and idiots. David Webster of Concord, N. H., who inveuted a moth exterminator which exterminated his common
sense,
is the first specimen reached
by the committee’s subpoena. The result is not
encouraging and probably Mr. Clymer will hesitate to
experiment fur'her with this class of persons,
for a more absurd and idiotic tale than this
moth exterminator man told concerning Gen.
Meigs can scarcely be conceived.
Better
stick to the thieves.
Their stories are bad
enough but they do contain some elements of

The next Uniou Republican National Convention
for the nomination of candidates for President and
Vice-President of tbe United States will be held in
tbe city of Cincinnati, on Wednesday, tbe fourteenth
Jay of June, 1876, at Vt o'clock noon and will consist
nf delegates from each State equal to twice the number of tts Senators aDd Representatives In Congress,
and of two delegates from each organized Territory
and the district of Columbia.
In calling the conventions for the election of de'egites, tbe committees of the several States are recommended to tnvite all Republican electors, and ail
ather voiers, without regard to past
political dif-

B

Copartnership.

Suoerintendent of Streets, and to be in every respect satisfactory to the Committee on Paving and
the Superintendent of Streets.

>ver.

Board of Mayor and Aldermen, \
March 24, 1876." >
ORDERED, That the City Clerk give notice to all
writes interested, by publishing a copy of this order
n one of the daily phpers of this
City, for three suc;essive weeks, that thie Board on TUESDAY, the
iighteenth day of April next, at 3 o’clock P M., at
he Aldermen's Room, in City Building, will hear all
jarties interested in the Petition of I. P. Farrington
ind others, for Sewer in Congress Street; commencng opposite center of passage way between land of
First Parish Church and land of said Farrington,
md thence north easterly through Congress Street to
Chestnut Street, and thence through CbestDut Street
.o the old Sewer in said Chestnut
Street, and that
hereafter this Board will determine and adjudge if
public convenience and necessities require the construction of said Sewer.
Read and passed.
Attest:
H. I. ROBINSON, Clerk.
A true Copy of Original.
Attest:
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

of

All the edges to be sharp and straigth. forming
right angles at their intersection both horizontally
and vertically. The faces to be straigth split and
free from, bunches or depressions
Each and
every block to be equal both as regards quality and
finish to the sample on exhibition in the office of the

And any person who neglects to comply with this
notice will be doomed !0 a lax according to the laws
)f the State, and be barred of the right to make application to the County Commissioners tor any abatement. of his taxes, unless he shows that he was unaple to offer such lists within the time hereby ap-

—

AND

Dissolution

Proposal*

Cargo!

rHE

CITS OF PORTLAJVB.

A THOROUHGH GYMASTIC SYSTEM
LADIES

The business will be conducted at
<Bicc formerby Charles II. Cuast
Co.. No. 113
commercial Street.
WILLIAM LEAVITT.
TEWKSBURY L SWEAT.
Portland, April 1, 1876._ap3d3w

Rheumatism

1
8

P

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
FOR

ASSESSORS’ NOTICE

CITY OF PORTLAND,

1876.

h

ly occupied

apaOdlw

CITY of PORTLAND.

B3P“In no case where the assessors have been put
he disagreeable necessity of making a doom will
Jie possession of Government bonds or deposits in
he Savings Banks be allowed as a plea in mitigation
>t such doom.
S.B. HASKELL,
)
WM. O. FOX,
> Assessors.
STEPHEN K. DYER.)
G3^~Blank schedules will be furnished at the room

blacken the reputation of
valor preserved the Union
bearance saved them from the

Republican National Convention.

ot

name

CHASE. UMnH & fit.

boards. shingl°s and laths.
on application by mail to

I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

Assessors of the City of Portland hereby
give notice to all persons liable to taxation in
laid city, that they will bo in session every secular
of April next,
lay from the first to he fifteenth
nclusive. at their room in City Hali, from ten to
welve o’clock in the forenoon, and from three to five
ciock in me aiternoon, ior tne purpose or receiving
ists of the polls and estates taxable in said city.
And all such persons are hereby notified to make
md bring to said Assessors true and perlect lists of
ill their polls and estates, real and personal, or held
>v them as guardian, executor, administrator, trustee
>r otherwise, on the first day of April, 1876, and be
prepared to make oath to the truth of the same.
And when estates of persons deceased Have been
livided during the past year, or have changed hands
rom any cause, the executor, administrator, or other
person interested, is hereby warned to give notice of
such* change; and in default of such notice will be
Held under the law to pay the tax assessed, although
mch estate has been wholly distributed and paid

firm

THE

THE

H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

H.

the

will receive proposals until
April 12th ior about 125,000 feet of lumber to be
delivered at Kennebunk, to comprise Hemlock dimensions, and boards. Spruce plank flooring, clap-

ORDERED,

treet to State street, and northwesterly through
Rate street to Portland street, thence across Portand street and through Deering’s Oaks (so called) to
he creek.

under

PROPOSALS.

PORTLAND.

In Board of Mayor and Aldermen, 1
April 3, 1876. J
That the City Clerk give notice to all
parties interested by publishing a copy of this
1 »rder in one of the
daily papers of this city, for three
! uecessive weeks, that this Board, on WEDNESDAY, the twenty-sixth instant,at 5 o’clock p. m.,at the
Udermen’s R<>om in City Building, will hear all paries interested in tbe petition lor a sewer in Cumberand Street, commencing near its junction with High
;
Itreet, thence westerly through s>»id Cumberland

FRESCO PAINTER,

T'o

WRITE

heretotore existing between

PROPOSALS.

City Clerk’s Office, )
Aprils, 187G. )
To all whom, %t may Concern:
Notice is hereby given as required by the aforesaid
)rder. which is made a part of this notice.
H. 1. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
Attest,

In

all kinds promptly

OR

DISSOLUTION.

that day.
The fact is th
They surrendered with Gen.
find congenial
employment itJ
ers

with

Eh

Portland, March 25. 1876.ma25d3w

Exchange Street,

tended to*

PERSONS

ml1--^_

CRAM,

HEALTH LIFT !

entire satisfaction. Every lady who has
them recommends them. Be sure to get the
genuine, A novelty, Thomson’s patient fastening
capped corset steels They are unbreakable, and
uui

P.

POEtTI.ANO.

Perfect

They give

uw

J. A. MERRILL.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

worn

uwuuuiufio

A. MERRILL A; CO., 139 Middle St.

GOOD AGENTS WANTED
In every City and Town in the V.S. and Canada, to
whom exclusive territory will be given, if desired.

if the Assessors.

in Casco Bank Building, over F*
II. Fassett’s Office.
Orders left at Schumacher Bros, will meet prompt
ttention.
apr3d3m

FIT.

first class dealers everywhere.
LANG DON At CO. N. V,,
and Patentees for the 17. H.

OF

EACH A

CROWN.

Watehes, Jewelry and Silver Ware.

Office

F™,*H

HI j H it JLf

TRADE.

JOBBER,

56 Market Street, Printers Exchange,
PORTLAND. ME.
Jul
dly

Chas. J.

!

OF

1||

&

MANUFACTURER

EIGHT

W

BABCOCK.

Watch and Chronometer Marker*’ Tools.
Mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instruments, Nebco I
Apparatus &c.(

C°R!*ETM^^^P(iRADESI
‘THOMSON”

P.

C.

180

Stamped

Brokers!

jan5dtf

Glove-Fitting Corsets

SOM* AND MEMENTOS

day

FIRE, LIFE AND ACCIDENT,

THOMSON’S
WORLD-RENOWNED PATENT

EACH

GEO. M. CLARK

Comer Congress & Exchange Sts.,
PORTLAND, ME.

—

Jr. has sent him to

CHAS. W. DAVIS.

Office Fluent Block, (Room No. 14)

SMUGGLER, JR.,
—

(ga/id tUPuniek,

OF

Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
a Card
certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. Ail railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us
by demanding
credentials of every person
claiming to represent our

^

apr4d2w

undersigned have this day entered into a
copartnership under the firm name and style of

PxitmQQlD

—

be given at

presentinga variety of beautiful Designs in Relief.
These Medallions are larger than a Silver Trade
dollar, being 1g inch, in diameter, handsomely put
up and sell readily at sight.

ttest

No. 37 Plum Street.

March 27,1876.

Bdvdo$:
(THADSMAMX)

NOTICE OF COPARTNERSHIP.

EVER ISSUED.

B F. LIBBY, No. 95» Fore Street, cor.
Cross (It in Delano’s Mill
G. L
HOOPER, Cor. York aud Maple

ap4dfa26

9tf

SYMPHONY
will

and

ffiookj Job

CONCERT

*

—

se2dtf

m.

Real Estate Agents.
PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

JOHN C.
Street.

BERRY,

STEPHEN

m.

SOLID SILVER OR GOLD.

CITY OF PORTLAND.
City Clerk’s Office, 1
Aprtl 3, 1876. }
Vo all lohom it nmi concern:
Notice is hereby given as required by the aforesaid
irder, wliieh is made a part of this notice,

!

Ladies’ Matinee every Wednesday and Satur-

g Street.

Struck in solid Albata Plate, equal in appearance,
wear and color to

THE MOST VALUABLE

Attest:

Hominy evening, April 17th,
BENEFIT OF

JDAMERON

Roofers.
J.N. McCOY Ac CO., !1S

nov8__dtf

BULLS AID BEARS !

ISADORA

CO., No SO Middle Street

CITY OF

respectfully inform the citizens of Portland that he is prepared to furnish Coffins,
Cashcis and Grave-Clothes, of all styles, at
the shortest possible notice.
Everything connected
with the management, of funerals, day or night, will
receive prompt attention. Residence Iso. 219 Federal,
corner of Temple St.
feblOdGm

Me

THEtheCopartnership
uudersigned.

ap*_dta26

XTnd.ertals.er.

occupied

CHARLES H. CHASE & CO., is this day dissolved
by the withdrawal of Charles H. Chase.
All settlements may be made with
Chase, Leavitt
cV '>. o No 173 Comme cial Street.
CHARLES H. CHASE.
TEWKSBURY L. SWEAT.
x
oit.uud, April 1.1876.

shocrs nl No. 70 Penrl Mt.

Plumbers.

Second Parish Chntch)

ween

»T. T. DARLING.
C. L. DOW.

of Northern
Virgina, surrendered to Gen.
Grant commanding the
Union armies in the
field. It would be highly
improper at this
time, were it not for the danger that the care*
lesss American people
>*d by the
may
loyal and patriotic professions Of the old military men from the South In the present
national House, to conclude tb»
bn fifty
aforesaid were numbered among
onquer-

We do not read anonymous letter* and communications. The namtj and address of the writer are in
all cases Indispensable, not necessarily tor publication
but as a guaranty cl good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or reserve communications that are not used.

name

LING & DOW, has been this davuissolved by mutual consent. The debts due the late firm will be collected and the
copartnership liabilities will be paid
L. Dow at tbe store hitherto
by
the late
firm, No. 29 Market St.

yesterday (April 9,1865,)
commanding the rebel army

'KIMny MORMNYM APRIL 10, 1870

Foster’s Forest City Dye House
From 31 Union Si., 10 13 Prcbie *1
near Uongreai*.
apS
dtf

order*

3. a.
of Cross, Pori land.

RIPLEY,

Dr. R. T.

Tuesday evening,

D.

Opposite head of Brown St.

Sextcu

Exchange Streets.

I. T. WVER & CO.,

Maine.

Saccarappa,

POttTLAND MUSEUM,
Cor. of

oct5-’69TTAStt

REMOVAL

Eleven years
Gen. R. E. Lee

PRESS.

journal.

nov5<ltf

1.

THE

Dissolution of Copartnership.
the
Copartnership heretofore existing bet
THEsubsetibers
and style of DARunder the

^NOTICE

kinds

Pattern and Model Maker.
RARROCK, -J50 Fore Street, Cor.

Parlor
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all

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

HANUFACTUEKB OF

an

aplOdlw*

Horst

dlw*ttf

boxed and matted.

of

Eustis will contiaue the business of Job Printing
the old stand, 274 Middle Street.ap8d3t

Portland,

Horse Sheers.
KOHINSON AVOCNG, Experienced

~

on

This (Monday evening) the 10th,
For the benefit of the Pastor, who is much in need.

rphuNleriug

St.

streets.

Probate Business and Collections.

Church,

change

_removal.

partnership heretofore existing between L.
THE
Eustis and J. E. Newman, is this day dissolved.
L

?iV *?*as.

WALTER COREY A CO., Arcade, No
1M jtfree Street.
GEORGE A. WO I *'NKl\ No. 56 Ex-

TEBMS $8.00 PEB

^

—- —

Dissolution of Copartnership.
at

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

MAINE.

PORTLAND,

aTT

MEDALS !

Stair Builders.

ST.,

1-2 EXCHANGE

pains with |my

eastebe. flowers

JOS.

49

be had.

apr4

PERRY,

CEUTESH

Pearl Street, op-

JAMES MILLER, No.9l Federal Street

Attorney at Law,

Reserved Spat*

commences

Hawes* Music Store, where programmes
Chickering Pianos used by Von Billow.

J.

JOHN

COPARTNERSHIP.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Carpenters and Bu-lders.
WHITNITY A: MEANS,
posite the Parka

49 1-9 I xchange St,

Cronyn.

Lizzie

Street.

COTTNSEIJLORAT-LAW,

MAINE.
jan!3dtf

--

MEMORIAL

Photographer.

Has removed to

PORTLAND,_

Book Binders.
WM. A. QMNC*. Hoorn 11, Printers’
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange ^t.
SMALL Ar MHACKFORD, No. 35 Plain

A. S. DAVIS A:

PORTLAND,

Hans Von Billow,

—

HOYT A: FOGG, No. 91 Middle Street.

done to

Fxchange Street.
dtf

Hour*—lO

■

at

STANTON

No. 31 1-2

or

ENTERTAIN MENTIS

——————————

PRESS.

measures.
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Political News.
Herschsll V. Johnson has consented to rnn
for the governorship of Georgia.
It is now asserted that Senators Conkling,
Hamlin and Sherman voted for the confirmation of Mr. Dana.
Conkling men say now in Washington that
they expect Connecticut, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and New York all on the second
ballot.
The Keene Sentinel says thus far, in New
Hampshire, but two names are prominently
mentioned—Blaine and Bristow. The only
difference of opinion that seems to exist Is In
regard to the position which each name shall
occupy upon the ticket.
The indictment against Senator Conover of
Florida for the embezzlement of $40,000 has
been withdrawn, and all proceedings against
him, therefore, have been stopped. The In
dictment was based upon statements which
were subsequently proved to be erroneous.
The wit.neqqee noainsf

(ho

•»(/%*•

nnlnnfnrL

ly testify through a misapprehension ot the
facts, they did great injustice to him.
The New York Herald is a funny paper
even if it don’t intend to be.
The following
‘‘Centennial list” of the names of gentlemen
who might be appointed to the English mission is an evidence of the fact:
George William Curtis, of New York; Edwin D. Morgan,
ol New
York;Cyrus W. Field, or N»'
Tork;
William Cullen Bryant, of N'
JW *ork’ Aa'
drew D. White, ot New Y
or New York; Henry W. °rk: Petsr CooP^r>
L°D"te,*0W» of Mas.
•iachusetts; Weodeil
of Mas.achu-

setts; James Russr
-etts. Ralph WaldQ

Habited *of Oh

", ““u

Blalne’

*'

of Mainei Murat

Current Notes.
It would have been more than
$5, In the
pocket of the Democracy II they bad not bad
a majority iu the
present Congress.— N. 7.
Tribune.
The Democratic organs deny that Mr.
English has purchased the legislature. If this Is
it will be very"easy to rove It
by electiog
David A. Wells lo the senate, or Mr. Ingersoll, (which would be still better) Every
so

Democratic

editor in the state has

election of Mr Wells to Congress iu

urged

the

district
chance, and where bis Republican competitor was in every respect a
better mao lor the place. It remains to be
-eeu whether those same editors
regard Mr.
Weils as the intellectual equal ol Mr.
Euglish.
—Hartford Courant.
Speaking ol the testimony of the “lightheaded” Webster, the moth exterminator
man, against Gen. Meigs the New York
Tribune says: If there is or has been in
Washington, within the last 15 years, a civil
or military officer who has
epjoyed a reputation that has been above suspicion, that officer has been the Quartermaster General of
the A^my. His very name has been a terror
to rings, dishonest claimants, and
swindling
contractors. With oportunities and tempta
tiona greater than those of almostany other
official during the war, no breath of suspicion
was ever raised against him. and to
suppose
that as late as 1874 he should make such an
iu famous proposition as Mr. Webster
described to be a perfect stranger, and for such a
paltry sum as could possibly be paid out of an appropraition of $30,000, was simply incredible.
Gen. Meigs was at once summoned betore
the committee, and
positively denied
any
cnnll nnnnoroof inn
IT
a
it
A1.
a

where he stood no

A

_

letters ami papers touching the case and laid
them before the committee. The most charitable explanation of Mr. Webster’s testimony,
and, indeed, the only explanation, since he
seemed to think he was telling the truth, is
that he originally misunderstood Gen
Meigs,
and that his troubles since have caused him
to exaggerate his original mistake.
SciKixo Pabtisanship. —The New
Tork
Tribune says of the oft repeated promise of the
Democratic leaders to sink partisanship:

They’ve been trying it And what a mess
they have made of it. Beform! Heave o help
Imagine the reform the locusts brought
to Egypt after the
frogs, or the iioe after the
locusts.
Why these fellows hadn't virtue
enough to laBt them through the oloak rooms
and on to the floor of Congress. The last vote
that gave them a majority in one branch of
Congress had not been counted before the
of as

hungry

disreputable an army of
sacked a treasury enand began discounting
their chances wherever they could bilk a landlord or bamboozle a barkeeper. The country
stood aghast at the irruption. It seemed, not
as though the sea had given up its dead—for
those men bore uo sign of having been in contact with water, or of ever having known its
uses—but it did seem as though the Cross-roads
taverns of a continent had been lifted up and
spilled upon the capital. To make places for
this hungry horde, the Congressmen who
bad been so clamerous tor reform and so urgent that partisanship should be laid aside
and who had got into Coogress
therebv, delit>
eraiely turned out competent and honest officers. against whom
no complaint had ever
been uttered. Did it without so much as an
v*n

office-hnnters
tered

as

and

ever

Washington,

apology or an explanation. They spared nobody. They coosidered nothing exoept that
these fellows wanted
places. So out went
everybody, regardless of age, experience, faith• ul
service, integrity, ability or titoees, and in
the cross-roads and the slums, ft is •
d eadful stomach-lull for the American peop'c,
aud the country is very, very sick of it. But
it's ibe way this pany sinks paiisaoship aud
The t.otb Is they h-ven’l
gives us reform
even low cunning enoogh to restrain them from
catne

A

•

they

thing

grabbing tie first

reach,

can

know that by waiting a little they
can bag cart-loads of plunder. They can’t get
by the hat-rack in the hall. Sink partisanship
indeed! Why, they make no pretense of doing
it while they are talking most loudly about it,

though they

Oct of Patience.—Spring time don’t agree
with the editor of the Brunswick Telegraph.
Hear him:
We are a little out of patience with Portland. She wanted—and wants still for aught
we know—the Maine
Medical School there,
and, as we said above, Qen. Brown’s is not the
first move to get the Historical Society to Portland. She wanted the Legislature to remove
the capital (tried to secure the object the last
winter), and fed the Legislature some years
ago. and the next step was made by some
weak-minded person, who, the next day after
the feed, moved to remove the capital to Portland.

Mayor Fessenden
to

wants

Cumberland county

build Portland bridges for the benefit of the

city,

or as in the case of Martin’s Point bridge,
for the benefit of private land speculators on
the Point
This is a little too bad. We go for anything
that will add to the business or population of
the city ot Portland, and trust we entertain no
mean jealousy of her prosperity.
Let her keep
her hands off merely ornamental matters.

Dominion Notes.
The lumber cut in Nova Scotia is larger than
previous years. Elsewhere in Canada smaller.
The St. John Telegraph congratulates the

people

of that city that they were euobled to
elect a city council with but one row, about
1500 votes being cast in six or seven wards.
The Dominion House has refused to cut
down toe tariff on kerosene oil from 15 to 7J
cents.
It is said that this duty is retained fo
please a powerful oil ring in Toronto.
The value of the exports of the port of St.
John last March was §131,457, against 875,042
the same month last year.
The imports were
8311,476 in March last, against 8642,465 in
Maroh 1875.
The same pper Is informed “that the movement is likely to assume much wider preportions than were then indicated, and the present
year will witness a commercial exodus of an
extraordinary and amazing nature
The Montreal Star says that a large tea im-

porting

house in that

city

has announced its
to New York in consequence of its inability to compete with the
United States dealers on account of the tariff in

determination

to remove

Canada.

The Dominion Senate, which is a sort of Canadian House of Lords, has, by a vote of 34 to
24, passed a vote of censure upon the govern]
ment (the majority i n the House of Parliament)
for not making more speedy progress with the
Canadian Pacific Bailway.
Elias Gay, of the insolvent firm of Ireland,
Gay & Co., of Montreal, has left the country
owing to the discovery of extensive forgeries
committed by him.
He issued over 840,000 ot
forged paper, the banks being the principal
losers. The books of the firm exhibit signs of

falsification.

The Nova Scotia Assembly has been prorogued. It has offered subsidies for extending

railroads, adopted a liquor
OTinl tr tfl HolifoV

ml

o

law which does not

inonrnnrof/ul tin TT n

sity of Halifax, which after five years is to
have all the government money

given

to seven

denominational colleges,
A Canada paper says that lumberers

are

picking up courage in consequence
that a large spring fleet Is expected

of the news
from England lor timber.
Stocks are light in the old
country, and prices have advanced. Sawn
lumber is also advancing in price, and sawn-log
makers rejoice thereat
In Ottawa the capital of the Dominion, the
election for Mayor last week was so disorderly
in two voting
places that the polls were
closed. The polling officers were treated with
indignity, and it is said that another election
will have to be held.
Only less than 2500
votes were coun.ed.
The St. John Telegraph delights to dwell upon the short-comings of United States

ofifcials,

defends the Provincial Surveyor General and
other officers of the New Brunswick government who leniently if not corruptly settled
with a number of wealthy lumber operators
who robbed the crown lands of ,large amounts
of timber.
A Montreal despatch says that house rents in

that city have gone up at least fifty per cent.
within the past month, which is taken as an
indication of the early revival of business. The
general impression in business circles is that

hard times have reached the maximum. Small
failures continue, but it is thought the number
of unimployed laborers is deminishing.
The St. John Globe says that the head of a

moose, prepared by Mr. Carnell, and intended
to go to the Centennial, is on exhibition there.
It is probably the largest moose head ever

shown in St. John, and from its size and finished appearance attracts great attention. Some
other heads, and a cariboo stuffed by Mr. Carnell is also to be sent, as is a case of native
birds put up in his excellent style.
Dominion politicians and journals are very
indignant at what they call the bad faith of the
United States government in interpreting the
Treaty of Washington. They complain that
Dominion vessels

not allowed to navigate
Champlain canal, the United States gov
ernment holding that foreign vessels are not allowed to pass the first port of entry. They also
are

the

piam mat our government
lecting a duty on lobster cans.
coin

insists

on

col-

A Detroit seed firm reoeutly moved six and a
half sacks of its catalogues to Windsor, Ont.,
and there mailed them to persons in the United

States, saving S3,170 by the transaction, or
cheating the United States revenue, as some
The charge for
as “third-class mail matter” in
is knows,
tes is four times as much as is
a.
the United Sta..
Under
ame olass in Canada.
for
the
si
charged
..A Dgement between the two
the Uniteu States and Canada each
the 0,het’s maila w>thaeree to take
6 charge of
the Detroit transaction.
out

iT^SIft °f

call
what

that amount.

...

..

_

..

Unifies

charg: Hen*
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Nathaniel McKay has broujtpr
suit against the Philadelphia Times.
Goldsmith Maid beat Golden Gate at Sa.71
Francisco Saturday by thiee seconds, making a
mile in 2.19 3-4.
Major Jefford, vice commodore of the Canadian yacht club, has challenged the owner of
the America to sail for the Queen’s cup.
The body of one of the crew of the schooner
Holway washed ashore at Fire Island yesterday, but it could not be recognized.
Tweed is reported to be in Havana.
Investigation shows that the charge that the
St. Louis postmaster assessed employes for political purposes is false.
Steamship Ohio, from Bremen, brought 226
packages for the Centennial.
The committee to investigate the alleged
irregularities at League Island Navy Yard did
not meet at Philadelphia Saturday, owing to
the absence of Messrs. Harris and Burleigh.
The planters in the vicinity of Memphis are
rejoicing over the receding of the floods.
Utah Democrats’will send an unpledged delegation to St Louis.
The retirement of five professors from the
Boston Dental College is announced, owing to
a disagreement with the President.
The wife of Gen. Butler died at the Massachusetts General Hospital Saturday morning,
of throat disease. She had been taken there to
----r—-----

Crimes

and

Casualties.

Geo. W. Jones of Brandon, Vt„ has been arrested for killing his daughter’s illegitimate
child.
Geo. R. Pierce was instantly killed at Hunt-

ington

Heights,
a

Mass., Saturday, by being

struck by passing train.
A gang of |tramps stoned attain and attempted to take possession in Warren county,
N. Y., Saturday night.
A fight ensued with
the train men assisted by officers and 13 were
arrested.
Music Hall building and a dwelling bouse in
Athol, Mass., were burned yesterday
Loss

878,000.

Two men and a boy were killed by a boiler
explosion in Binghampton, N. Y., on Satur-

day.

Chas B. Wilkins, ex-collector of revenue in
the western district of Missouri, has been ar-

rested in San Francisco, for the embezzlement
of 812,000 of stamps.
In St. Louis, Saturday, a man named Shane
shotW. W. Jiltz tor seduciDg his sister. Jiltz
also wounded Shane in a return fire. Shane has
died and Jiltz will not recover
G. M. Wheeler, President of the Lacrosse,
Wis., National Bank, which is reported to have
defrauded its patrons out of $125,u00 has given
himself up.
Mr. Chamblos, the Chicago wheat operator,
who was supposed to have absconded, has returned and will settle up.
Abram T. Doyle of Beverly, Mass., commit-

ted suicide Saturday.
Enos Mann of Stillwater, N. Y., arrested on
a charge of a deadly assault upon his wife, has
made affidavit that she poisoned her former
husband ten.'years ago.
An immense portion of some 2000 tons of
rock at Bragg’s Bluff, Lookout Mountain, fell

Saturday, striking

the

mountain road

at

the

foot of the Bluff.
Mrs.
G. Gannett, wife of Rev. Dr.
GannettMary
of Boston, committed suicide Saturday evening by jumping from Beacon street

bridge.

James Brown, Superintendent of the Avondale coal mines, was
.instantly killed Saturday
by falling down a shalt, a distance of 28 feet.
T. G. Little shot and killed Samuel Covel at
Potosi, Mo.. Saturday. Little owed Covel a
grudge because the latter had been instrumental in effecting his discharge from a
position in
the employ of a railway company.

Baptist church
ed Saturday night.
The

in

Baltic, Ct.,

was

burn-

W. F. Fields, a New Haven post office clerk,
while duck shooting Saturday, drifted out to
sea

and is

supposed

to be lost.
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THE SAFE BURGLAR F.
at

Getting

tlic

Bottom

Facts.

MATTERS IN MAINE
SOME STARTLING
[Special to the Press.)

MENTS.

■munched.

Calais, April 8.—The Bondman Brothers
launched from their yard this morning a fine
schooner, Wm, H. Boardman, of 150 tons.

They

work

[Special to tbe Boston Advertiser.]
Babcoch Smplicnied by tbe Tnstiiuouy
Whiteiey.

bark of
P-

upon
going to
about 1700 tons.
[To the Associated Press.l)
Postal Changes.
Washington, April 9 —Postal changes for
are soon

DEVELOP-

a

of

Washington, April 7.—The sub-comtnittee
of tbe House judiciary committee Investigating
the safe burglary conspiracy were in session
more than four hours to-day, and Col. Whiteley, late chief of the secret service, was examthe week in New England:
ined at great length. It is pretty well known
Waldo
that
some highly important developments were
Corner,
Office established—White’s
made, and the results of a careful and searchCo., Me., John B. Chase postmaster.
ing inquiry justify the positive statement that
Postmasters appointed—Mrs. Abigail I. ilc- Col. \Y hitelcy’s testimony directly implicates
Kelime, Alton, Penobscot Co., Me. Austin Gen. Babcock as one of the principal movers,
the safe burglary.
Wentworth, Centre Montville, Waldo Co,, Me. if not chief conspirator in
The history of this conspiracy in brief is as folFranklin Waterman, North Haven, Knox Co., lows:
of the Boss
the
investigation
During
Me. Alden Monlton, Wale3, Androscoggin
Shepherd district government, in the latter
part of the first session of the forty-third Cou
County, Me.
gress, a plan was formed to break down the
Fire in Bridgton.
character of Columbus Alexander, the prime
Bridgton, April 9.—The residence of John mover in the investigation, and to this enu proDennett was nearly destroyed by fire this fessional burglars were employed to break open
the safe in me District Attorney’s office here,
morning. Loss about $2500; insured.
abstract certain account books and carry them
Condition of the Kennebec.
to Columbus Alexander s house, where they
Bath, April 9.—Navigation i3 open to Au
were discovered to be in act of delivery,and Algusta. The ice iu Merrymeeting Bay broke up exander was to be prosecuted for the crime.The
opened and the books taken to Alexyesterday aud has now nearly all passed this Eafe wasbut
there the scheme miscarried. Susander’s,
city.
circumstances
picious
subsequently leaked out,
Pcdeslrianism.
and the District Attorney, Dick Harrington,
Hardman
9.—Professor
Gardiner, April
Nettleship, the detective, and several minor
accomplished the feat of walking seven miles personages, were indicted for conspiracy. It
was
intimated quite plainly at the time that
in 59 minutes and 50 seconds last evening.
somebody higher than Harrington was involved, but there was not evidence enough to bring
them in, and, indeed, from strange cause noWASHINGTON.
body was found guilty, the jury disagreeing.
The government secret service was brought
into disgrace by the developments of the trial,
Continuation of Park’s Testimony.
that it bad been used to furthe.fact
Washington, April 9.—Before the House ther the appearing
designs of the conspirators, and Colcommittee on foreign affairs to-day, Trenor W.
Whiteley lost his position as chief. There is
Park continued his testimony concerning the
abundant reason to believe that Whiteiey testiEmma mine business in London.
He fully
fied
before the investigating committee that
corroborated Schenck’s statement as to what
Babcock sent for him while he (Whiteiey) was
occurred during their interview and what was
in Florida, and that on his complying with tbe
He
in the correspondence between them.
gammons Babcock told him that a formidable
swore that Lyon’s testimony as to a number of
movement was on foot which
involve
alleged conversations between himself and his removal from the head of themight
secret service,
Lyon was utterly false. He never had any and that tbe safe burglary was necessarv
for
talk whatever witbj Lyon in Utah or anywhere else in America, except once for a few the protection of both Babcock and himself.
The result was that Whiteley undertook the
minutes at a Hotel in JNew xork.
The witness with equal positiveness swore I job and made the arrangements for it in conOne of the most
that several of Lyon’s statements attributing | nection with Harrington.
important parts of his testimony is that in Nov.
to him certain remarks in London about his
soon
after
the
1874,
disagreement of the jury,
own business, were wholly unfounded.
Park
Whiteley went to A. G. ltiddle, who was specnarrated in detail the circumstances attendant
ial counsel for the government in the case, and
on bis payment of an additional
sum of $50,told him that if he would guarantee him
000 to Lyon, and the reason why he let him
(Whiteley)
immunity from punishment he
have it. After Lyon had received $150,000 lor
would make a clean breast of the whole affair.
all his interest, and subsequent to Stewart’s
This proposition was reported by Biddle to the
return to America, Lyon came to him (Park),
and threatened a suit against him and Stewart Attorney General, and by the Attorney General
to President Graut, who ordered the disand to embarrass Park’s operations by tying
charge ot Biddle. Ex-Attorney General Wilup the stock in the court of chancery.
liams will appear before the committee toPark told plainly that he was aware that this
morrow.
It will be seen that Whiteley’s testimeant blackmail, and asked him how much he
indicates clearly Babcock’s connection
mony
wanted. Lyon thereupon said be bad sold
with the District ring, and there is every proEshort 1600 shares of the Emma mine stock,and
pect that the investigation will lead to a comwould be ruined if he did not get £10,000.
plete exposure of the operation of that notoriPark rejoined be knew of Lyon’s bad faith in
ous combination.
thus endeavoring to “bear” the market, etc.,
Babcock Denies the Truth of Whitc'y’s
but in order to prevent legal complications and
Bridencc.
injury to the company’s shareholders, he promised to give Lyon $50,000 more after be (Park)
|To the Associated Press.]
This
got through with his pendiog business.
Washington, April 8.—The testimony given
he subsequently did, taking from Lyon a full
and formal discharge of all claims against yesterday by Whitely before the House Committee on Judiciary seeming to implicate BabStewart, the Emma mine property, or any of cock in the safe
burglary conspiracy, he bad
the company’s directors. Mr. Park said there
an opportunity this afternoon to be heard.
He
never bad been a complaint made to
him ner
was asked numerous
questions and in response
published, so far as he knew, nor is there a stated that in the
of
1874
Solicitor
Banspring
word in the testimony of any of the original
tield called upon him, at the request of Whitedirectors or shareholders of the company chargwho was at the time absent from the city,
ing him with fraud or deception in the sale of ly,
asking him to interest himself to prevent his
the mine.
removal as chief of the Treasury secret service
The Pension Agency Frauds.
division.
Whitely had heard of efforts to disThe civil service committee, charged with in- place him.
Babcock saw the President and
the
reason
the
the
vestigating
why
charges
Secretary of the Treasury on the subject,
of forgery against John Wright and Alexander
and finding that there was no desire on their
Clapperton, late pension agents, were not pros- part to remove Whitely, Gen. Babcock reecuted last month as intended, and why J. A.
quested Solicitor Baofield to telegraph to
Williamson, who had charge of the case, was Whitely to come and see him.
Bantield did
summarily dismissed on the night previous to so. Whitely, returning to the city, called on
his departure to the Indian territory for eviBabcock, wbo told him of what he had done in
dence, and why Ross, a confederate of Wright, his behalf and the result. Whitely expressed
was nominated as agent to the
defrauded Inhis gratitude for the favor rendered, and said
dians, held a meeting to-day.
that if he could ever be of any service to Gen.
Secretary Chandler testified he knew nothing Babcock he must let him know.
As personal
about the charges against Wright. After they attacks had been made
upon him some time
were transmitted to the department of
these
justice, after
occurrences, charging him with
the interior department had nothing to do with
fraud in the measurement of certain improvethem. In relation to the dismissal of Williamments made by the board of public works to be
son, he said he ordered his dismisial upon inpaid for by the government, he recalled the
formation furnished to him by Assistant At- conversation he had with
W’hitely, and contorney General Gaylord that he was an im- cluded to employ him to fina out all his asproper person to be employed. He found Wil^LU,
U.vw.j
fl
liamson’s name on the rolls of the interior de- room at the executive mansion to receive inpartment, but he was detailed to the depart- structions upon that subject, Babcock requestment of justice.
He notified the Attorney ed Whitely to report to Mr.
now de
General that if he wanted Williamson’s service ceased, but Mr. Gideon neverGideon,
informed Babhe must place him on bis roll.
The Attorney cock that any report had been made to him bv
General said be did not want him and witness
Whitely.
dismissed him.
Babcock said he never made any of the
Assistant Attorney General Gaylord testified
measurements himself.
They were made by
that in looking over certain Cherokee Indian
his assistants.
The names of some of the percases, be found the name of Williamson mixed sons who had made the attack on him in conup with some very questionable transactions in
nection with the subject were, according to inconnection with Gen. Blunt, who was one of formation he had at some
timejreceived asWilliamson’s bondsmen for the proper percording to his memory, Blumenberg, Severson
formance of his duty. He notified Chandler of and
neither
of
whom
he then knew
Alexander,
these facts and told him Williamson was not nor did he know either of them now.
IU
1JC
^CIOUU
CUipiUjCU.
In response to a question of the committee
Secretary Chandler, in reply to a question, said Gen. Babcock said he knew nothing about the
Ross’s name was suggested by the Presbyterian
safe burglary.
If he bad known it was mediboard and witness spoke to the President about tated he should hat e taken measures with a
it, who thought Boss would make a good man view to prevent it.
for the place.
The committee produced a letter from BabEs-Attoroey General Williams testified that cock to Whitely, without date and written in
suits were commenced against Wright, and he
pencil, in which Babcock said Whitely’s bad
made dilligent efforts to bring the cases to trial.
been received. He had attended to the matter
He was satisfied that there was criminal mis- at once and before this letter reached
Whitely,
conduct on the part of Wright.
Williamson
he and his men would be paid as “they” said
was employed to look up evidence and was conthey would send at once, and then Gen Babsidered very efficient. He was,perhaps, a little
cock concluded his letter by saying something
too zealous and talked to outsiders too much
like the following: “You can wait with confimuch about the case.
Witness had never dence that in the end your services will be
fully
heard of the case referred to by Secretary
appreciated.’’ This is reported to be the subsChandler. In relation to Williamson’s tran- tance of the original letter, which Gen. Babsaction with Blunt, the civil suit in this district cock
explained by saying that Whitely wrote
was tried, and Wright was
acquitted on a tech- to him that he and his men had been turned
nicality. Criminal suits were still pending. out of office and badly treated, aud had not reThe suits were very complicated and occasioned ceived their
arrearages of pay,and asking Baba great deal of labor.
cock to interest himself in this respect in their
Duncan Thompson, clerk in the interior debehalf.
Gen. Babcock went to the Treasury
partment, produced affidavits and papers sub- and saw Solicitor Baufield, who said
that
stantiating the charges made against William- whatever money was due to these men should
son, and Williamson’s reply to the same.
be paid.
The money was due from the govThe Tariff Bill.
ernment.
General Babcock having been asked what
Washington, April 9.—The Committee on
Ways and Means have added to the free list of he meant by using the word “they” in his
Morrison’s tariff bill the following named artiletter to Whitely, replied, “Nothing more than
cles: Window glass, painted or stained, im- the Treasury officers under whose direction
for
and
He further said
ported
by educational, literary, benev- the money would be paid.”
lent and religious associations and not for sale,
he did not know' whether these men have yet
books in other languages than English, Greek been paid, and that there never was a dollar of
and Latin. Balsam, copper ore and the followmoney transactions between him and Whitely.
The committee also examined Albert Kunz,
ing named articles have been struck from the
list:
medicines
and
other
Drugs,
crude
Nettlesbip and a lawyer named SomIchabodJ
frgS
cheun:"al8 not otherwise provided for, paving erville. The two former substantiate the statetile, CoS'?; including slack and bituminous. ment of Whitely, so far as they knew of the
The folIowiS^Lcl>aDses have been made: Collo- details of the safe burglary transactions.
Nettleship said that be was assured by
dian and ethers' -Pt,4.11 kinds 50 cents a pound.
that “the thing would be all right”
The present rate
Opium, prepared, for Whitely
nn^ ft
nf
that
l.
1.
smoking and all other preparations of opium
was back of it.
official
It
is
position
not otherwise provided for, fi-A pound.
Somerville was interrogated regarding the
under the present law $0 a pound.- Licorice in
affidavit he procured from one of the “burpaste or rolls 5 cents a pound.
glars” named Beton while in jail, implicating
The committee have added the fol!ff?'D":
the transaction. He
Champagne and all other sparkling wines iff Columbus Alexander with
bottles, each containing not more than one sS'rf} that Harrington first suggested to him to
quart and mote than one pint, $9 a dozen bot- get Beton td make such an affidavit, and that
tles; containing not more than one pint each he would see that nothing came of it for he
and more than one-half pint, $4.50; bottles would pigeon bol9 it.
containing one-half pint each or less, $2.25 a
dozen bottles. This is an increase of one-third
Fire lu Baltimore—I.oss $233,000.
over the present rates.
Emery grains 1 cent a
Baltimore, April 9.—A tire broke out this
pound; emery ore $3 a ton; emery manufact- afternoon
supposed to be from a combssiion in
ured or pulverized 1-2 cent a pound.
This is a
the wholesale drug store of Wm. H, Brown &
reduction of one-half of the present rates.
No.
25 South Sharp street completely
The committee has not yet acted on tea and Bros.,
The loss
building and stock.
coffee, but have nearly reached the end of the destroying the
on the stock is estimated at 8150,000 and on
bill which will be completed early this week.
insurance
on
stock
the
building 850,000;
8110,Various matters.
000, on building @40,000. The roof of the resiThe committee on elections by a strict party dence of Dr. Louis Seldener 29 South
Sharp
vote have decided to give the seat now held by
street took fire from sparks which were scatterFatwaII nf Tllinnis tn TiPmmmp. t.hp pnntpafanf
ed from the burning drug store and was dam
Hallett Kilbourne will to morrow (Monday) aged, including the loss on furniture, to the
his
make
aa
counsel,
through
application to extent of 810,000. Several buildings including
the Supreme Court of tho District of Columbia warehouse between Sharp and
High streets,
for a writ of habeas corpus.
took tire on the roofs from flying sparks but
were soon extinguished with little damage. At
one time it seemed that an extensive conflagraForty -Fourth Congress—First Session. tion was inevitable but the prompt action of
the fire department confined the flames to the
EOTJSE.
The total loss will not
buildings mentioned.
exceed 8225,000. Six or eight firemen were
Washington, April 8
The proceedings in the House to-day were
but
none
serious'y.
injured
limited to the delivery of speeches, to which
there were few listeners either on the floor or in
Whiskey Cases.
the galleries.
St Louis, April 8.—Maguire was sentenced
Mr. Lawrence of Ohio, led oil with a speech
in favor of a bill introduced by himself iu reto-day to a fine of @5000, and six months in
lation to land patents. The bill applies main- jail. In the case of Avery, judgment was delu the case of Mctill next Thursday,
ferred
titles
in
Ohio
and
ly to military
Kentucky.
Speeches were also made by Mr. Joyce of Kee, a motion ip arrest of was filed and argued
Vermont, in favor of a speedy return to specie
Washington, April 9.—Wm. O. Avery, conpayments, in support of the Republican policy,
&c.; by Mr. Buckner of Missouri, in favor of victed in St. Louis of being connected with the
and
the
national
against
greenback currency
whiskey frauds, was to-uight arrested by the
hank system; bv Messrs. Williams of Alabama
U. S. marshal and committed to jail to await
aod Woodburn of Nevada, in favor of the the proper papers for his removal to St. Louis,
Texas and Pacific railroad; by Mr. Caldwell of
his bail being forfeited.
Tennessee, in favor of the removal of the tax
on tobacco; by Mr. Piper of California, against
F OREIG N.
government subsidies to railroads, and by Mr.
Williams of Wisconsin, in opposition to the !
reduction of official salaries. Adjourned.
ENGLAND.
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for refusing to take part iu lire insurrection. It
alleges that several villages in Cbiconao have
been destroyed by fire, and two gendarmes aud
a Turkish hotel keeper, with his wife and four
children, burnt alive. It is also stated that a
Christian who persistently refused to obey the
injunctions of the insurgents was massacred,
with his whole family. After enumerating
other instances of atrocities, the paper relates
that a party of insurgents made a raid on
Troufa district, setting fire to 200 houses in
Paznita and killing more than 200 innocent
persons. The Chris'ians suffer equally with

Chicago, April 8 —Flour is quiet aud unchanged.
unsettled aud lower; No 2 Chicago Spring at
99}c on spot; J 03| @ 1 03} for seller May; 1 048 @
104} seller for June; No 3 Chicago Spring at «8c;
rejected at 78 @ 78}c. Corn is in fair demand ami
Wheat

lower; No 2 at 45} a} 4Gc on spot: 48}c seller May;
47|c seller June. Oats dull, weak and lower; No 2 at
311c on spot; 33| for seller May. Bye nominally and
unchanged at 64} @ 66c. Barley is dull and shade
lower at 55} (3) 56c on spot; 58c seller May. Pork is
generally lower; 22 15 @ 22 25 on spot; 22 00 (a) 22 15
seller for April; 22 27} (g 22 30 seller May; 2252} @
22 55 seller for J une. Lard generally lower; 13 4u (a)
13 42} on spot; 13 52} @ 13 55 seller for
May; 13 70 (cQ
13 72}seller June
Bulk Meats are ouiet and weak;
shoulders 8gc; clear rib sides 12; clear sides at l9}’

the Mohammedans.

Whiskey steady aud

Foreign Notes.
The Herzegovinians will resume hostilities
on the 11th.
A telegram from St. Petersburg says Russia
will recognize the Queen’s new title.
Mr. Joplin. 3riti»b superintendent in the
section of fine arts in the United States Centennial, sailed Saturday, with 56 water color
drawings, many engravings and architectural
designs, and 197 oil paintings. The insurance
valne of the collection exceeds 55750,000.
The St, Petersburg correspondent of the
Augsburg Allegemeine ZeituDg maintains that
the Czar really intended to abdicatq, but the
idea was abandoned in consequence ot the restoration of his health.
Gen. Garibaldi has written a letter to Prime
Minister Depretis accepting the donation of
100,000 lires offered him by the King and the
nation some time ago. He says the gift will
enable him to co-operate in the works for the
improvement of the Tiber, and he has decided
to accept it because of the fidelity to the constitution displayed by the king in recently changing his ministers.
sand peasants are ssembied and troops have
been sent to restore order.
The rebellion in Northern Bosnia is assuming

675 bush of rye.

Shipments—9,500 bbls flour, 20,000 bush wheat,
000 bush

"!ay;
Jl°

Barley quiet.

B®c(eiP^8—2803
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Havana market.
Havana. April 8.—Sugar—demand fair and the
firm; No 10 to 12 d s at 6 @ 6} reals per arrobe; No 15 to 20 d s at 7} @ 8} reals; Molasses Sugars No 8 to 10 at 7 @ 7} reals;
Sugars
fair to good quality 3} @ 3} reals; Centrifugal
Muscovado Sugars
ce™i™en io fair 5} @ 5} reals; fair to good refining at
5} @ 5g reals; Centrifugal Sugars No 11 to 13 in boxes
7} @ <} real ; in hhds at 7} @ 7} reals. Stock in the
warehouses at Havana and Matanzas
305,500 boxes
and 50,500 hhds. Receipts for the week 52.000 boxes
HHOs; exp.rris for the week 19.500 boxes
and 13,500 bbds, including 11,500 boxes and 11,500
hhds to United States. Molasses is quiet, 50 degrees
polarization 3} @ 3| reals.
Freights steady and unchanged; tobacco is active
and firm. Spanish gold 224.
market

pllce

European markets.
London, April 8—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States bonds, 1867, 109}; United Slates
10-40’s at 106}. Erie 17}; do preferred 29.
Liverpool, April 8.—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
tending downward; Middling uplands at 6 7-16d;
do Orleans at 6 1-16; sales 5,000
bales, including
1000 bales tor speculation and export.

F1MNCIALAKO COMHEBCIAL
Portland Wholesale llnrhet.

Satubday, April 8.—The markets are firm and
show no chauges worthy of note. Sugars are very
firm and and active at JOJc for granulated and 9|c
for Extra C. Corn is strong at 74 to 75c, and the
supply is rather limited, flour is steady and in
■

Gnnprfino

@ 5 00; Extra Spring 6 (,0 @ 6 50; xx Spring 6 75
@ 7 25; Pat’t Spring Wheats 8 25 @ 10 25; Michigan
Winter best 8 00 @ 8 25; Low grade Michigan 7 25
@ 7 50; St Louis Winter fair at 7 25 @ 7 75; Winter
good 8 25 @ 8 50; do best 9 25 @ 9 75.

MARRIED.

1

Notices of marriage, to insure inserti on in the Press
must be accompanied by the name of the clergyman
or

the

same.

DIED.
In this city, Apnl 8, Mrs. Mary A., wife of William
H. Jordan.
[Funeral services Monday afternoon at 3 o’clock.]
In this city, April 8, Egliue B., wife ot William H.
Sargent, aged 43 years.

[Funeral services Monday afternoon at 2J o’clock,
at No. 247 Congress street.
In this city, April 9tb, Harry T., son of Rensselaer
and Eunice B Greely, aged 4 years and 10 months.
[Funeral services Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at No. 9 Quebec street. Burial at convenience of the

Market.

$500 Maine State 6’s.109

.100*

.12§

family.

In this city, Apiil 9, Lydia Ilersey, widow of the
55.do. 12*
late Joel Hersey, aged 73 years and 7 monihs.
Second Call.
[Funeral Tuesday afternoon at 2J o’clock, at No.
I
40 Eastern Railroad. 12*
36 Myrtle Street. Friends and relatives are invited
Sales at Auction.
3

,

York Manufacturing Company.1250@1255
1877—R

!

New York. April 8.—The following is the weekly
bank statement.
Increase in loans. $ 435,000
Decrease in Specie.
834,300
Decrease in legal tenders.3.018,100
Decrease in deposits.3,567.800
Circulation Decreased.
66,400
..

Reserve Decrease.2,960,450

New York Stock and Money Market.
New York, April 8.—The stock market opened
but afterwards became weak. Erie led the decline, and, on a fall of * per cent, in London, sold
down to 18| here. Pacific Mail was steady at 17*,
and it was reported the Pacific Mail steamers will
probably resume the transaction ot freights to the
Pacific coast.
There was but little business doing, and the market
is called a brokers* market, in which the outside
speculators are hut slightly interested. The commission brokers are doing but little and complain

firm,

considerably

of the dullness.

Towards noon the tendency was downward. Pacific Mail and Telegraph were heavy. Gold opened
rather firmer at 113*, with 113* bid. Prices were un-

changed at noon.
The loss of funds, as shown by the bank statement,
caused a slight depression in stocks, and the general
list becamo a shade lower. Lake Shore was active,
and some large purchases were made by good houses.
Eries werS active, out weak, at 18. The indications
are that Erie will advance again next week.
The
third rail project has not been abandoned, and negotiations are still pending for this improvement, it is
believed the bondholders will favor it.
At 2.30 p. m. stocks were dull and inactive. Money
was plentiful and call loans were quoted as low as 2*
The
per cent. Gold was last quoted at 112| @ 113.
treasure shipment from San Francisco this way duthe
week
amonnted
to
ring
past
$2,917,217, mostly
gokl. (iovemmonts dull and better. Money 3 per
cent. State bonds quiet and dull. Sterling Ex-

to

attend.]

In this city, April 9, Mrs. Mary, wife of the late

Samuel

L.101* @ f

Rank Statement.

Jones,

Thurston, aged

72 years.

[Funeral from late residence 31 Parris Street,
Tuesday forenoon at 10 o’clock.]
In this city, April 9, Mrs. Charity P. Mo ely. aged

48 years 7 months.
[Prayers this Monday forenoon at 11 o’clock, at
No 26 Chestnut street.
In Freeport. March 27, Mr. Greenfield Merrill,
aged 82 years 6 months.

DEPARTURE OP STEAMSHIPS.
NAME

FROM

FOR

DATE

Columbus.New York. .Havana..*.... Apl 9
City of Merida.... New York .Hav&VCruz..Apl 11
Alps.New York. Pt Prince, &c Apl 12
China.New York. .Liverpool.... Apl 12
City of VeraCruz.. .New York. Havana.Apl 13
Austrian.Baltimore. Liverpool.Apl 13
City of Richmond -.New York. .Liverpool.Apl 13
Prussian.Portland... Liverpool..
A pi 15
Nellie Martin.New York. .Rio Janeiro. .Apl 15
Marathou. Boston.Liverpool.Apl 15
Helvetia.New York.. Liverpool.Apl 15
California.New York. .Glasgow. Apl 15
Idaho.
New York .Liverpool.... Apl 18
Amerique.New York. .Havre.Apl 18
Sarmatian.Portland... Liverpool.Anl 22
Moravian .Portland..
Miiiature

.Liverpool.Apl

PROVIDENCE—Sid Cth, scbs

ilton, United States.
Ar at Deal 6th inst,
barque Martha

—

Position of

Government Regarding
Winslow.
Boston, April 8.—The Washington correspocdeut of the Journal says that Col. Hoffman. Secretary of the United States Legation
as
at Loudon, and now
Charge
acting
d’Affaires, will receive next week a long dispatch from the Secretary of State concerning
the unwillingness of the British government to
extradite Winslow, which he will be directed
to communicate to Lord Derby.
It is a very
able State paper, reviewing the whole question
of the extradition of criminals between the
United States and Great Britain, aud stating
the determination oi this government to stand
by the Ashburton Treaty. The reply of the
British government to this paper will show
whether Great Britain intends to carrv out the
treaty provisions in good faith or to repudiate
them aud release Winslow and the other criminals. where extradition has been asked for by
the United States.
our

heteoroloiucal.
PltOL'Alill.ITlES FOR THE NEXT

j

The University Race Won by Cambridge.
London, April 8.—An account of the race on
the Thames says:
On the start Cambridge got into a careless,
easy swing, pumping away like a machine.
Shortly after the start she took the lead. The
struggle along Cheswick Eyeat was terrific,and
just around the curve the Oxford crew put in a
tremendous burnt of speed, rowing 30 strokes
per minute, wluibridge responded with a brilliant spurt of from 37 to 38 strokes per miuute.
At tbs soap works Cambridge led by a length.
The struggle was renewed with bit'.er frenzy as
the rival crews approached Hammersmith
bridge. The scene on shore was exciting. The
Cambridge crew shot Hammersmith bridge
first,leading over a length and gradually creeping ahead. Oxford here responded to a call of
their stroke oarsman, but did not gain an inch,
rhis, the last spurt of the dark blue, proved an
expiring effort, and the crew fell all to pieces.
Cambridge gradually increased their lead,
maintaining a long steadv drag until they
reached the goal, winners by four lengths.

TWENTY FOUR

HOURS.

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal )
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
April 10, (1 A. M.))
New Rngland,
and Middle states, diminishing northwest veering to northeast winds, partly cloudy and fair
weather with stationary temperature and presPar

sure.

Southern;

good

crushed. Molasses—grocery grades unchanged with
moderate inquiry. Rice is steady. Petroleum dull
and nominal. Naval Stores—Rosin steady at l 80
@
190. Turpentine heavy at 394 @ 40. CoaltSeadyat
5 00 @ 6 25 tor Anthracite per ton per cargo. Leather
heavy; Hemlock Sole, Buenos Ayers and Rio Grande
light, middle and heavy weights at 214 @ 25c;California do at 21 @ 24c; common do 21 @ 25c.
Pork is
lower; 3000 bbls new mess at 23 00 @ 23 50; 1100 bbls
prime mess at 21 374 @ 21 50; 500 bbls seller May at
22 85; 500 bbls bbls seller Juno at 23 05. Beef
quiet

120 bbls at 12 50 @ 13 50 for plain mess and extra
Beef Hams dull. Tierce Beef is quiet; Cut
meats—Western is quiet; middles are quiet at 12$ @
12 Jtor Western long clear; city long clear at 13
@
Lard is lower and closing steady; 150 ics of prime
steam at 14 00; 6000 tes seller May at 13 974 @ u 024*
3500 tes seller June at 14 10 @14 15; 3750 seller July
J
at 14 274
Butter unchanged. Whiskey dull 1 124.
Wool quiet and heavy; domestic fleece at 35 @ 37c
palled 25 @ 42c; unwashed 13 @ 30c; Texas 18 @
Freights to Liverpool—the market for grain heavy
and lower j Cotton sail 4 @ 9-32d; steam 4d.
mess.

TURKEY.
Persecution of Mobnnimedans
aud Christians.
Vienna, April 8.—The Political Correspondence
(newspaper) publishes from reliable
sources some extraordinary details of atrocities
committed by the ltoumvrian insurgents upon
the Mohammedan and Christian inhabitants
Fearful

134^

30c!

ASSETS.

ience of handling tar In its crude state. Under the
of Forest Tar it is put up in various forms suitable for taking internally and convenient for outward
Ask your druggist for these prepatawrite the Forest Tar Co., Portland, Me., for
information.octl5sn9m

application.
tions

or

SPECIAL

NOTICE.

We would call special attention to the Amiea■ors’ Notice, which appears in our columns
to-day with reference to Taxe^ that all persons
interested may comply with the t^iorot such notice,
particularly the last clause, with reference to the U.
S. Goverment Bonds, and Deposits in Savings
Banks, and thus save hard thoughts, and possibly
hard words, when too late.
Portland, March 25, 1876,
ma25sndtapl5

Ham-

McNeil. Jor-

Gross Assets, Dec. 31, 1875.$2,747,557 92
LIABILITIES.

value of outstanding policies, Massachusetts Btaudard, 4 per cent.$2,559,700
Losses due and unpaid.
2,000
Losses outstanding, not
27.799
yet due.
Amount due for rent.
1,687

Net

M. L. A.

port Mch t, barques Bristol, Fossett, for Havre;
Tatay, Pettis, for Boston; J S Winslow, Morton,
unc; brigs C s Packard, Amesbury. dc, Belie Prescott, Waterhouse, do; sch South Shore, Whittemore,
do; and others.
Sid fm Montevideo Feb 30, barque Woodside. Montgomery, Cape of Good Hope.
In Port Feb 19, barques Arietta, Dow, for
NYork;
^a^c^* *or Portland; brigs Amelia Emma,
New York; Walter Smith. Bailey, for do;
schs Nellie F Sawyer, Uetchell; Clara
Leavitt, Lombard, and Belle Hooper. Gilkev, unc.
Sid fm Rio Janeiro Mch
2d, ship Alice Vennard,
MeJClones; 5th, barque Geneva, Gorham, for
oPm?'
St Ihcmas; brig David
Owen, Cbadbourne, Balti-

Surplus,

open at 8 o’clock
Also at same time a “Special” Meeting will be
held to act on a proposed amendment to Article 19.

Detroit,Thomas, from Cardiff,
10th; Peiu. Lairabee, unc; barque Mary M Bird,
Nelson, unc; brig Sarah Gilmore, Clifford, do.
Ar at Batabano Mch 29, sch Maud
Barbour, from

Truxillo.
At Trinidad Mch 28, brig Richmond,
Bryant, from
Cape de Verds via St Thomas, to load for Boston.
Sid fm Cienfuegos3d inst, schs J K
Lawrence, Herrick, Boston; 4th, Geo M Rrainard, Averill, New
York.
Sid fin Matanzas 5th inst, barques H D Stover.
Pierce, and Carlton, Coggins, New York: brig J H

liniMvr mbs.

TIRE INSURANCE.
STATEMENT OF THE

EQUITABLE

Woodbury & Moulton,

Crandon, Pierce, do.
In port 30th, barque Nellie
May. Blair, for NYork;
schs Albert H Waite, Drisko, for
Philadelphia; Canton, Henley, for North ot Hatteras.
Ar at Havana 5th inst, sch Thos N Stone, Pitcher.
Teneriffe.
Sid Mch 30, sch Isaac Orbeton, Crockett, Sagua and
North of Hatteras; 31st, barque Com
Dupont, Nichols, Cardenas and New York; scbs David H Tolck,
Sawyer, Calbarien and do; Mattie A Franklin, Griihn, Matanzas and North ol Hatteras.
In port 1st inst. barque W Armington, Hooper, for
North of HnttArjia- er-ha ttrnna
I.,,-;.,
.1

F. It I. Insurance Co,,

BANKERS A3VD BROKERS,

67

Exchange

nov29

PROVIDENCE,

Street.
deodsnly

January

Awnings, Tents, Flags, Koat Sails,

Almanac*_.April

1-2 EXCHANGE

F.

A.

LEAVITT.
sneodtf

1

DR7

LYIB,

—

CONSULTED

CAN

BE

at

Ills

rooms

in

$253,189 05

of both the Allopathic and

Homoeopathic Schools,
practice

has been iu extensive
for twenty years. Disof the Eye and Ear, Throat and Lungs, skilltreated.
Also
Chronic
Diseases
in all forms.
fully
The Doctor’s success in both acute and chronic diswarrants
the
assertion
that
he
never fails
eases,
to cure where a care is possible.
eases

limited to no one locality, but from every
city,
and bamlet, in our broad domain, as well as
from other climes, and in the strange utterances of
foreign tongues, like the confused murmur of many
waters, come unfeigned and hearty commendations,
It is, in combination with the Pleasant Purgative
Pellets, the great depurator of the age. Under its
benign action eruptions disappear, encessive waste is
checked, the nerves are strengthened, and health,
long banished from the system, resumes her reign
and re-establishes her roseate throne upon the cheek.
All who have thoroughly tested its virtues in the diseases for which it is recommended unite in
pronouncing it the great Medical Discovery of the age.

Office llours 9 to I'i A. .H., 1
deg
to 8 P ftl>

are

5* and 9
leblTsneodtt

to

TO

THE

LADIES !

BROWS’S FRENCH DRESSING
Will make Ladies’ and Children’s Boots and Shoes
that have become rough and red, and Ladies’ Traveling Bags which look so old and rusty that they are
ashamed to ca'-ry them, look just as good as new. It
will not rub off or smut when wet. Softens the leather
No lady will be without it afler one trial. Beware
of imitations and counterfeits. For sale everywhere
B. F. BROWN & CO ; Boston.

uc-9ap7eod&wlw
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NOTICESo

PORT

OF PORTLAND.
Maiiinlny, April 8.
ARRIVED.

Steamship Chase, Bennett, Halifax, NS—passen-

gers and mdse

to

John Portous.

-.—

■■■■

■

■

MEMORANDA.
Ship Abner I Benyon, (of Thomaston) Wat ts, from
Pabellon de Pica fur Queenstown, put iuto Valparaiso
Mch 24th, leaky.
Sch Oweu P Hinds, Clendeunin, at Philadelphia
from Calais, reports bad wealher the entire passage
and on the 27th ult lost part of deckload laths.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
PORT TOWNSEND, O—Ar 2Uth, ship Pride of the
Port, Baker, San Francisco.
NEW ORLEANS—Cid 6th, sch Lamoine, Leach,
Yarmouth, NS.
Cid 7th, ship Union, Greenleat, Havre.
Ar 8th. sch J G Craig, Sterling, Utilla.
KEY WEST-Ar 23d, sch Sarah Ball, Haekett,
Pensacola.
Sid 24th, sch Addie G Bryant, Stubbs, Pensacola.
BRUNSWICK, GA—Ar 5th, sch Wigwam, Field,

Millbridge.

Cid 6th. sch John N Colby, Philadelphia.
TYBEE, GA—Ar 7th, barque Neversink, Barstow,
Antwerp.
GEORGETOWN. DC-Ar 4th, sch Rebecca Florence. Rich, Kennebec.
WILMINGTON, NC—Ar 7th, sch Yieka, Moon,
Havana.

RICHMOND, VA—Ar 5th, sch Para, Chase, New
York, to load for Rio Grande.
PORTRESS MONROE-Sid 6th, Br brig Omer,
for Portland.

B1LTIMORE—Cid 6th, sch FA Magee, Young,
St Pierre.
Cid 7th, sch Arthur Burton. Frobock, Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 6th, sebs Laina Cobb,Cobb,
Guantanamo; J B Austin, Williams, Bath; Isaac
Keen, Morrison, fm Proviucetown, Clara W Elwell,
Long, Rockport.
Cid 6th, sch B F Lowell, Stevens, Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 6tb, ship John Harvey. Brown,
Callao via Hampton Roads ; brig John C Noyes,
Coker, Sagua; sobs Monte Christo, Smith, Arecibo
15 days, (with damage to forerigging); W G R Mow
rey, Eaton, Matanzas.
Ar 8th, BChs Light Boat, Wood, Jacksonville; J S
Ingraham, Packard, Savannah.
Ar7th, schs H A DeWitt, Manson, Kingston, Ja,
18 days; Joshua Grindle, Freetby, FernandiDa 8 ds;
Walter E Palmer, RaDdall, Cardenas; M P King,
Jarvis, Northport; W B Darling, Pendleton, ProviJence; A K Woodward, Woodward, do.
Cid 6th,sebs Cassie Jameson, Jameson, Jamaica;
Lena R Storer, Seavey, Cedar Keyes; L Warren, Ireland. Beaufort. SC.

Cid 7th, brig Abby Ellen, Harding, Kingston. Ja;
LHersey, Coggins, St Kitts; Cumberland,
Webber, and B J Willard, Woodbury, lor .matanzas;
Jas A Potter, Ogier, Savannah.
Sid 6th, barque Neversink, for London; brig Charlotte, for Cardenas; Shannon, for do; schs G B McFarland, for Laguayra and Porto Cabello; Ella M
Watts, for Pensacola; Speedaway, for roiut-a-Petre;
aarque Esther, for Boston,
Sid 7th. brigs Emma, for Trinidad; Hattie M Bain,
for Cardenas; Loch Lomond, tor Guantanamo.
Passed through Hell Gate 6th, brig Gambia, Tupper. New York toi Boston; ecbis ECGates, FreemaD,
tioboken tor Portsmouth; Mary D Haskell, Sauulers, Wecbawken for Boston ; Georgie Sheppard,
Rich, New York for Portland; Silas Me Loon, Spear,
Hoboken for Rockland; Anna S Murch, do for Fall
River; Defiance, Thorndike, tm do for Portsmouth;
icbs R

BATES

LOCKE,

&

GEORGE P. ROWELL & CO.,
%m

FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.
Dealers hi Printing Materials of every description
Jype, Presses, etc.
Office No. 41 Park Row, New York.

S, B. NILES,

have quickly cured.
Now what are the
spmptoms of Catarrh? They commence with a 6ense

ADVERTISING

of irritation about

the nasal organs which, if not
alter a short time
extend to the throat.
As you
lie down at night,
and lain would sleep and rest the weary brain,

AGENT.

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers oi
all cities and towns of the United States, Canada
nd British Provinces.
Office No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

HORRIBLE TO SAY,

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

The Secretions of the Head

S. ML. PEXTENGILL & CO.’S

LUNGS,

ADVERTISING

delicate organs to become impregnated

ACENC*

No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York,
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in al
and British Prov-

Newspapers in the Uniied States

inces.

CATARRHAL

ADVERTISING AGENCY A PRINTERS’ WAREHOUSE,

the morning you arise with a dull, heavy feeling about the head and extreme nausea at the stomach; you cau eat nothing with a relish, to work is a
task, as you have that dull pain and sense of ox»pression which demonstrates the fact that

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kinds ol
Printers* Materials. Advertisements inserted in any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
owest prices. Send for estimates.

CATARRH

100RE-

OWEN &

IIAS SECURED

A VICTIM.

I

when you realize this fact, do not get frightened
run and pay five or ten dollars for worthless
advice, but invest just 35 cents in a box ot

Now
and

I

We shall open thin morning a fall assortment of new Spring colors in Kid Cloven
for Ladies, Cents and Children. We have
added a line of Cents’ Kids in the celebrated Trefousse make, which we shall sell at
These goods never have beea sold
in Portland for less than

RIDERS

German Snuff,
Use it according lo directions, and a
ranted.

PEOPLE OF NEW

is the best glove ever sold for this
price.
As a special bargain we oiler 45 dozen
Real Joseph Kid in 1 button (all sizes) at
th« eery low price of 50c a pair, usually
sold for $1.45.

is war-

cure

Although the wholesale prieeof Kid Gloves has advanced 10 per cent., we shall sell our regular brands
at same prices as heretofore. Believing that the
public will appreciate our endeavors to sell the best
goods
at the lowest possible prices, we respectfully solicit

ENGLAND,

Beware of this bane of the age; do not be
cut down in the prime of lile and harried
to the grave.
Remember Catarrh caunes
Commmption. and by the use of this remewill
dy you
certainly be cured.

an

we mean

you who are troubled
so common, such as

dec2fl

with these

com-

Partial Paralysis.
Neuralgia of the Head,
Dim Vision,
Loss of
Lose

no

you, for

Catarrh.

rhe best place to get your Boots and Shoes

Energy,

—

N. J. SANFORD.

We beg of you do not give your little ones Worm
when they complain of being ‘‘stuffed up.’*
No, no! they have what is far worse and more dangerous than a myriad of worms. They have

Which,

when neglected, and their bodies are placed
a horizontal position, lt-ads very often to what is
known as a SlTDDEN CROUP, which in nine cases
out of ten cannot be cured, and >ou behold your
loved one die before your eyes.
Mothers, always

in

on

hand

a

box of

3,191.000

OO

1,393,000
1,385,000

00
OO

9,387,000

OO

567,000

OO

50

The dividends of this old Company are not larger
than any Company in this country or the world, but
can

pay whose

The Life Insurance Laws of Massachusetts require
Massachusetts companies to give in Life Insurance
the value of every dollar paid into its treasury, without any action on the part of the policy holder.
If a party insured iu this Company fails to pay the
premium on his policv when due, the net value or
eg al reserve of such policy must be used as a single
premium to purchase a term insurance, the length of
which, to be determined by the age of the insured;
thus securing to every policy holder young or old
rich or poor, a fair equivalent for the money
paid.
In addition to the above
safeguard, this Company
will give, if desired, a paid up poliey for said net value, or will pay it in cash if preferred.
In all other State companies (with the exception of
the paid up insurance feature) this net value, or leqal
reserve which belong to the policy
holder, is forfeited,
unless the premium is paid when due.
When you insure your life, insure in the Company
that
Guarantees you the most Life Insurance

For Information, Documents

or

Insurance

apply

to

TARBOX,

General

Agent New England Mutual
Life Insurance Company,
OFFICE

COR. MIDDDLE AMCHANGE STS.
few

more

Aclire

Agent. Wanted.

muiVGER, Agt.,

J. W.

PORTLAND, ME.,
OFFICE 166 FORE STREET.
feb25

d2m&wtf

ANNUAL

STATEMENT
—

OP THE

—

United States Branch
—

OP THK

—

WINDOW

INSURANCE COMPANY.
December 31, 1S»5.

ASSETS.

Real estate owned by
Company. SICO,000 00
Bonds and mortgages.. 1,140,400 00
IT S. stocks.
1,592,618 75
states stocks.
30,800 OO
Loan on life policy.
2.223 65
Cash in
Company’s office.
10,007 14
Cash in banks.
254,442 40
Interest due and accrued.
25,590 29
Premiums in course ot collection.
289.929 55
All other assets.
12,304 30

Aggregate assets in United States... ..$3,824,316
dtf

VENTILATOR.

WHITE’S

CATARRH,

—

ap6

Medicine

keep

AT

130 Middle Street.

MOTHERS! MOTHERS:

LNFAMILE

dif

Boots and Shoes !

time to rid yourself of what in time will kill
all of the above are the results of neglected

Accumulation in 1875
over liabilities January
1. 1876....
Surplus to be returned to policy
holders in 1876 as their premiurns fall due.
Ratio of expenses
to mean
amount insured in 1875.

OO

300,000 OO

mOORE,

Congress St., Cor. Brown.

plaints, alas!

ure liabilities) amounting to
about.813,000,000

examination.

OWEN

MEN AND WOMEN,

an

Accumulated fund (to meet flit-*

V. C.

In

10C

Equitable.

No permit required for change of Residence or Occupation. This Company possessed Jan-

for the money yon hare Paid.

T. C. EVANS,

POISON.

Policies Liberal and

they are as large as any Company
surplus is not swollen by forfeitures.

ERTISINC AGENTS

Would

Century Experience in I.ife

Surplus

J. H. Bates, late of
D. R. Locke, o Locke &
S. M. Pettengill & Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade,
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.

allayed with GERMAN SNUFF,

Hall

1875.

34 I'Ai.X ROW, NEW YORK.

German Snuff,

Life

Market value of which, more
than cost, Jan. 1, 1876.
Income for 1875.
Returned to policy holders in

New.paper Advertising Agent.,

RIDER’S

■t

Mutual

uary 1, 1876,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Box of the great remedy,

EHGLAHD

Underwriting.

No. 5 Washington Building,

COLD

with

HEW

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

TOWSPAPER ADTEBTI81NG ACEN1

Why! Because the bavc not made
tilts disease the study ot a life-time,
as did old
Dr.
Kaeder, a disProfessor,
tinguished Berman
who has probably spent more time
over ibis intricate complaint than
Reflect
any person on the globe.
lor a
moment, use your good
llii’.t
the
sense, and remember
origin of Catarrh is in a

Causing these

dtf

Nearly

AUVKftTlSINU AUEXCY,

PHYMIMS ARE BAFFLED!

TO THE

D. MUNGER.

C.

OF BOSTON.

C. J. WHEELER,

PASS

MUNGER.

INCORPORATED IN 1835.

To Cure Catarrh

■

W.

J

—

Advertisements receiued for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowesi
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully giver
and estimates promptly fuurnished.

•

AGENTS,
No. 166 Fore Street, Portland.

■■■„

DODD’S

t21

oue

Munger & Co.

sneodgm

■

tion of which, per month, exceed 1100,000,

Which

John W,

_AGENCIES.

Please tell the people that ycu saw their
Advertisement in the PRESS the circula

NEWS

j

mhl8

HORACE DODD.

MARINE

FRED W. ARNOLD, President.
JAMES E. TILLINGHAST, Sec’y.

The Doctor is a

Graduate

village

Sun rises.5 27 High water.12.30 PM
Sun sets.6.36 | Moon rises.2.15 AM

$16,156 40
Reinsurance reserve, New York
standard. 67,156 87- 83,313 27

CHARGE

OF

Mechanics’ Hall Building.

A Toast.
Two Important Discoveries:
The discovery of
America bv Columbus, and Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery; the one opening up to mankind a new
continent, the other a fountain of health, which is
indispensable to the full enjoyment of life and its
blessings In response to the above sentiment come
the unsolicited attestations of tens of thousands of
grateful patients, who have been relieved of chronic
ailments through its instrumentalitv. Those voices

SPECIAL

Losses unpaid.$11,750 00
Dividends. 1,156 40
taxes and office
3,250 00
expenses..

—

FREE

32

Commissions,

Late of Philadelphia*

SPOKEX.
21, lat 29, lan 8, ship Geo Skolfield, from Lobos
for United Kingdom.
Jan 9, lat 23 20 S. ion 32 36 W, ship Premier,McGilvery, from Liverpool for Rangoon.
April 1, \V of Sand Key 40 miles, sch Cora Etta,
irom Pensacola for Philadelphia.

$336,502

LIABILITIES.

PHYSICIAN ANH SURGEON,

Dec

$200,000

Market Val.
Bank stocks... .$132,750 00
Rea! estate in City of Providence. 120,000 00
Loans on bond and mortgage. 15,004 00
City bonds. 23.0 0 00
Loaned with collateral security.
3,611 00
Cash In bonk and office.
22,871 48
Premiums in course of collection.
16,469 81
Accrued rents.
800 00

STREET.

marct.'i

1st. 1876.

ASSETS.

Decorations, Ac,,
49

I..

K.

Cash Capital,

Covers, Canvas Letterings.

Edw Waite, Lee, do.
Sid fin Cardenas 5th iust, sch Henrietta, Hill, lor
Delaware Breakwater.
Sid fin Sagua 6th inst. sch Fannie A Bailey, Hutchinson, for North ot Hatteras.
Ar at Havana 6th iust, brig S J Stront,
Fickett,
Portland; 7th. barque R A Allen. Tarr, Liverpool.
Ar at Matanzas 6th inst,brig Stephen
Bishop,Bishop, Baltimore: schs Maggie D Marston, Hooper,.Liverpool; Traveler, Hodges, New Orleans; Maggie Balling, Dalling. New York.
Sid 6th inst, brigs Eva N Johnson. Yeaton. North
of Hatteras; Alberti, Hinckley, do; sch Miranda.

85

7 Exchange *1., Portland, Me.
mb22
eod3w

Highest rates paid for Called Government Bonds or Later Issues, and Good
Mnnicipal Securities given in exchange.
All the 5-20’s of 1S62,1864, and 5,000,000 of the November issues of 1865
have been called in for redemption.

ar

regards policy-holders. $156,370

as

N. S. GARDINER, Ccn’I Agent,

Per order,
SAM’L B, GRAVES, Rec. Sec’y.
ap3sndtd

fii

57
00
OO
50

Total liabilities, Dec. 31,1875.$2,591,266 18

The Annual Meeting of the Mercantile Library
Association, will be held at tneir Rooms, on TUESDAY EVENING, April 11th, at 7* o’clock, Polls

more.

BOSTON, HAIM.,

United States bonds..
$100,000 OO
City bonds and loans.
Ill non on
National bank stocks.38 500 00
Railroad bomts and loans.
474 000 00
Corporate bonds and loans.
75^000 00
Loans on mortgages
1,307’,850 00
Loans on collateral.
23,800 OO
Premium notes.
373,838 23
Bills receivable.
5,163 51
Loans on personal security.
1,500 00
719 58
Agents’ balances.
92183 77
Commuted Commissions.
68,(96 74
Casb in band and In basks.
Interest due and accrued.
56,609 68
Excess ot market value of investments
over par.
27,812 50
Outstanding premiums on policies in
force, ou which a liability was calculated. Dec. 31,1875.
73,783 91

namo

Liverpool.

ven,
In

OF

Fov the Year Ending Dec.
31, 1*7*

Its great healing power has long been recognized, but
not much used heretofore, bocauseofthe inconven-

dan, New Orleans.
Ar at Buenos Ayres Feb
19, barque S B Hale, Ha-

.......

@

A

John Hancock Mulnal Life Insnrance Co.

some

value. Such is the invention by which the Forest
Tar Co. aro enabled to utilize pare tar as a medicine.

fvkeign poktk.

frp Liverpool Gth Inst, ship Kato Prince,

lO.

..

Chicago;

is

TUK]B

THIBTEESTD ASSCAL STATEMENT OF

discovery is announced wLich
astonishing alike lor its simplicity and its great

Almost daily

and Winslow Morse.
BOSTON—Cld 7tb. barque Tremont, Oarlisle, for
Havana; brig Mary C Mariner. Titeomb, Portland.
Ar 8tb, scbs S B Hume,
Diggins, Cardenas; Mary
L Peters, York, Hoboken;
Quoddy, Fanning Elizabethnort: J Holmes,rfyder, New York; M B Rogers,
Preble. Bath.
brig Mary K Dana. O’Neil, Mayaguez; sch
L F Warren, Johnson, Macbias; A S
Oakes, Babbidge, Bangor; H S Bridges, Land rick, Pembroke.
Sid. brig Mary C Mariner.
GLOUCESTER-Ar Gth, scbs Wm Penn, Hart,
Virginia for Thomaston; Edw Sianley, liyer, Rockland for New York; J C Rogers, Fletcher, New York
for Bath; M B Rogers, Preble, Bath for Boston.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid Gtb, sell* Chattanooga, Snair,
Bucksport; Silver Spray, Chadwick, Thomaston.

—

j

Calista, Whitten,

29

Steamship Eleanora, Johnson, New York—passengers and mdse to Henry Fox.
The specie shipments to-day were $197,000, of
Brig Anna M Knight, Davis, Philadelphia—coal to
which $50,000 was in gold bars and the remainder in
Boston & Maine RR.
silver bars
Brig B W Cochrane, (Br) Boyd, Halifax, NS, in
The following were the closing quotations of Govballast, to load flour.
ernment securities:
Sch Kate M Hilton, (of Bath) Adams, Matanzas 15
United States coup 6s,1881.
1228 days. Reports, while at anchor on Nantucket Shoals
United States 5 20’s 1865, old.
U8f in the gale 4th inst, parted chains and lost both anUnited States 5-20*8,1865, new.119*
chors. Cargo of 895 nhds 105 tcs molasses to Geo S
United States 5-20’s, 1867.121§
Hunt & Co.
United States 5-20’s, 1868 do...123
Sch Albert Clarence, Hawes, Norfolk—oysters to
United States new 5’s.
1185
Jas Freeman.
United States 10-40s, coup.118|
Sch Helen A Hoyt, Crane, Philadelphia—coal to
Currencv 6’s.
126* Randall & McAllister,
iue
louowing were tne closing quotations oi t w- Sch PS Lindsey, JBarberick, Boston.
Sch Hyue, Oliver, Boston, to load for New York.
Stocks:
Sch Fearnought, Davis, Scitflate for Yarmouth NS.
Western Union Telegraph Co....
67$
Sch Three Sisters. Bickmore, Friendship.
Pacific Mail. 17
Sch Sangamon, Wallace. Waldoboro.
New York Central & Hudson KK.113
Sch Ella Frances, Bulger, Calais for PhiladelphiaErie.
18
Erie prelerred. 33
put in for a new crew.
Sch Bonaventure. Reed, Boothbay.
Michigan Central. 60$
Sch Annie Sargent, Kimball, Boothbay.
Union Pacific Stock.
64$
Panama.
.127
CLEARED.
Lake Shore
60$
Steamship Scandinavian, (Br) Watts, Liverpool—
Illinois Central. 98
H & A Allan.
Chicago & Northwestern. 42$
Steamship Chase, Bennett, Halifax, N S—John
Chicago <& Northwestern prelerred. 62* Porteous.
New Jersey Central.101$
Sch Eliza B Coffin, Cole, New York—Berlin Mills.
Rock Island.
105$
Sch Minnesota, Coombs, Bridgeport, Ct— Berlin
St. Paul...... 41
Mills Co.
St. Paul preferred. 66$
Sch Chalcedony, Ingalls, Machias—W H Preble.
Wabash.... 3
Sch L Standish, Wilder, Pembroke—Nathl Blake!
Atlantic dfc Pacific Telegraph.. 18
Sch Susan, Carle. Rockland—C A B Morse &^Do.
Missouri Pacific. 14$
Sch Lucy Ann, Dighton, St George—Chase Bros.
Atlantic & Pacificipreterred. 3$
f
Sch Capitol, Tarr, Round Pond.
The following were the closing quotations of Pacific
SAILED— Barque Emma V; brigs John Swan,
Railroad securities:
A
and
Mary Chase, Addie Hale,
ClytTe; sells Nellie
Central Pacific bonds.107$
Doe, Congress, Abner Taylor, Olive Elizabeth, BramUnion Pacific bonds.105*
hall, Harriet Fuller, L A Johnson, Isabella Jewett,
Unicn Pacific Land Grants ..100*
L Standish. Georgie Willard, JDreadnanght. Fr»uk
Sinking Funds...
91$
and others.
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st....22* Skillings, City Point,
Auiiday, April 9.
Guaranteed. 25$
ARRIVED. .*•
Brig Isaac Howland. Lakeman, Cardenas via DelGloucester Fish market.
aware Breakwater,—430 hhds4l tcs molasses to Ph nGloucester, Mass., Aprii «s
ney &4felg|gon.
Gloucester Fish market and arrivals for the week
Sell
DesgardidJJCaibarien—295 hhds
ending April 8th:
20 tcs
Thirty-eight fiishing arrivals have been reported:
Sch G^HR'Sl^pard, Rich, New York—coal to
30 from Geoiges Banks with an aggregate catch 800,Randall «&^McAllister.
000 lbs codfish and 175,000 lbs Halibut; 8 from Grand
Banks with 503,000 lbs Halibut.
Codfish market
[FROM MERCHANTS* EXCHANGED
in light receipts.
We quote Georges $5 p qtl; Bank
Cld at Philadelphia 8th. sch Hattie Ross, Portland.
4 00, Mackerel—no Shores on the market;
Bays are
Ar
at
Glasgaw Mch 27, barque Sarab, Ingersoll,
o»loted at 17 00 @ 13 50 p bbl for l’s and 2’s. We
Passarooang. Java, Nov 26.
Hake at 2 75 p qtl; Pollock 3 00 p qtl; Cusk at 3 00
Ar
at
Dublin
Mch 26, barque Fannie Skolfield.
p qtl; Tongues and Sounds at 11 00 p bbl; Halibut
Ar at Cork Mch 27, brig Anita Owen, Portland.
Fins 9 00 p bbl; Malibut heads at 3 50 p bbl; Pickfm Montevideo Feb 27, ship Rufus E Wood,
Sid
led Codfish 6 00 p bbl; Round Herring at 4 25 P bbl;
Davis, (from Boston) for San Francisco, having reSplit Herring 5 00 p bbl; Bav of Island at p bbl:
paired.
Smoked at8c p lb; Prepared Codfish at 5$c p lb;
Boneless Cod 5$c p lb. Fresh Halibut have been in
[FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.)
good receipt and dull market at 2 and l$c p lb for
white and gray for Bank and Georges. Haddock in
CRANBERRY ISLES, April 1-Ar, sch Ella Franlight receipts and selling at 1 75 per cwt. No Cusk, ces. Bulger, trom Calais, (with laths) for Philadelphia
via Portland.
Pollock or Hake brought in.
April 3—Sid. sebs Sea Bird, Stanley, Dyer’s Bay;
Sea Bird, for Philadelphia.
Capt Frank G Spurling has left for Portland to
Providence Print Cloths market.
take charge of schr Goldsmith Maid, in which ho was
Providence, April 8.—Printing Cloths market
in better leeling at close; good standard and extra 64
KENNE BUNK PORT, April 8—Ar, sell Jas Bliss,
x 64’s are quoted at
3$ @ 3$c for thirty days.
Hatch, Wilmington 13 days.
Sid, sch Allie Oakes, Pillebury, Rockland.

tra eood to nrime at 6 50 (a). 7 35: choin« tn
tra at 7 40 @ 9 50, including 2400 bbls shipping extra
at 5 00 @ 5 25; 3,400 bbls ot city mills extra at 5 70
@ 6 00; tue market closing quiet; Southern flour is
quiet and unchanged; sales 6500 bbls; comnou to
extra at 5 10 @ 5 75; good to choice do at 5 80
@ 9 oo
Ryeflour is firm; sales 300 bbls at 4 15 @ 5 20. Cornmeal firmer; sales 4000 bbls Western, Jersey and
Penn at 2 90 @ 3 25. W.»eat—receipts of 52,550 bush
market is dull but slightly in bujers favor; sales 72
COO bush;l 13 for New Ifork inspection No 3 Spring*
115 for No3 Milwaukee; 114 for No 3
1 2o
for No 2 and 3 Chicago Mixed; 1 27 for No 2 Minnesota in store ;1 27 toi old No 2 Milwaukee (so called
in store; 1 35 @ 138 lor No 1 Spring; 1 48 @ l ijjo for
White Western and nominally; 1 23
#27 for No 2
Chicago; 105 @ 111 for rejected Spring. Corn—receipts 12,600 bush; the market is fully lc better with
good inquiry; sales of 51,000 bush; 644 @ 64|c for no
Mixed; 70c for steamer Mixed: 72c lor ungraded
high Mixed and Yellow Western; 71c for new Yel
low Jersey; 71 @ 72cc for new Yellow
70c
for new White do;68c lor common old Western Mixed
in store; 70c for
do; also 15,000 bush graded
Mixed seller April 664c; seller May 64.}c bid; held at
B5c. Oats—receipts 17,505 bush; the market is shade
better for track parcels; other kiuds unchanged;sales
36,000 bush; 43 @ 484c for Mixed Western and State
16 @ 51c for White do, including rejected at 43c; No 2
Mixed New York inspection at 464c; No 1 do at 48 (5)
184. Hay firm at 75 @ 80c for shipping. Coffee—RuJ
is quiet and unchanged; cargoes at 16 @ 19C gold
|ob lots at 16 @ 20c in gold. Sugar is quiet steady at
1$ @ 7Jc for fair to good refining; 7$c for prime: relined firm at 93 @ 9$c for standard A; 104c for granulated; 104@10|c for powdered; 10$ @ iu|c lor

1N8UKANCK.

TAK.

FOKEST

and Sea Foam, Philbrook, New York.
Ar 7th, sch Joe Carlton, Thurston, Baltimore.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 4th, sch Gov Coney,
Ridley, Wiscasset for Providence.
Sid 7th, schs II Prescott, Para, Nancy J Day, and
James Bliss.
Sid 7th, scbs Matthew Kinney, Addie Sawyer, Tim
Field. Eddie F Treat, A
Hammond, Jas II Deputy,

..

change 487* @ 490.

Domestic markets.
New York. April 8—5 P. M.—Ashes quiet and
at
5
00. Cotton is quiet and unchanged;
unchanged
sales 291 bales; Middling uplands at 138c. Flour—
9087
Receipts
bbls; the market is dull and prices rule
in buyers lavor; sales of 11,900 bbls; No 2 at 3 00
@
8 75; {Superfine Western and State at 4 20
@ 4 70
common to good extra Western and State at 5 00 Cd>
5 30; good to choice at 5 35 @ 5 70; common to choice
White Wheat Western extra at 5 75 @7 00; Fmcv
White Wheat Western extra at 7 05 @ 7 75;
common
to good extra Ohio at 5 00 @ 7 00; common to choice
extra St Louis at 5 35 @ 9 00; Patent Minnesota ex-

NOTICES.

do for Rockland.

Mitchell, New York.

[Sales at the Brokers’ Board, April 8.]

$5,000 Portland City 6’s,

SPECIAL

through Hell Gate 7ih, schs Robt T Clark,
New York for Pernambuco; FleetwiDg,
ltondout for Salem; Sarah Wooster New York for
Boston; Spartel, and C P Gerrish, do lor do; C E
Passed

Hutchinson,

—

Daily Domestic Receipts.
By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to G.
W. True & Co.

97 Boston & Maine Railroad.
235 Eastern Railroad

magistrate solemnizing

In Lewiston, March 19, by Rev. S. F. Wetberbee,
Jas H. Willey and Miss Etta Griffin, both of Lew
iston.
In Lewiston, April 8, by Rev. S. F. Wetberbee.
Willie W. Dexter of Lexington and Miss Abbie T.
Irish of Auburn.
In Oakland, Cal., April 6, Everett B. Pomroy, Esq.,
and Miss Annie L., daughter ot Francis Blake, Esq.,
ot Portland.

Foreigu Exports.
LIVERPOOL, ENG. Steamship Scandinavian18,216 bags wheat, 1736 do peas, 43 cases furniture, 77
do machinery, 8 do sundries, 2500 lbs salmon, 2 boxes
shoes, 13,651 lbs leather, 81 bdls leather,4 cases forks,
113,400 lbs meat, 6600 lbs tallow, 200 do sausages, 6
bbls meats and 51 kegs do, 91 this potash, 2400 lbs of
marrow, 57,870 lbs cheese, 33,600 do bacon, 6 packages ex goods, 1 case fancy goods. 45,200 lbs bacon, 4,000 do lard, 3256 deals, 281 boards.

Boston Stock

bids

flour, 15,000 bnsh of wheat, 43,3,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush barley,
XSX.bush
000
rye, 00 hogs, 00 cattle.
Cincinnati, Aptil 8.—Pork is dull at 22 75. Lard
steady; steam at 13f cash; kettle at 14 @ 14}. Bulk
? Moulders at 8}; clear rib sides at
12| @ 12} buyer June; clear sides at
Joi J2 cash;
Bacon is quiet and
unchanged; shoulders
; c,ear nb sides at 12} @ 13; clear sides at
ri
v.e H°ga firm; common to good light at
7<«/»o'or air
t0 sood heavy at 8 30 @ 8 50 receipts
2o\
1111(11,1
head-wwskey

The London Times’ Calcutta despatch says
intelligence has been received that the Ameer
of Caboul has defeated his rebellions fendatory,
the Meer of Maimena.
The latter lost three
thousand men in battle.
A rebellion has broken out in the desert
portion of the province of Constantine in Algeria.
Serious Agrarian riots have taken
in
the Burstar district of Madras.
Thirty tbou-

Oiwl Hpmnrnl of f ho fnllmninir nnnfntionc
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corn, 5,000 busu oats, 5500 boeh barley,
J
000 bush rye.
St Louis, April 8.—Flour steady. Wheat
irregular; No 2 Red Fall 1 48 @ l 48} bid cash; 1 50} seller
No 3 do at 1 39 @ 1 40. Corn active and lower;
2 M«ed at 44} @45c for cash;
44§@45}c seller
May; 44}c seller June. Oats are dull; No 2 at 34}c
bid cash; sales at 35c seller
May. Bye higher at 66c.

alarming proportions.

4 50

firm at 1 08.

Receip' 8—10,000 bbla Lour, 46,000 bush wheat 43
000 wash corn, 1G,000 bush oats. 6500 hush barlev

Fair Dealer, Loring, from Port Johnson for Boston;
Percy, Mitchell, Amboy for East port.

PATENT

rai supply any desired quantity ot pare air. witli.ut dust or cold draughts.
Easily adjusted and
dapted to the small room or large hall. Call or send
1j ot
H'
KIMBALL,
Agent, 120 Tre] aont Street,
Boston, Mass.
Active Agent. Wanted in
every
City.
mh23

f&ula5-„W-

dim
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LIABILITIES.
Net amount of unpaid losses. $213,024 62
Amount required to re-insure outstanding risks. 1,246,249 28
Amount reclaimable on perpetual poli294,293 64
cies.
Life liabilities.
115,643 47
All other liabilities.
57,985 91

Aggregate liabilities in United States..$1.927,196
Agents in Cumberland County

92

■

_

Burlington, Cedar Rapids

R/EDER’S

GERMAN SNUFF.
For sale everywhere. Price only 35 cents. SMI IH,
DOOLITTLE & SMITH, 26 Trent on t St., Boston,
dec7MW&Ssn6m
Agents for U. S.

and

Minnesota Bondholders.
For plan oi reorganization apply, stating class of
, Jomlsneld (whether Main Line, Milwaukee, Mus( atine, or Pacific
Division), to FHED TaYJ [*OK, Chairman Bondholders’ Committee, 476
troomc Ntreet, New York. Immediate action
i 3 advisable.
ap8dlm

~~

CRASS_

Boys’

SEE1).

Harris

FOB SALK BY

&

Littlefield,

143 Commercial Street.
mchlG

gntf

Clothing I

HRS. F. C. CHASE

Herds Grass, Clover and Red Top,
—

Custom

rould inform her old customers and friends that she

1 ias reopened the store Corner I'uriland and
to
lerh»uic Nlreei., where she is
ut and make Boys* ClotlilDg in the latest styles,
'rimming* constantly on hand. Old Aiaarim—‘First
mclildtf
ome first served.”

\

prepared

JOB WORK at every description Beat
j f executed at this office

Portland,
Bridgton,

J. M. HEATH.
GEO. G. WIGHT.
eod3w

Southern Pine Flooring.
Dry 1 & H-4 Inch

iOO M.

first quality flooring,
For sale in lota or car loads at Cargo Prices.
J. W. DGEBINO,
HO Commercial Street. Earn af Centre 8«
eodtf
nel2

sum.

Money to Loan.
null panic, on Heal Estate

la

[IV Ac.,
Ac.
Real Estate
nOT2laeod6m

O. B. DAVIS,
aad Mortgage Bruker.

SUNDAY SERVIC ES.

press.

the

MOJfDAY^MOBIflNG,

APRIL 10, 1876

THE PBEtm
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fessenden Bros., Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews,
Wentworth, Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Bros., on all trains that run out of the city.
At Biddeiord. of
Phidsbury,
At Saco, of L Hodgdon.
At Watervillfc, of J. S. Carter.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French
Bros., and Stevens & Co.
New Advertisement!! To-Day.

flowers, and on the table iu front was a handsome floral basket,
A large audience was in
attendance. Mr. Frothingham selected as his
text, from Isaiah 12—21, the single word ‘‘Btturn.” After a general discussion of the law

repetitiou, he spoke of matters personal to
himself and the parish, as follow?:
To-day, friends, I rejoice iu a return, if but

of

Brief

Jottings.
Joseph A. Dirwanger will give a floral exhibition at hi3 conservatory this week. He has
a fine collection of Easter flowers.
The Portland Hat Company has manufactured about 100 centennial coctted hats expressly
for Bosworth Post to be used in the new play
of the Yankee Artillerist.
The Montgomery Guards will give a grand

Calico Bali April 27th at City Hal!.
This evening a committee of the ladies will
hold a fair at the Mountfort street church for
the benefit of the pastor.
Wednesday afternoon they have an exhibition of colored babies.
A party of mechanics from Truro, N. S. >
passed through this city, Saturday, on their

way to San Francisco.
The Maine Central and Rochester Railroads
are building a Union denot at Morrill’s Corner
for the accommodation of passengers lrom the

east, who will transfer there for New York via
the Rochester road.
who

resides on Clark
street, tell down stair3 Saturday with a child
in her arms. Mrs. Eames was badly wrenched
and her collar-bone broken, but the child cs.

caped

without iDjury.
The steamer City of Richmond commences
her trips to Bangor, as far as the ice will permit, this evening at 10 o’clock.
J. Bennett Anderson, the temperance advocate and songster of England, will speak and
sing at the Allen Mission this evening.

The sheriffs and police made several seizures
yesterday.
The pastor of oue of our city churches made
a request from bis pulpit yesterday that no notice of the Easter services be published in adit would attract a large crowd to the
church. But for this request we should say
that this church is arranging for a fine concert
vance as

Sunday evening.
Thurston, mother
ton, died yesterday from
lytic shock.
next

Mrs.

of Mr. Samuel Thursthe effects of a para

Police Notes.
About half past ten o’clock Saturday night,
as Daniel McMahan was passing up Middle
street he noticed an intoxicated man behind
him. At the corner of Franklin street he stepped one side to let the stranger pass, when he
After makwasjeut in the side with a knife.
ing the attack the man ran down Franklin
street and disappeared. McMahon also ran to
Fore street,where he lives, and gave the alarm.
Officers Rice and LaDgmaid soon arrested the
would-be assassin and took him to the station.
was taken to the
station and Dr.

McMahan

Brooks called to dress the wound
He found
that the knife had pierced the overcoat, uudercoat, vest aod shirt, and had inflicted a wound
about an inch deep jnst above the heart.
T.ie
wound is not considered dangerous.
The man
arrested gave bis name as John Petersen, and
at the time of the arrest he
was
intoxicated.
He gave no reason for the assault.
Mr. McMahan says he never saw Petersen before and
the assault was apparently unprovoked.
For some time past the police have been on
the lookont for a house on Centre street where
beer is sold
UU UOO

Sunday.

on

As
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it

is

a

private
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yesterday morning. About one o’clock officers
Hanson, Huston, Newcomb and Bell made a
descent upon tbe place and obtained a quantity
of ale, and arrested the man in attendance. A
large crowd of men and boys were found
there.
Officers Warren and Hanson broke up a free
fight on Centre street, Saturday night, and carried the ring leaders to the station, much to
the disgust of their friends who wero powerless
to aid them.
Jack Fay, who has given the police much
trouble in this city, assaulted deputy sheriff

Bing Saturday night,
seizure at

while he was

Jack Sullivan’s

making

a

York street.
Complaint was made at the station and officers
Hanson, Sterling and Verry arrested Fay. He
on

will be likely to get a good long sentence.
Officers Burnham and Merrill arrested a
young chap yesterday for assaulting a member
of the Beform Club who was rescuing a fallen

brother from bad company

on

Temple

street.

A Word for Tramps.—Just now there are
several men in our city who will probably be
taken for tramps, from the fact that they are
ont of means to help themselves and are obliged to depend upon charity for their daily bread.
These men have been at work on the Ogdensburg road, engaged in building a link between
Johnson and Sheldon, forty-eight miles in
length. About four hundred men have been
employed on this work, and these men state
that none of them have been paid for the past
four months, and that they are penniless and
out of work at tbe present time, the job having
A few days
been completed two weeks ago.
since these men, who have homes in Woburn,
Mass., started to return to their native town,

foot.

At Whitefield, N. H., President Anwho happened to be in town, issued
passes in their behalf to Portland.
Friday
night they slept in an old band-car house on
the line of the road, the snow blowing in and
on

derson,

over them.
The difficulty about their
pay is supoosed to lie with the contractor, a
Massachusetts man named Hogan, who has
$200,000 in bonds in bis possession in payment
for the work performed. As theso bends are

sifting

difficult to be negotiated at present, it is possible that Hogan is placed in such a condition
as to render it impossible for him to fulfil his

promise.
A Monument.—At the Love Feast yesterat the Chestnut street church, allusion was
made to Bev. Jesse Lee, the founder of Meth-

day

rtsliam in

Ijnwr

nolond

Vnna »lwv

/llnan

meeting Rev. Mr. Jones stated that

a

nf
move-

ment was on foot to erect a monument over the
remains of this departed clergyman. A committee of ladies will canvass the city for this
purpose. The plan is to sell stock at 50 cents
per share and allow each person to hold but
His remains are buried in a cemeone share.

tery iu the suburbs of Baltimore, and the sim-

ple slab over
scription :

the grave heats the

following

in-

“In memory of the Rev. Jesse Lee, born iu
Prince George Co., Va., 1758, entered the Itinerant Ministry of the Methodist Episcopal
Church, 1783, and departed this life August,
1816, aged 58 years.
Holy Week.—Services

will be

held this

week as follows:
St. Stephen’s church—Services will be held
on Monday, Wednesday and Saturday at 4
o’clock p. m., Tuesday and Thursday at 7i p.
m., aDd Friday at 10J a. m.

St. Paul’s church—Thursday and Good Friday, 7.30 p. m., service, Litany aDd sermon,
Thursday, 7.30 p. m,, service and sermon.
Easter Day, 1G.30 a. m., full service, sermon
aDd Hoiy Communion, and 3 p. m., early service and sermon.
Real Estate Teansfebs.—Tho following
are the real estate transfers recorded in this

county yesterday:

Fu'mouth—L°t of land and buildings from
t
John
R. De low to Hiram T. Plummer.
half °f a lot of land from
Erastus C.
One half of a lot of land fromSimpsou,
Erastus C.
to
Simpson George L. Garland.
Standish—Lot of land
containing ninety
Mres from Bradford Sawyer and
othws to Jobu

r'ii?1?18Tweii““^D®
0h^;fGafrla“d.t(>

H. Sawyer.

Exhibition

Dbawino.—On Thursday,
Friday and Saturday of this week there will be
a public exhibition of the
drawiugsof thescholars of our public schools. This exhibition
will
be iu the superintendent’s room id the
City

Building

of

and will be free to all.

Personal*

Judge and Mrs. Waterman were passengers
the Scandinavian, which sailed
Saturday.

oa

STREET,

of the twentieth anniversary of his entering
upon the ministry as pastor of that church.
The pulpit was elaborately decorated with

Beauprie. Truancy. Reform School.

Henry Eamcs,

maculate Conception, Bishop Healey presided
and delivered a short but appropriate address
The altar
upon the day and its observances.
cloths were purple, the color for Palm Sucday.
A large congregation was present.
At St. Luke’s Cathedral Canon Hayes
preached in the morning and Bev. Mr. Pyne in

PARK

BEFORE JUDGE KNIGHT.

Mrs

Episcopal

Bev. Frederick Frothingham preached yesterday at Park street church, on tho occasion

municipal Court.
A.

was Palm Sunday, and appiopriservices were held at the Catholic and
At the Cathedral of Imchurches.

Yesterday
ate

the evening.
Both discourses were in keeping
with the observance of the day.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Grand Floral Exhibition—Jos. H. Dirwanger.
A Committee of Ladies—Mountiort St. Cliumi.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Collins & Bnxton.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Live and let Live—Portland Laundry.
Oysters—Timmons.
Opening—Tnrner Bros.
Kaier & co.-Millinery.
Partner Wanted.
Gents’ Garments—A. A. Davis.
To Let—S Chase.
To Let Upper Tenement.
Removal—Geo. H. Cummings, M. D.
Notice is hereby given.
Non-Resident Taxes in the City of Portland.
Music—Collins & Buxton.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Store and Dwelling—F. O. Bailey & Co.
150 Hhds. Sagua Molasses—F. O. Bailey & Co.

Joseph

I’aim Sunday*

for a day, to this sacred place, whicb yet my
heart has never forsaken since the hour which
made it mine. Sacred it is to me, on account
of not only a host of memories connected with
the living and the dead, but as the inttoduction
to

my life-work

as a

Christian minister.

Here

twenty years ago to-day that work was committed to my charge. Here its first difficulties
were encountered, its first essays made, its first
perils met. Here was laid ou the altar ot mv
first people’s service the best that my early enthusiasm had to offer. How crude, how imperfect, how insufficient it was! Most of the sermons of that early time I could not look yon in
the face and preach to day. The one comfort
about them is, that they were not talse cor did
they trifle with my people or the truth.
Beautiful was the welcome that was mine
that day! A truer and warmer I cannot expect to see anywhere od earth. Uor can I couceive ot the blessed Jesus himself, on that day
of entrance triumphal into the Holy Cuy of his
patriotic love, which so many of bis professed
followers 'on this Palm Sunday celebrate, rejoicing more really amid the palm-branches
Hosannahs of his thronging countryman, than
I did on that day which placed me here. For
here it was my wish to be. This dear old city
had to me some of the near associations of
family and home, ana so I was glad and proud
to begin here the work on which through all
my life mv heart had been set. I can truly say
1 wanted to do it well, to ao my people a service of which neither they nor I should be
ashamed. That, friends, is a good memory to
have at the end of a score of years. Can you
wonder—1 am sure that you will forgive me—
that when I found that this anniversary came
on Sunday, I wished and sought
to spend it
here, bore among those of my first people who
yet remain and with all the associations and
memories of that sacred day clustering thickly
around me.
How little we knew what was before us!
How little we dreamed of what one short score
of years was to unfold! How far God’s providence was preparing to outran the greatest and
boldest word that his bravest prophet dared to
speak! How little aDy of us, even the best and
tbe wisest, realized tbe lengih and breadth, the
height and depth, of the need and demand of
the time!
Were we not like a parcel of children, some seeing a little farther and forecasta
little
more
wisely than the rest, but all
ing
children still? Some of you can remember the
prayer, which, on ihe wings of utterance glowing with fire kindled at tbe altar of a heroic
life,—utterance ringing now out of the immortal silence of the good man’s death,—bore ns
all up to God and invoked tor us the help and
strength divine. Did we not sorely need that
help? What a time it was! A time of struggle, anxiety, amazement, fear. The portents
of the deadly coming strife were already in the
sky. The air was hot and stifling. It was getting too suffocating for men to breathe. In the
cleareratmospbere wnicn now we have,it is hard
to imagine that such a time of cnoking dread
as then was, could he.
It seems already almost
like »n impo-sible dream. In a sharp sense it
was a time of choice.
God or Baal it was emChoose which one woulu,
phatically then
trouble and disappointment was surely before
h m. In that time of ee-thiog unrest we could
not escape our share
It bad to come, and
come it did.
The utmost we could do was to
keep oui head well to the wind. Thick and
fast the portents cams.—the Sumner outrage—
the border ruffians in Kansas—Jefferson Davis
in Portland, aye, in this church and in the very
pew that stood there—and then John Brown.
Then came the flash of lightning—the gun
openiDg on Sumier—which let loose ihe storm.
All through thoi-e years the piteous pleadmg
voice of the crucified in the form of the slave.
It was a dreadful time—a time to try men’s
souls indeed. Had we only known what was
before us, huw different all might have beeD!
all of us were! Would it, however, have made
a difference if we
had known? I think it
would—certainly for me—1 suspect for all of
us.
But what the difference would have been I
find it hard to tell; and I wouder if it would not
have been one that would have paralyzed us all.
But God’s merciful concealment' kept our
strength alive to meet and stand the shock
when the shock musi come. It came, it pas
ed; and what a blessed change! Bruited, tore,
bleeaing, stricken our country—but alive and
free, her starry flag without a shameful stain—
the promise of her naral year redeemed for her
Centennial year, and that not tbiough foreign
saviors, but through the devaiion and the
blood of her own children.
A new struggle
opens before her now, a struggle against a
mightier foe than slavery, and deliverance
from a darker bondage—the struggle against
that corruption which some men tear will eat
out the heart and destroy the life of the Repu blic. But I, for one, do not believe it can,
do not believe it will.
The awakening of the
public mind to the danger is a good augury
for the new century of the Republic. Our
country enters on a new arena, in which if we
are faithful, she ought to and I believe she will
prove victorious, and in her victory bring deliverance to mankind.
With this vast national change all life’s other changes have swept on; not even it aould
How great they have
suspend or stay them.
been to this fair Forest City!
How the tempest of flame swooped down upon and wellnigh destroyed its glory in a single night! And
how the more silent, but not less certain power
of removal and of death has withdrawn names
and forme honored and honorable, and substituted for them others whose honor and fame
are yet to be achieved.
Within these walls how great a change!
As
I look back through these twenty years, another congregation meets my eye than that before me now—among them conspicuous the
faces and the forms of good and faithful ones
so loyal to the highest that as we recall them
to mind, we rejoice to think that in them, as
our dear old Scripture says, “our eyes have
seen and our hands have handled a portion of
the word of life.”
They will be seen here in
the body no more.
But they live in our
thought and love and may return again to live
in our lives, which shall take up and carry onward their worthiness.
And I congratulate
you, friends, that here stands in the place
where once I stood, a man worthy of your trust
and love. One thing I beseech vou: Stand by
him faithfully Strengthen his heart,bo Id up his
hands and aid him in bis work by word and
deed and bv vour presence here.
Bet all the
good that in him is, nourish in the sunshine of
And
your appreciating sympathy.
may the
good he strives to gain and give to you find a
fair return in the growing goodliness of the
fruit which comes to pass in his people's lives.
As l look down into the familiar faces here
before me, what changes there I read from all
these twenty years!
Twenty years is along
What experiod in the life of any one of us
periences it brings of joy and grief, of health
and pain, of prosperity and adversity. Who of
us can tell them as we know them in ourselves?
Yet in these well-remembered faces the years
have writ their faithful story. Ah! what has
that story been?
Joyous or sad? Of necessity a story of advance, is it of that advance
which leads the soul unto a higher consecration,Jor is it the reverse? Oh! let it so be that
that consecration shall surely come and we return into that true childhood through whose
pure love to God and love to man we pass into
the eternal and immortal life.
PLYMOUTH

CHUBCH.

Rev. Mr. Dole, the pastor, preached
interesting sermon from Isaiah lxi, 1.

a

very
“The
spirit of the Lord God is upon me; because the
Lord hath anointed me to preach good tiding3
unto the meek; he hath sent me to bind up
the broken hearted, to proclaim liberty to the
captives and the opening of the prison to them
that are barred.” The preacher took this as
his text, not so much as the foundation of his
discourse, but because it stands as a summary
of the kind of work the Christian church is to
do. We are often led to think that life costs
more labor than it ought; men toil, and struggle, and worry, and with groat effort accomplish but little. Religion is intended to make

the friction of life less. We sneak nf the wear
and tear of life. This indicates the two kinds
of friction in oar lives. The
locomotive, rushing on its way, and sometimes breaking away
from the control of its engineer and
causing
disaster aud loss, may illustrate the tear of
life; while the workman, toiling all the day in
the shop, and going home at evening, wearied
and jaded, may tell us of the frictiou that
comes fiorn the wear of life.
In woman’s work
how heavily does this
friction bear, and
how much of wasted power in the mere worry of
life. In the education of our children how
hard we labor to accomplish a little, and with
what rapidity we might lead them ou if we
could avoid the friction arising lrorn our mat>ifold imperfections. Modern education excels
the ancient, because the wisdom of the age has
Now
shown men how to avoid useless forms.
we wish to inquire how, in religious work, ihe
most good can be accomplished by the least expenditure of labor—bow can we do our work
with the least friction? In this Jesus is our

teacher, for he did the work," and in the best
way. First, we may ask what kinds of friction are unavoidable, aud hence beyond our
control. 1. The imperfections of our nature
cause unavoidable loss and limitations to our
usefulness. We may mourn over the fact but
we cannot help it.
2. Bodily infirmity is an
inevitable friction. How universal is this cause

of imperfect work—this clog and drag npon
human effort. So many labor always under
this cross aod so fail to reach the wished for
goal. Rut we are to remember tbat Jesus also
was subject lo this evil.
He suffered in his
earthlt work, and «o we must not blame ourselves for this burden when it is put upon us,
for ttiat will make it harder to bear. 3
The
faults aud sius of the past retard us in our
work. The man who has ever done wrong can
never bo as though he had always done right.
The' evil consequences of silt will appear,
though the sin may have been repented of.
David repented of his unwise indulgence of
Absalom, but it, did not prevent Absalom’s re
4
bedion
The frictiou which others cause
Haish woids, unlovely temDers, iuherited
us.
d seases; these aud o her evils pl.iO- a heavy
burdeD upon us, for which we are uot respoosible. But we must not sit down and mourn
over these unavoidable ills—but should work
the more earnestly, tor God will p.ity and help
with
our
interfere
us.
These
evils
work in many ways.
They cause fear;
of
God
fear?
child
but why should the

vexation, distrust, unduty, unpunctuality,
minding other people’s affairs—things doo t go
to suit us; state affairs, city politics, parish
matters, family arrangements, go as we would
We tbiuk all things are goiug
not have them.
But why are we so troubled—God
to ruin.

They

pride,

cause

willingness

anger,

do our

to

rules yet, and we are to work on. Again let us
ask. what are the remedies of this friciou?
1. We must have energy-force. If we would
go to heaven we must work for it. 2 We must
go in the right way—the path of obedience—
this is God’s highway and the only way of safety. 3 Cheerfulness, we ueed this, for it is the
oil to the wheels of daily work, 4. Trust, or
faith. We try to live many years in one.
We look forward, and see all the hard duties
and the rugged ways, and we tear.
We must
live one day at a time, think only of present
duty, do that and trust God to give us strength
for the future when the future comes. 5. We
It is a
must have an object—a purpose in life.
sad life to drift along without any definite ob
ject to live for. We should live for God: He
is what we need—God’s love, God’s righteousness—a life hidden with Christ in God. 6. We
need persistence—this will keep us in the way.
But in all this the preacher has not spoken of
Christ, and why? Because Christ is in it all;
for be brings God to us; he marks the way of
life by his course, bis toils, bis sulreriogs and
death. And in this we do not speak of a per
feet life, lor we shall not attain to that in this
world. We may have an ideal life, tree from
labor, pain and sorrow, but it is not fouud here.
In climbing the mountain the place of toil and
danger is in the woods at the base, before we
get in sight of the clear heights. When we get
higher we shall see God’s truth, character, love
Ever
—yes—we shall see God, face to face.
liviDg towards God a life of trust, and towards
man a life of ready
God
sympathizing help.
otfers us this life as a olessed and glorious realand
seek
to
it
we
each
attain
to
ity,
may
UNION LOVE FEAST.

A very interesting Union Love Feast of the
three Methodist churches in this city was held
at the Chestnut street church
The

meeting

yesterday

tionjsang eleven

was

times.

ALLEN MISSION.

Very interesting

services were held at the
Mission yesterday and last evening
In the afternoon Mr. Zenas Thompson spoke in a very
feeling manner from the text “Christ came to
seek and to save.”
In the evening a large audience was addressed by Mrs. Partiogton and
Richard Bnsteed of New York.
The Museum.—This evening is the last opportunity to witness the thrilling piece entitled
“LoDg Strike.” To-morrow evening the Museum company will bring out “Bulls and
Bears,” which is one of the greatest dramatic
successes of the day.
It is cast, as wiP be seen
below, to the full strength of the company, and
has been prepared with great pains. It will no
doubt have a long ran
The following is the
excellent cast:
George Pitman, one of the Boys,
.Tneprtli

I?

WhppWlr

Professor Linnaeus Lexington (scientist),

Curtis
Gregory Grayson, a Banker. .Wm. Calder
Jack Bennett.H D. Gale
Uncle Langdon.A. K. dams
Goodman, a Bookseller..G. T. Uimer
.H. L. Bascomb
Harry De Hass, nn exquisite
Frank

James,

a

Bernard,

Virginia

model Servant.G. W. Blwell
a Bookkeeper.B. W Smith
Grayson,.just from School,
Isadora Cameron

Fanny Lexington..Lizzie May Ulmer
Mrs. Caroline Grayson, the young wife..Kose Graham
Mrs. Lexington, an ill-used better-half,
Mrs. Balder,

a

Lodging Housekeeper,

Charlotte Neville
Smith

During the week the following selections
will be given by Prof. Charles Grimmer and
orchestra:
Overture—Die Matrosen.Flotow

Waltz—Eleanor.Metra
Medley— Museum (by request)..Grimmer

Waltz—Feshe Geister.... '.
Strauss
Galon—Au Bivouac (new).Eange
On Monday evening, April 7tb, Easter Mon-

day,

Miss Cameron witl take her
pearing in “School for Scandal.”

benefit,

ap-

A New Suggestion for Fourth of July.
—The following letter from a youngster who

believes in the Fourth of July and who has not
read history for nothing, is respectfully commended to the consideration of the committee
of the City Council.
If $10,000 must be spent
for the celebration of that anniversary, it is
worth while to enquire whether some novel
spectacle like that suggested below may not

greatly

attractive than the hackneyed performances which are foreshadowed in
the features of the day.
The Council must
have inventive genius enough to make the
more

suggestion practical if it will give its mind to
it.

Here is the letter:
Mr Pullen,—We boys want to a9k you a
question. Why can’t our soldiers next Fourth
of July play Bunker Hill?
They can build a
fort on Munjoy Hill, and get some fellows to
play Yankees, and the regular companies can
be the British. They won’t mind because tbey
will get the fort when the other fellows run
away because tbey haven’t any more powder,
and father and all the other boys say it will be
fun to see it.
Arthur says so, too, but he is
such a little rooster that lie don’t know any-*
I wish you would ask the
thing about war.
Johnny.
City Government.
The Von Bulow Concert.—The appearof Dr Von Bulow in Portland gives the

ance

citizens

Dillingham.

Farmington—Whittier & Davis, gen. store.
F E, Robbins, furniture, sold out.
Gardiner. —Wheeler Bros.,
hats and caps,
admit S. Smiley, stylt Wheeler Bros. & Co.
Portland.—Cbas H. Chase & Co com., dis;
Chas H Chase retires; now Chase, Leavitt &
Co.—William Leavitt and Tewksbury L.
Sweat
Darling & Dow, mfrs chamber sets, dis.
C A. Weston & Co., leas, &c., dis: now each

alone.

Darling & Hunt, mfrs. furniture, new,—J. T.
Darling and C. M. Huot
Rockland.—George Banks, boots and shoes,
sold to Cross & Clary.
Winthrop.—Smith & Keys, gro., dis; dow
Smith.
John C. Wellman, carriage
Wellman & Co.

—

STATE
HANCOCK

Drisco &

opportunity of hearing a pianist the
greatest now living, with the possible excepan

Hawes’

and

a

lady amateur.
..Spohr

that Qfluod

fh*

an-

another column her purpose to establish in this city a permanent institute for
instruction in the French language and liternounces in

ature,the snriDg term to open April 18th. Her
plan of instruction is fully set forth in her announcement.

Madame Masse has had much
teacher of FreBch and her ref-

experience

as a

S.V^VVUM,»V,

v/1

vuw

UCOl

UCOCllJJtlUU,

lUCIUUIllg

such names a9 Ilichard Id. Dana and Geo B.
Emerson of Boston, besides a number of well
known gentlemen in this city.
The Dentists in Trouble.—The Goodyear
Deutal Vulcanite Company of Boston have notified severa1 of our dentists using their cel-

luloid base for artificial teeth, that unless royalties are paid to them suits will be prosecuted at
the May term of the United Stales Circuit
Court in this city. There is a dispute as to who
holds the patent right for this process, and the
matter is

a

very

important

one.

The store of Mr. B. C. Calderwood at pulpit
harbor, North Haven, was broken into Sunday
night or Monday morning, and robbed of a
quantity of pork and beef, and possibly other
The stolen
things which were not missed.
goods are believed to have been carried o n
board the schooner Young Chief, lying in tbe

harbor.

LINCOLN COUNTY.

Tha Oracle says the Sasanoa river is now free
of ice from Bath to Boothbay, and the steamer
Samoset has commenced running between those
points. She maae her first trip on Wednesday.

Navigation from Wiscas3et to Waldoboro
was

opened

March 31th.
PENOBSCOT

COUNTY.

Mr. Wm. Harper, of the Bangor File Works,
has just made several of the smallest, finest
cut files ever manufactured in the city.
Although the teeth are so fine as to be almost imperceptible without a glass, tbe workmanship
is

Please tell the people that you saw their
advertisement in the I’BESS, the circula
tiou of which, per mouth, exceeds 100,000.

Spring Campaign Hf

The following list of Taxes on Real Estate ot nonresident owners in the City of Portland, I t ibe
>ear 1874. in bills committed to Henry VV. Horsey, Collector ot said City, on the 1st da> of
pt., 1&7*4, lias
been returned by him to me a* remaining unpaid on
the 31st day of August, 1.-75, by his certificate oi that
date, and n*w remain unpaid: and notice is hereby
given that if the said taxes and interest and
charges are not paid into the Treasury of the said
ci y within eighteen months from the date of the
commitment of the '‘aid bids, so much of the Real
Estate taxed as will be sufficient to pay the amount
due therefor including interest and charg* s,will,without further notice, be sold at public auction at the
office of the Treasurer in said city on the 12tb day
oi April, A. l>. 1876, at ten o’clock iu the forenoon.
Valua- Tax
Names. Description of Property.
tiou. Due.
Barbrick, Theophilus, house and land
W alnut lane
630 15 00
BLke, Alary & als, one-tiftli land W
side North St..
600
1 50
Bodge, Joseph G, hall houses and land
58 Green St. with Styles.
2,800 70 00
Bowen, William V, hou>es and land
41 Munjoy St
1,800 45 00
Cameron. Alexander, house on leased
land 147 Oxford St. 1 200
30 00
Chesley, Margaret M, land M and N
Sts...........
9)0
22 50
Clark, Lean ter, house on land leased
of UN Philbrook, Cumberland St..
200
5 00
Day. Charles B. land M VV ot Thames
St.
200
5 00
Dyer, Ansel, land and flats Thames St
700
17 50
Eveleth, Brands C, house and land 6
Forest St.
700
17 50
Fay, Joseph 8, housesand land51 and
»
53 Fore St.
4,500 112 50
Fitz, Andrew G, land Eastern Prome-

nade.
Frothiugham. VV H S, land Plum St,

adj Aihenreum lot.
Goold, Sophia A, one-halt land N eor
Montreal and North Sts.
Haines, Allen, house and land N E
side State St. 90 teet N W of Gray
St, between land ot J W Perkins
nnd land

nfSsm Tnlnr

St, and 130 leet in depth,
93.
Harvey, William, house and land 21

Mayo St.
Hull, John T, block four houses aud

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

James Lyons of Dennysville, who has been
insane for the past six months, was taken to
the insane asylum at Augusta last Thursday, it
n<» being considered safe to keep him at home
any longer.

12 50

700

17 50

Ricker, George

W. house

land 534 Congress St.
Rowe, William B, land S E side
Adams St

....

Shaw, Charlotte K, bouse and land
cor Myrtle aud Laurel Sts.
Smith, F O J, land east cor Congress

50

7

300
400

10 00

3,100

50

77

Exchange Sts to Market St_ 12,000
Buildings and land W side Cross St 4,000
600
Stockman, John B, land Plum St.
True Eleanor D, house and land 301

300 00
100 00
15 00

00

30

1,200

McGliuchy. 1,000
Whitney, George W, land rear Alms
with

25 00

House St.
200
5 00
Wilbur, Dorcas F, one-fourth land
trom Merrill St to shore, with Thurs
ton.
200
5 00
HENRY W. HERSEY,
Treasurer of the City of Portland.
Portland, April 10th.
aprl0d3t

Opening
OF

—

DRESS

GOODS,

SIIaKIS,
—

AND

AT

—

now.
IN GENERAL.

The following patents were issued to residents of name the past week: W. Heath o'
Bath, recumbent chair; 8. L. Gould of Gardiner, paper pulp machine.

Collins & Buxton, 522 Copgress street,
have ju-t received a new lot of violin strings of
the best quality.
aprl0-2s
Every bottle of Adamson’s Botanic Cough
Ba sum is warranted to lure all case, of colds,
coughs and bronchial or luug d faculties where
it is seasonably and faithluily used. Price 35
and 75 cents.
aprlO-eodlw.
Lyon’s Katharion

prevents the hair from
gray, renews itsgrowih
and
vigor, ft is delightfully
perfumed, and makes a splendid dressing. It
is the cheapest and most desirable Hair Tonic
ever produced. Used by the elite.
Price only
50 cents.
aprl6deodawly

TURNER BROS.,
Tuesday, April 11th.
We shall open as above full line* of
Goods, couiprihing some of (he uioht attractive. iu style and qualify. to be found
in the New York :<mi Boston markets.
We sh all lure some Extra Burgiiius in
DREA!H GOODS and KG Af K MB* UN.
W< ••hail open a line of illUl'R3iI\G
GOODS m flue quality.
Oar prices wall be found as low as in
any marker.

out or turning
gives strength and

Card.
to tender

my thanks to
the individual who was good enough to send
me by mail a copy of “The 50th anniversary of
the dedication of the meeting-house of the First
Wm, Freeman.
Parish, Portland.”

Cherryfield, April 6, 1876.
Centennial Curs and Saucers —The
tennial china cups and saucers will be for
at cost, for a few days, at 32 Park street.
time for the opening of the exhibition is so

Censale,
The
near

that the accounts must be closed up. The cups
and saucers are placed at the'prices for plain
china.

CO.,

with a large and

complete New

The climate of New England is extremely
“trying” to weak lungs, and often people are
compelled by its rigors to seek a warmer clt

down lo the grave with coi sumption.
Adamson’s Botanic
Cough Balsam
strengthens and heals weak lungs and tempers
the climate to all.
apro-eodlw
mate or go

Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received ay Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall, and D. Wentworth, 553Congress, corner of Oak street.

AGKJiCV

BY

splendid Chromo

Monday, March 20,

150 Hhds. Sasna Molasses
at

ON

shown in Portland,

AUCTION.

bought expressly for

Worsteds

Diagonals,
Pursuant
liconse duly granted, I shall sell
Public Auction,
Fine Custom Trade !
Broadcloths,
Tricots, &c., &c.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 26. 1876,

CLEASED* OR
And

3 Free St. Block,
have received their new

Repaired

AO.

at

Knictarbocta

We

Stripes, Plaids and

Checks do

made np into PERFECT FITTING DOUBLE-BREASTED “PRINCE ALBERT”
Coats, DOUBLE and SINGLE BREAST-

ED SAUKS. PLAIN FROCK and ENGLISH WALKING COATS, with Vests to
match, cat high, single breasted and
Ion?.
THE MOST FASHIONABLE,THE BEST
F1TIING.
THE NOBBIEST ASSORTMENT OF
SPRING CLOTHING TO BE FOUND IN
THIS STATE.

good

as

premises,

prepared to

are now

job

a

as

The Homestead Farm of the late JAMES
WESTON, situated on the road leading
from Freeport Corner to South Freeport,
containing about eighty acres of land.

any

Boston House, and at

A lhin. nnA.Im If In

%

LESS

PRICES

Pairs of

than

for fine work.

ever

J. 8. LAMBERT, Auctioneer.

m»23d3w

can

Clothing

he found

on our

counters.

WE FIT ALL SIZES

!

From 2 1-2 years of age to 5 with Kilt
Skirts
From 4 to 9 with short Pants.
Fr«>m 9 to 15 with long Pants.
We have suits to fit the RICH, the
POOR, the TALL, the SHORT, the FAT,
the LEAN
We are now all ready for the SPRING
fAMPATfiV.

every sarmenl
and (hat pi ice LOWER than Urn LOWEST

on

fT*K

& CO..

(lie Great One Price Clothiers,

233

RIMMIM*

FRENCH
—

middle

FIE CUSTOM READY-MACE

dtf

18th,

prices which will insure their speedy sale.

at

•Please call
amine

and

ex-

stock.

onr

phia.

Hon. Charles F. Libby. Conntv Attorney.
Hon. Henry J. Murray, British Consol.
Ephraim Hunt, LL. D., Superintendent of Pnblic
Schools of Portland.
Richard H. Dana, Esq., of Boston.
George B. Emerson, Esq., of Boston.
aprStf

ALLEN & CO.,
187 Middle Street,

iDsirncnon in me tferman
—

ml.2n

References—Dr. «n. Wend. 80 freest,
nr. Vied N. Hull 39 Winter Ml
mb30*2w

0T1CE is hereby given that the subscriber has
been duly appointed Executor of the will of
JOSIAH BLACK, late ot Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has taken upon himself that
trust as the law directs.
All persons having demands upon the estate oi
said deceased, are required to exhibit the same;
and all persons indebted to said estate are called
upon to make payment to
JAMES M. BLACK, Executor.
Portland, April 4th, 1876.
apl0dlaw3 wM*
-LA

REMOVAL.

MILLINERY

Selling everywhere

Near Frye’s Drug Store, Cor. Frrankllu St.
Office Hours—D to 11
aprlO

STRAW

GOODS,
FRENCH FLOWERS,

a.

m., 2

to 4 p. m., and Digbt.
eodlm*

Great Reduction in Piiccs of Laundry
IvoiL

BLACK ENG. CRAPES,
TRIMMING SILKS,
KID

GLOTES,
ORNAMENTS, etc.,

Shirts with Bosoms
Collars
Pair Cuffs

13 cents

------

,*|

-----

ti

25 Doz. Misses’ New Kids

apIO

d3m

a

per pair. Tw.> button Courro.ier’. Gloves, warranted real kid, at 91.05 worth $2,00.
Gent.’
Beat Kid. at 91.90, (selling in Boston at $2.23
per pair) at

Kid Glove

—

FJR

To Let.

j

Spring and Summer!
Experienced Milliners
An

in attendance.

early inspection resp ctfully solicited.

H. S. KALER &

CO.,

3 Free St, Block.
aplO

dislw

MUSIC*!

To Let.
No. 10 Brattle Street, containing eight
rooms, Sebago water, convenient for two small
fami ies. Apply to S. CHASE, No. 22 Preble Street.
aplO
diw

HOUSE,

on

investment of

$206
customers purchased a spread on 100
shares of N Y Central, the put @106 call @‘08,
buying 100 shares against the put @107, which were
sold @ 14. Sediug at the «ame pi ice the other 100
share-called @lt)8 Netting profit nf$l250; this operation
be repeated every month in rhe year. $10,
$20, $.»0 $lt o, $1000 will pay as well for amount in
vested. Gobi Stocks, Cotlou and I obacco b ught and
sold oncoiitmissiou; -nivances on c« usign • enis; send
for puce lists and circulars. P. O. Box 3774.

ONE

8IHEDLCI & CO.,
B4VKEKS A- BROKERS,

40 Broail StretH, IVetr Grid A Stock Exchange, Hew York.

the aekated

—TO—

Collins & Buxton,
522

Congress St.,

Portland,

cure

eases is

offered to all who are afflicted, at dLSo
CoogieNM Nir«rt, Poriluiifi 9le,; Room ►
C>«kw- t» Block where a
large uumbei of testimonials can be seen.
'oneultation and trial dose free.
jal‘2tfis&wtflO

If yon want Coal lar Rubber- you can
ilitrn where they are advettutd.
le keep only FlRSi OCAL1TY OOUON
and shall continue to se.l

fet

Mo.

OYSTERS
Plenty ot Fresh Oysters jn»t arrived and
for Sale at

timmous

Oxygen Treatment.
for Cararrh, Astuma, RheumaA GENUINE
tism, Uyspepsia, Lung and all t’hionic l isstill

’

Family Oyster House, Market Square.
a?10
il3t

IWElll’S RUBBERS, all >izm, 50 CEBITS
..
lVn.TI i„\>s
i.
33
.*
..
•<
MISSES’
30
and other Kuober Goods in proportion
elldlf
flf. a VALUER

House

and Stable to Lei,

o. six rooms. Sebago wat<T with
every
Stable has Sebago wa«onveuieuce
cemented
ter,
cellar, stalls deep, wide, light and well
ventilated. On new street from Brackett to Clark.
Spring Street Horse Cars pass very near. Apply at
No. 70 Brackett St.
Ieb2igdtf

HOUSE
modern

-

1.

3.50

“

00

“

-_4

CASH

ON

For Sale

by All the Leading Retailer?

“Cheney's American Silks combine mo<*t beautifulIn costumes with aU the soft wohl fabrics now in
aud we heartily recommend them for their
beauty and durability to lie attention ot our readers.’’—Scribner’s Monthly.
mal7isdlm

ly

vogue,

A«H1S

CENTENNIAL

WANTE ■#.

MEDALLIONS,

Struck in solid Aibata Plate, equal in api earance
wear and color to
MOI ID Sli VEB OH

CHILD.
a large variety of
beautiful i.esisu.
relief.
piece Medallion, are larger than a Silver Trade
dollar, being 1$ inch in diameter, handsomely put up
an I sell readily at sight.
Tlic
valuable
8ouveil r*. nmi Memento* ever i.Hiied. A
complete outfit of magnificent sample** lor agents, in
vet-lined Morocco case—inciting the Bust ot
ye!
b orge Washington
G aud Entrance International Exbltntioc.
Memorial Had (Art Gal.ery).
Horticultural Hall. Main
Building, and the gt.md
representation of the Signing of ihe Declaration of
independence (designed by Trumbull), m gilt—sent
by mai! on leceipt of draft or P ft Gill e rder fr
9o 50, or will ship b\ ex pi ess C. O. L). upon receipt of
express charges Agents’ circul .ratal Price ist and
one earnt>le sent upon
Immense
receipt of 60c
profits. Sells at sight. ExienJve lields tor enterprise. Address

U, S. MEDALLION CO., 212
P. O. Bn 5270,
mbl6

493

STONE &

A

AND

23_JPree
1/

Spices, Strictly

Allspice.10
Pepper.10

House,

L/1ICU

10
Sago.
Pearl Barley. 8
6
Hominy

*

Corn

UPHOLSTERY GOODS

Dodge’s Carpet Beating Establishment,
CHIOS STREET.

by
tta
with Flexible
CARPETS
tar

process.
Beating
Whip* in the most
superior to the old process of
beating with stiff, unyielding sticks. By our new
new

in

thorough manner;

completely

re-

moved from the carpet, a feature which every good
housewife will appreciate.
TAPESTKF AND BRUSSELLS CARPETS wo
beat upon the backs, never on the front. All orders
answered promptly. Orders may be left at Marrett.
Bailey & Co ’s, Middle St., Win T. Kiiborn s, Fiee
St., (ieo. C. Frye’s, Cor. Congress nd Franklin Sts
E Dana. Jr ’», 373 Congress St, W. ri Sargent’s,
Opp. North School, Thus U Loting’s. Cor. Exchange
an«l Federal Sts., Timmons & Havre’s
Market
mh31FM&Wlm
Square.

Air

177

T i>

A

«

“

•<

•*
"

<

Lbs.

"

“

«

18
15
22

••

«

••
«

15
28
28
45
Can 7
6
6
5
6

«

,

d4w

Middle Street,

Portland.

A ii d

<

>

—

Plano?.

Reed Organ-, cheap for ca?h or tn?ta)l*
muut.s. Violin?, Guitar*, Mupic B xe«, Accordion®,
Flute-, Banjo.-. Piccolos, Harm nira®, Claiin®t?,
Comet?. ami *11 instrument* lor Bia*-? and String
Band?, in great variety ; extra V iolln Strlujk". Retail

and Wnole-ale.
P uticular attention

jan.'tl

given to order®.

deodly*

$IJS

32 50
bushel, 75c t-c k. Comp on surprise 34 00 bbl.. $2 00
basbel .5< peck. Also McLean’s Advancer P*as 30c
Also Early Cubbaue or Tomato Plants,
per quart
in large or small quantities
b*»»r sa e by

MlMt.

HUSSEY,

Kiifchr®! faih Erie*

Berwick, Me.

Silver. Gold

i»

m

paid for Old G*ld aad
p®rcha«ed( by

no) form

GEORuE W.

l.«i.

SUIT of rooms without board.
47 Danforth Street.

“Lb.

Qts.

The large®! M'ock in the City.

’-

North

“
“
“

C. K. HAWES,

Potatoes !

MOSBv>

44

«

received daily by

Proprietors of Forest City Dyo Uouse.

aprod3w

44

New Steel Music, Boots. Folios, k

Foster &. son,

u.

«'
«■

3
15
13
12
11
11
11
12
11
11
13

MUSIC !

Congress St.

$7 uo bbl.. $3 50 bushel,
Earlypeck.Snowflake,
Brownel
B* auij. 35 Oo bid.,

44
44

mal6_

Uu.iing Carpets 4 cl. per id.
Carpets called for and returned free of charge
carpets Cleansed
an iscai

Seed

Qt.
'*

Meal.2J

k-i ice for

ap3illm*

14

44
44

Nos. 21 & 23 Free St., Portland.

We, tlio undersigned, having purchased tho right
to tun ihu Bosun, Air Carpet Du ting M.cbtne.are
now prepared to receive orders at our new Dye House
near

44

44

C. A. WEST©!* & C©

Carpet Cleansing.

No- 13 Crebte Mreet,

44

44

Tomatoes, (3 lb. cans.15
Cans
Ya mouth Sugar Corn. ...18
«
Blueberries. 18
Peaches, (3 lb. can).23
«
«
lb
Squash, (3
can).18
Horse Radish.10
“Btl.ll Btls.
11
Pepper Relish.10
Sugar, Granulated. 11 cents Lb
Extra C. 10
Golden G.10
New Orleans. 94
Yellow C. 9
'•
Butter .25 and 30
Flour, Good Family.#8.00 Bbl.
Choice Michigan.82)0
St Louis. 9.00
Minnesota Patent. 9 50
Best Wisconsin Patent.10.00
Minnesota Patent.10 50

of every description for Drapery and Decorative Work. By making a
specialty ot this department in upholstery, we propone to place before the
public every facility lor obtaining the newest design
and fabrics, and at lowest prices.
Also Window
Shade* and Fixture*. And a complete assortment of Boom Paper,
mh21tf

are

Lbs. for $1.00

11

Crushed Wheat. 7
Fine Oat Meal.5
Coarse Oat Meal.7
4
Rye Meal
Graham Flour..
4

Sts.,

7
11
8
7
6
6
7

Vul ...

Citron.35
Mwilum Beans. 7
Pea Beans. 8
Y. E. Beans.9
Split Peas.10
Green Peas.10
Carolina Rice .10
Louisiana Rice. 9
Tapioca.10

tull assortment ot

process all Moths and their eggs

1.35

SUNDRIES.

Bosworth,

a

44

$1.15

Beet French Prunes.15 cts. Lb.
44
Best Turkish Prunes. 10
44
Valencia Raisins.13
44
California Raisins.15
44
Loose Muscatel.18
Choice Bag Figs.20 44
44
Sliced Dried Apple.15

Formerly with Marrelt, Bailey & Co.,

beaten

“

Nutmegs.35

deoa6m

IS

44

41

50 eta. Lb.
60
35
••
35
30

••

Mace.50

44

Pure.

Ginger. 8

and disDatch.
Business eutrn-ted to our care will
receive prompt attention.
STONE & DOWNER, 28 State St., Boston.

a

••

14

Maracaibo, (Roasted or Ground).35
Old Gov’t Java, (Gteen).32
(Roasted or Ground). 40
Pure Coftee, (Roastea or Ground)..25
Paper Colfeo...12 and 20

Haring uosnrpassed facilities, we are
prepared to forward goods with prompt*

and intends to keep

:

".80

Cassia
15 cts. Qr.
«
Cloves.15

New Store Cor Free & Cotton

«

cofTees.

—

has taken the

j* Cif*

79

or

Particular attention given to the entering and forwarding of merchandise
arrivi g at PORT OP BOSTON, also New
York, Philadelphia and Portland.

-YI.

Black)_60

w®p^reen).22and25c)».
(Roasted
Ground).30

SO. as STATE ST.,

Geo.

wIth eTery

Formosa, (very

FORWARDERS,,

Centre I)&8k, Rotunda, Custom

Cbr-mo^ Rlren

in&Bre^L'::::*>

deowlylp

DOWNER,

AND

Beantifnl

Mixed* (Green and

St.

CH HOUSE BROKERS

d&wBmll

ishing, kalsommiug, papering, lettering, staining
gilding, &c., 50 cts. Book of Alphabets, 60 Scrolls
aud Ornaments, $1. Watchmaker and Jeweler, fio
Soap-maker, 25. Tuxideiniisi, 60
Hunter aud
Trapper’s Guide, 20. Dog Training, 25. of book sellers or by mail. JESSE HANEY '& 00.. 119 Nassau
St., N. Y.
apr5d3m

Goods

WESTON’S TEA STORE.

DELIVERY.

Congress

apr2$

New York.

CARlMdVriiK'N

d3m*

Nos. 21 &

Charles Custis&Co.,

Broadway,

Manual.—A prnoti.al guide
to all operati ns of the tiude; drawing for carpenters, forms of c infracts soeci caii n>, plans,
etc illustrated, 50 ct>. »*Alrf#l‘lt BS’ Manual.
—House a* d sicn p iiu ing. graining, varnishing, poi

nPRlIKU ST

Price List of

Presenting

iti

137

TEAS

Black and Colored Gros Grains.

These Silks, manafactnred in the most
approved manner, are warranted not to
cut or change color in wearing and surpass in weight, finish and durability any
that cun he obtained at corresponding
prices.

aiui-woith,

u:ar4

$2.50 each.

LATNER.
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pleasant and convenient upper tenement
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will be glad to sell for 26c,
twjMKitton gloves in all colors at 70c,
00
goodTas $i
gloves elsewhere.

,

Teacher of Pianoforte,Organ & Harmony,

aP*7deod3m

western part ot city near Spring street
lacars. A small family without children preferred. Address R. J. W„ Portland P. O.
m
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F.

our

Wholesale Groceries and i'lour:
of several years stauding. and
to the right man, we ofler a tine ciiance for business.
Address
MERCHANTS,
Box 1619, Portland, Me.
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our business is
we have a good trade
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NEW AND DESIRABLE SHADES
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Mpriuu Term trill commence tiareh Silk.
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equally as
Respectfully,

Partner Wanted
to

KIDS

A splendid glove double Btitcbed at 91.00 per pair,
(actually worth $1.50). 20 Doz Fine Kids at 91.30

309

Portland Laundry, 22 Union St.

Eatou

XOOHiOiiEttOOK. HAlibE.

the handsomest shades at greatly reduced prices.

GENTS’

reliable man, with
moderate capital,
WE want
take the place of Partner retiring from

IN ALL THE

*

$1.00).

L5S m LET LIVE IS ODE MOTTO'.

OSTRICH TIPS,
ECRU LACES,

One Lot

$1.00 per pair.

One Button, at 85c (reduced fiom 1.50). One Lot
Real Kid at 65c
20 Doz. all colors at 5<lc.
10
Doz. Gaunts Swedes closing at 3 5c (a bargain at

In

NO. 316 CONGRESS ST.,

at

JOSEPHINE SEAMLESS KIDS,

Geo. H. Cummings, M. D.,

-AND—

SHIRTS

TERMS.

50 Doz. 2 Button Gloves at 70c.
“
*•
50
flue
85c.

TE4CHEH,

Term. norferate
IHilS. M. KOBICRCK.
14 Temple sirrtt.

Address,

eoilltn

Lamm

BY A

ront'ETEVI

opposite Canal Bank.

I)YEl)
The best fitting and wearing glove, still selling at
91-00 per pair. Also

1876.

Tne course will consist of private French lessons
classes for any one who wishes to study the language. She will form classes for advanced pupils
who desire only to converse.
She intends also to have matinees for Ladies, consisting of readings from the best French Authors and
Dramatists, and the conversation will be only in
French. The same lessons will be given twice a week
in the evening lor Ladies and Gentlemen. She will
commence these evening lessons early in September.
Mme. will be assisted by Prof. Masse.
In the early part of June Madame expects an Artist who has been connected with her Institute in
Philadelphia This Lady is a member of the Academy of the Fine Arts in that city. She gives lessons
in Drawing in all its branches. Oil Painting, Pastel.
Her Speciality during the summer will be WaterColor from nature
For further information please call at No. 16 Free
street. Mme will be at her rooms from 11 A, M. until 5 P. M. and every evening.
Mme Mane is permitted to refer to the following
gentlemen:
Rt. Rey. Bishop James A, Healy, D. D.
Rt. Rev. Bishop H A. Neely, D. D.
Rev Thomas Hill, D. D., L D.
Rt. Rev. Bishop W. B. Stevens, D. D., of Philadel-

CLOTHING

Bpsty

Courvomer’s Gloves,

R.
of

poses

Street,

A new brand of Kid of a celebrated make in the
most exquisites shades, viz: Cinnamon and Wood
color (new,>, Silvei Grays, Tans, Steels, &c.. selling in
two buttons at $1.15 pei pair (a bargain at $1.50).
Also 50 Doz. ot the well- known

A. A
DAVIS.
deodlm
aplQ_

AND

and

PORT LAND, ME.

American

LESSONS
—

E. IttA*»SE, formerly of Boston,
Philadelphia and New Jersey, proestablish a permanent Prench Institute In
Portland. She will commence her Spring term April

MME.
late
to

mi
PROP ,n
in PLAIA FIGURES,

with

C. I). B.

EDUCATIONAL.

LITERATURE.

to select from, cut eqnal to custom, and
sold at ONE HALF the price charged for
custom work.
No Store in the UNITED STATES can
show any finer assortment of

Children's

ravarllvidnA

STEPHEN WESTON,

AND ALL THROWN ON THE MARKET AT
FIGURES TEAT DEFT COMPETITION.

THREE THOUSAND

nndfl

/inmmnn

of two acres of land with wharf and
buildings. Also, oue*eigbth of schooner
Col. Eddie, and about twenty tons of hay.
Admlniatrat.r or the estate of Ja*. Wests a.

Warranted real kid in two buttons at $ I 50 (selling
in Boston at $1.75)
Our celebrated

sr.

at

at 10 o’clock A. M., on the

consisting of

short notice-

4 CASCO

a

on

apU disL’w

premium.

auotion.

THURSDAY. April 13th, at 2* o’clock, at
Wa'ehnnseon Mercharts’Wharf, we Bhsll eell
for benefit of whom It may concern about ISO Hhda
Sagua Molasses mixed with salt water on voyage.
Terms casb.
F O. BAILEY 4k CO., Anctiwnerre.
aplO
d4t

WOOLENS
ever

GLOVES. 2

Gents’ Garments

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

KALEIt & €0.,

as a

AUCTION.

We shall open

Stock of

Cassimeres,

FOK

Pattern? sent by mail, post free, on receipt of price.
Also, Mme. Demoren’s Semi-annual Port-Folio, 15
cents; What to Wear, 15 cents; Mammoth Colored
Bulletin of Fashions, $1. Subscriptions received tor
Demorest’s Monthly Magazine, yearly, $3, with a

DWELLING ON

TIC

ONLY!

Mine. Deinorcst’s Reliable Patterns !

AND”

ON

nianni'nctured within the last SIXTY
DAYS from all the NEWEST ano ra st
Desirable fabrics, in all PATTERNS.
SHADES and COLO it S, embrae-ng all ihe
leading designs in FOREIGN and DOMES

BROS.,

PRICE

oc3dt

WEDNESDAY, April 12th. at 12 o’clock M.,
we sha'l sell the two Stores and Dwelling oxer
them. No. 187 Commercial Street.
This building
is arrange 1 with large store in front. Also Store In
rear, with entrance on side from Commercial Street,
and a'enement ov.r the two; Is suppled with
gas
an l
Sebago water. I he ► tores aie well supplied
wall shelves, counters and other flxtmes.
Deposit
or 20 per ceDt.
required at sale
*'■ « BAILEY 4k CO., Auctioneer*
aplO
dJt

the finest? stock of

Corner Congress and Elm Streets.
ONE

o. w. a T.r.Bir

COMMERCIAL STREET,

NEW GOODS!

AHEAD AS USUAL

apl

TIJRAEtC

3T Exchange 81.

and

baiut.

Regular aale of Furniture and General Merchan*
commencing at 10 o’clock a. m.
Consignments

falling

steer-

one

ANI>

CHILDREN CRY FOR THEM !

—

Commission Merchant*

and

Hale,rooms 33

233 Middle Street,

than

SHAWLS I
—

Auctioneers

STORE

FISH &

30 00

l,200

and

Portland St.
Walker, Charles B, one-half shops and
land Commercial St foot of State St,

STOCK

to

leased

on

F. O. BAILEY & CO„

solicited.

8,000 200 00

Carroll and Thomas Sts... 23,000 575 00
Jones, Jesse H, house and land 12
Quincy St. 2,800 70 CO
LeMassey, Thomas H, house and land
rear 25 Chestnut St.
30 00
1,200
300
7 50
Lowell, Thomas, land Washington St.
Lucas, Thomas, house and land 45
Green St....
37
50
1,500
Hotel and land Green St. 4,000 100 00
Land east oi Canton St.
900
22 50
Quinby, Adeline A, bouse and laud 24
Cedar St. 3,500
87 50
200
5 00
Rand, Hiram J, land rear 5 Mayo St.
12 50
500
Rand, William, land Hanover St.

YORK COUNTY

The Temperance Reform League at Newfield is still alive and flourishing, through tbe
influence of its officers and members. Brother
Orrin Davis is President. The League was organized in Sept. 1874, by Francis W. Murpby.
At that time rum and cder a bounded in that
village, but not a drop can be obtained there

500

1876J

cor

—

Mrs. Edward Brown of West Batb, in stepping over a gate turned her foot and fell,breaking one of the bones in tbe ankle.

5 00

AUCTION PALH>

*. o.

r.K/n.,4

on State
new No.

land

200

CLOTHING.

FOR

Non-Resident Taxes in the City
of Portland, in the County ot
Cumberland, for the year 1874.

SAGADHAOC COUNTY

_

A

_CLOTHING.

Janl3<iAw3in4

age passergers and a full cargo.
The Sarmatiau, Capt. Aird, is the next
to arrive.

Mr. Editor—l wish

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

perfect.

Movements.—The Allan mail
Scandinavian, Capt. Watts, sailed for

Liverpool Saturday, with 18 cabin and 14

hanri

t.hA

KNOX COUNTY.

Steamer
steamer

lnaa of

A China correspondent of the Kennebec
Journal says that town was treated to a smart
shock of earthquake on Friday morning, about
eight o’clock. The course was irom southwest
to northeast.
Tbe Journal says:
New revelations are
daily being made in regard ti^^ha. cqaduct of
Page, the Chelsea wife-murderer. Tub women
who live in the neighborhood, now tell the details of his abuse and cruel conduct to his wife
which has been going on for two or three years.
For some reason—undoubtedly through fear of
Page, or for the sake of peace in the neighborhood—they have kept these things a secret.

Duo tor two Violins
Messrs Johnson and Jones.
Morning in the Woods.Fred ter Linden
“All Aboard,” Galop.Fred ter Linden

French Language.—Madame Masse

COUNTY.

cinity.
Saturday, April 1st, a son of Geo. E. Farnsworth, living in China, received a severe cut on
tbe hand, from an axe in tbe hands of a playmate. The axe happened to be quite doll, and

Ortheus Symphony Club.-To-morrow evening the Orpheus Symphony Club give their
concert which was postponed last week. The
following is the excellent programme:
Overture—Norma.Bellini
Trio for Violin, Violoncello and Flute.
Messrs. Ter Linden, Haskell and Maxcy
Vocal Selection.
By a lady amateur.
Sunny Land beyond the Sea.Fred ter Linden

By

COUNTY

On Thursday week a yoUDg man found on
the shore or China leke, near the town house,
a pair of men’s pants, a vest and three shirts,
all of good material. No one can determine
wbeiber it is a case of foul play, suicide or
theft, ihere is no one missing from that vi-

music

Saxophone Solo.
Tam O’Shanter.H. L. Maxcy
Overture- ‘-Imperfection”.Fred ter Linden
Vocal Selection.

NEWS.

KENNEBEC

all other piano playing. So extended and high is Von Bnlow’s reputation
that it is well worth while to attend the concert for the purpose of seeing the man, whose
perfection in his art h-s won the enthusiastic

published,

J. C.

The Gardiner Journal says Asa Warren, a
mill at
man employed sawiug shingles in a
East Pi'tstou, sawed off two fingers of his
right hand on Friday week.

judgment for

programme has been already
tickets may bo procured at
store.

now

and Mr. Z.
iously entered Sitnrday night week,and money
and goods to a small amount siolen.

tion of Bubenstein. Even those whose lack of
musical training forbids a complete appreciation of the master’s work, cannot fail to be interested in hearing music which is the best of
the kind, and which will afford a standard of

plaudits of the whole civilized world. To the
lovers of music nothing need be said, for none
such will on any account fail to hear him. The

maker,

Panin’s bookstore at Ellsworth,
B. Allen’s store, were both burglar-

Isabella Preston

Sally, Mrs. Grayson’s Maid.Adell

prove

C. D

morn-

conducted by Presiding
Elder Luce. In the space of 53 minutes there
were sixty-two exhortations and the coDgrega-

ing.

Business Changes.—Tbe following business
a3 recently taking place
in Maine:
Bath —Farr & Frost, drugs, dis; now R. G.
Farr
Olys & Golden, gro., dis; now P J.
Golden.
Brigdton—Stone & Staples, gen. store, dis;
now E. R. Staples.
Dixfield—C. W. Eustace, hardware, sold to

changes are reported

Apply at No
my24dUi»

|

mb 23

DAVIS,

17 Ipriii Lair, H..t«n.

ella

Potted Ilay.

POETRY.
Heart Ventures.
[The Rev. Dr. Behrends, new of Providence, in a
sermon on “Faith,” recently delivered in this city,
repeated the following lines ]
I

stood and watched my ships go out.

Each one by one, unmooring free,
What time the quiet harbor filled
With flood tide from the sea.

The first that sailed, her name was Joy,
She spread a smooth, white
ample sail;
And eastward drove with
bending spars
Before the singing gale.
Another

sailed, her name was Hope,
No cargo in her hold she bore;
Thinking to find in Western lands
Of merchandise a store.

cultivation, published early
in the present year in Paris, that 1 venture to
phlet

The next that sailed, her name was Love,
She showed a red flag at the mast—
A flag as red as blood she showed,
And she sped South right last.
The last that sailed, her

name was

make you a translation
passage in
which bis method of proceeding is given. M.
has
and
Goffart
preserved green rye
maize,
both above ground and in trenches, after a
manner similar to that described by me in a
former letter, and there seems no reason to
doubt that the same process might be applied
to grass in the country.
The passage is as
follows: ‘about sixty metres from my stables
I opened a trench upon the bank of an old

Faith,

My gallant ships they sailed away,

shimmering

summer

see,

I stood at watch for many a day—
But one came back to me.

For Joy was canght by Pirate PainHope ran upon a hidden reef—
And Love took fire and foundered fast
In whelming seas of Grief.
Faith came at last, storm-beat and tom,
She recompensed me all my I068,
For as a cargo safe she brought
A

crown

linked to

a cross.

—Boston Advertiser,

»

Gossip and Gleanings.
The extreme height of misery is
boy with a new pair of boots au<l

a
no

small
mud

puddle.
An Atlanta

eating
i-w YT

11

a

has earned reputation by
partridge each day lor thirty days.
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man
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“And canst thou always love thus, Alfred?” she murmured, “even when age has
crept upon me and left his traces here?”
There was a pause on his part, but it was
only momentary, when he replied, in a
tone of deep remonstrance, “Can a duck
swim?”
A hasty spirit brought bitter woe upon a
Montreal widow the other day. Her intended husband offered her his hand as they
were about to take their places for the mar
riage ceremony, saying, “May I lead you?’’
A sharp glitter came into the woman’s eyes
as she answered, “Yes, for the last time.”
“Good-bye,” said the man, as he walked out
of the front door.
THE FARM AHD HOUSEHOLD.

April Farm-Work.
The month of April in our latitude, may
be called the transition period between winter and spring; then all winter operations
must necessarily be closed, from a lack of, or
of snow; and as the earth is in no
condition to be worked, the real labor on the
farm cannct be begun.
It may be, and
should be however, the busiest and most effective season of the year; and that simply
by making it the farmer's month for preparation.
At the outset, as in all other undertakings,
to secure efficient work, it is
necessary that
excess

incumbrances and obstructions should be

removed; and therefore everything connected
with the work of winter, and not required
for agricultural operations should be cleared
away. All tools, implements, and mechanical appliances used in lumbering, and hauling wood, hay and ice, should be carefully
collected and housed; and the unfinished
work in barns, ice-house, sheds and woodyard should be completed.
As we believe that when the agricultural
season fairly begins, the farmer’s work should
be purely and entirely agricultural, and not
subject to interruptions from compulsory
dealings with merchants, mechanics, or mid*

dlemen;

that if any of
his carts, plows, hoes or other implements
need to be supplied or repaired it should now
be done—giving them also a thorough oiling
or a coat of paint—if not too late for it to
harden.
Employing the blacksmith, the
harness-maker, or the carriage-maker, for an
hour at some job of making or mending, may,
and frequently does save the waste and delay
of a day during the very busiest season. The
man who lives remote from railroads or water
communication and has neglected to provide
his ordinary supply of lime, ashes, gypsum,
super-phosphates or other commercial fertilizers, may by watching for an opportunity,
find that a heavy load may be more readily
transported over the icy roads of an April
morning, than when the earth is soft, and
the sun hot a month later. It has almost become a proverb, that farmers
neglect until
the last moment to procure the seed they
need for field and garden—the results of such
a practice are always detrimental to them\ selves and to the dealers with whom they
urade. Seedsmen are generally unprepared to
answer a sudden and late demand, and therefore ai"e compelled to send orders to distant
places, or are tempted to rid themselves of
doubtful or damaged charseeds of a
acter.
Frequently, by the delay of a
day or two, .some favorable conditions of
the earth or air are test, and seed lies in the
ground through a long ifi^uth without germinating—or else is soaked fry a succession
we

assert thereiore

of rains, until it decays. It very often liapthat gardeners fail to carry an early atid profitable crop to market, or that farmers afP
obliged to devote a field to another use or
some undesirable crop, simply by neglecting
to do the right thing at the right time.
Before farmers can put much, if any seed
into the ground, they have to attend to the
heavy jobs of drawing out manure and making or repairing fences. The former task
severely tries the strength and endurance of
horses and oxen, from the fact that they
usually undertake it with relaxed or enfeebled mascles, and at a time when the
ground is soft, and the weather may be as
hot as midsummer. During the month of
April and sometimes earlier, by the exercise
of a little foresight, many farmers wbo are
conveniently situated arc enabled to do this
heavy transportation with their sleds on the
ice and snow. Manure may be drawn from
the yard or cellar and deposited in one heap,
or distributed wherever it is to be used, thus
saving the strength of a team, anticipating,
and therefore lessening the labors of May,
and preventing mowing fields from being
crossed and cut up by heavy loads.
Whenever boards, rails, posts and stakes
are

seasonably prepared
Wn

ft,

pond, in compact clay, perfectly impermeable,
and of a hardness such that a pick-axe was
required to open it up. The trench was ten
metres long, two wide, and two deep.
I
lined it with masonry of half a brick thick,
and well cemented, and the bottom was also
paved and cemented. The side walls were
made vertical and not inclined, which seems
to me only rational. The pressure is exercised vertically, aud inclined sides appear to
me contrary to the end for which they are intended—to facilitate, and not to prevent, the
setting or sinking of the mass. A chaff-cutter (by Richmond and Chandler) was placed
upon the edge of the trench, and being
worked by a five-horse power engine, filled it

in less than ten hours.
The chaffed maize
spread over the area and trodden down
(foule) by two persons until it rose about forty centimes above the level of the masonry.
This raised portion, compressed like the rest
was

V9Q

a fellow he Is, let him eat a bunch of Canada
thistles each da; for the same length of time.
No doubt he could do it.—Macon Telegraph.

an
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way to their proper

for fences as
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A

places with the

upon maize

of the

Slowly she took her passage forth;
Tacked and lay-to; at last she steered
A straight course for the North.
Over the

Mr. John Wrightson, of the Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester, writes to the
London Times: “Early in June you allowed
me to call attention, through the Times, to
the possibility of storing glass in trenches in
a green state.
Since then I have received a
large number of letters asking for such particulars as would enable the process to be
carried out with success. To such inquiries I
have answered that, although I had seen
the ‘potted hay’ greedily eaten by stock, it
had not been my good fortune to witness the
process of preservation carried out practically, but that all agriculturists with whom 1
had conversed had described it as exceedingly
simple. The details of the process have been
so clearly described by M. Goffart, in a pam-

they
Damn

same

We do not assert that
every farmer without regard to location can
profitably undertake this work at such a time
—or that any one will invariably find the
situation to be suitable; but that such a
course is frequently practicable, we do not
doubt, and wherever it is we^recommend it.
To our mind it is equally absurd for a general to begin a campaign, or a farmer the
work of spring, without a plan of operations—and therefore we repeat our former
advice, that every cultivator of the soil,
whether field or garden, now in this month
of April, should in a memorandum book or
on a sheet of paper, mark down each division
designed for a distinct crop, and therein record the name—subsequently entering the
date of seed-sowing or planting. By this
■simple method, omissions are discovered, the
names of new varieties are preserved should
they fail to grow; the memory is not burdened ; and completeness and unity are secured for all the operations of husbandry—
and thus an important part in the work of
spring preparation is accomplished.

resulting economies.

Raising Calves on Soar milk.
I often see inquiries in the papers about
raising calves on sour milk. I have one now,
a year old, that is estimated by good judges
to weigh 700 lbs., that never has had anything but hay and grass and sour milk; no
meal or roots, but has had the sour milk all
the time except about a month last fall while
Some days he has one pailful,
in fall feed.
and other days two pailfuls.
I also have
some nice two-year-old heiiere. raised on sour
milk. My stock is Dutch, and I like the
breed veiy well. X had a two-year-old grade
heifer that came in last September that gave

thirty pounds of milk a day on pasture lecd
alone, and it was so good that it made eight
pounds of butter per week.

Hiertnccwl

l.trtrr

o

mnnnd

otirl

rtAnaearl

with a light coat of long straw, and then
with forty centimes of well flattened down
earth. I watched the result for several consecutive days, and filled up the fissures, so as
to prevent any space forming between the
covering of earth and the preserved maize,
which would be highly injurious. My chaffcutter delivers the maize in lengths from one
to two centimes. I prefer the former length;

gives

it

to the preserved maize the appearof a compact pulp, reduces it at once to
the least volume possible, and does not per*
mi^the air to lodge between the small morsels, which it does when they are longer.
The smaller the maize is cut the less it will
sink afterward, and, in consequence, the less
chance is there of its altering. * * * At
the side of the trench, which inspires me
ance

with the greatest confidence, I have excavated a less one with vertical sides, but this
one I have not lined with masonry, and the
maize rests in contact with the soil. Here I
am less sure of a perfect preservation.’ Those
of your numerous readers who, during this
extraordinary wet season, may wish to try
the experiment of making a little sour, or
‘potted’ hay mav find the above details useful.

ends of the long roots that they have not
time after makiug root-growth to return the
sap to the buds and form fruit buds. Iu such
cases, if a root pruner be used iu July, the
roots are shortened, the sap finds its way to
the ends of the roots, completes the rootgrwth, the tree then iorms fruit bud3 aud ripens up all growth before winter sets
in, and
is thus enabled to stand the winter
unirijured,
and you get a crop of fruit from every tree
that you wish. I have never known this to
fail when tried in
July, and tiees of any age
may be forced to bear fruit if desired; but a
judicious system of thinning out all sprouts
and diseased branches is equally necessary.
By this system, blight iu a great measure is

prevented,

and trees are

kept healthy.”

Wanted.
attractive

Has

Toilet
Very
at large profit. Send for circular.
FORready sale
FRENCH TOILET POWDER CO.,
Article.

a new

64 Courtland St., N. Y.

apr8dlw

Agents

They keep living specimens of black

bass, salmon

and land-locked salmon for those
who wish to see them.
Their spring furnishes 20,000 gallons of
water per hour, which is strained from all
impurities by flannel seives or screans. The
water, thus purified, passes into the distributing box, or through, and from that into the
hatching boxes, which are eight inches wide
and thirty feet long, and will hold 500,000
eggs. The eggs are taken artificially in the
late fall; the female trouts averaging 1,000
eggs each.
From the hatching boxes the water passes
into the nurseries where the fry are placed
and fed on curd, liver, &c. Fish of the same
size are kept together, otherwise the larger
would devour the smaller.
As we pass to
each succeeding pond we find them in all
stages of growth, from the young try to the

breeding trout of from eight to fourteen inchin length.
Of these last there are some
eight hundred, and as they lie quietly on the
clean sandy bottom or with eager haste dart
for a morsel thrown to them, reflecting in
the sunlight all the beauties possible for a
trout to exhibit, they present a sicture that
es

none can fall to admire and all
sess.
Few have done so as

wish to pos-

yet,

but

thou-

sands will when fish culture shall receive the
attention due to it, and when water owners
shall become fully aware of its importance.
Then they will stock their possessions with

trout,

bass or

salmon,

selves and others

and furnish to

Wanted Partner.
Smart, active young man; must be strictly
temperate; capital required $150; to such an
the best chance in this State is offered to make
money. Apply from 10 a. m. till 2 p. m.. to the
Agent of the Y. M C. A., at the rooms. ap7dlw*

A

one

GOOD BnoinesM ITInii Wanted to take
an active managing part or interest in one of the
oldest and best established and paying business in
Minnesota. One with capital desired. Good reference required and given.
For further information

A

address “confidentially” L. C. PORTER, Winona,
Minn.
aprldlw

Centennial Trees.

Mr.B. G. Northrop, the efficient secretary
of the board of education for Connecticut, has
caused to be distributed among the schools of
our state a circular suggesting tree planting
along high-ways and in our villages, as a good
centennial move and as one that will carry its
own record down in a graceful way for a century to come. As an incentive he has offered
small premiums to pupils, for the work. The
idea is a capital one, and we trust may be act-

ed upon not only in Connecticut but throughout New England. Mr. Northrop specifies in
his circular the elm, maple, ash, white-oak,
and walnut, with the conditions that the
trees should be not less than nine feet in
height. This height is undoubtedly requisite
for street planting, but boys should under-

stand that within enclosures and in protected
positions a smaller tree will serve, and, from
tne larger chance of securing good rootlets-,
will make, vyery likely, a more vigorous
growth than the larger ones. To the list we
should add, without hesitation, the American
linden, or basswood, as being one of onr finest shade trees—when planted on rich alluvial soil. For gravelly and dry sOllS: the hard
maple will prove the best subject for trans-

rtlnnfinrr

Tn

mrtiof

lnvu

ItJtiH

ilio

dim

AIhI

most desirable. The oak and
walnut are very impatient of removal from
the forest; and, to a certain degree also, the
ash.
It taken from a nursery, however,
where the tap root has been severed by such
transplanting, all will thrive. But if the oak
red

maple

are

and walnut be removed from the woods with
no more care than is
usually given to the
transplanting ot the elm, the boys may count
It is a
upon losing at least five out of six.
very common practice in removal of maples
to cut the top squarely off some nine feet
from the ground—an amputation which the
maple bears very well—but, in such event,
one or two strong leading shoots are apt to
start from the top, and growing very evenly
in strength expose the tree to great risk of
splitting asunder at some future time. This

danger

can be remedied! by cutting away all
leading shoot, which will after a time
to cover wholly the old place of excision, and give to the tree its normal form. A
single leading shoot, moreover, prevents that
busby growth which is often urged against
the sugar maple, as giving too dense a shade.
Maples should be planted at least 30 feet
apart; and elms 50 to 60, for fair and full development. In view of the difficulties attending the removal of the oak and walnut, we
should not advise the boys to cope with these
for road-side planting. The size requisite for
such a position will involve a pruning of roots
that will almost certainly result in their dying. Smaller ones, however,—of say an inch
diameter at the base—may with due care be
established near the homestead, and will
prove a charming memorial of the centennial

but

one

come

meeting of the American Pomological Society in which he spoke as follows
on the subject of pruning the roots of fruit

the annual

seen

great revolutions

P.

that no cultivated fruits could be grown in
the middle and northern parts ot the state.
But I was determined to grow the finest
fruit or none, and I have succeeded. I commenced root pruning as an experiment to
produce fruits on rapid growing trees that
did not hr-ar. not. AvnAolinfr it. would do to
continue it auy length of time; but to my
surprise the trees that were severely rootpruned not only bore the most and best fruits,
but they continued the most healthy, and
From this
stood the severe winter the best.
fact I studied on the needs of the tree, and
have found out that all trees and plants store
up each year a certain amount of food for a

specific purpose alone.

Now

we

can

diiect

the forces of any tree so that it will store up
food for fruit production instead of wood production, if we wish, aDd not injure the tree
thereby. Some trees on favorable soil will
do this, while other varieties and other soils
tend to wood growth production; in such
cases they are so taxed to force the sap to the

SPLENDID SUMMER KIDEll
OLD

IN

City

or

mh31d&wlm

man

to take care of horses and out-door work, and
the wife to do the house work. Inquire at
55 MIDDLE STREET.
ap4dlw*

Wanted.
SETTER PUP, about 9 months old. Red and
white preferred.
Call at Office Portland
ma30dtf
Stone Ware Co., Deering’s Bridge.

A

Situation Wanted.
COPYIST, and all kinds of writing, at a
moderate salary, by a young lady.
Unexceptionable references given. Address
mal7dtf
“A.,” at this Office.

BIDOEFORD, ME.

_S_ALE.

Yarmouth Upper Village, 5
minutes walk from depot, a 11 story
house containing 10 finished rooms,
with cistern and well in the cellar,
_large new stahle, and all in good reFor
paii. Lot containing about
ere of ground.
further particulars apply to
A. T. SMALL
mar7d&w8w
Yarmouth Village.
In

Fifty acres, in Cape Elizabeth,
four miles trom Portland. Young
apple orchard ot fifty grafted trees.
One-third of an acre in strawberGood muck bed.
Nice place
Price $2,300.

I_vies.

for

gardener.
AIm 23 acrea good land, } mile from Morrill's
Corner. Cuts ten tons hay. Land all cleared. Nice
location for a vegetable garden. Price $100 per acre.
WM, H. JKRRIS, Real Estate Agcr.t.
Applv to
d3w*
apt
a

Lost.

Congress Exchange Streets, small Locket,
picture. The finder will be
containing
rewarded by leaving it at Stockbridge’s Music Store.
fe4
dtf
or
one

ON

For Sale.

a

change business. I
WISHING
and Dwelling conbined with
at
An excellent

Depot.

Room and Board.
front rooms Inmished, to let, at

PLEASANT
Brown St.
dated.

apr3dtf
Board.
front Rooms furnished
PLEASANT
nished to let with board, at
ma21dtf
416
& 418

and

unfur-

CUMBERLAND STREET.

Will. II.

ma30d2in

For Sale at

TO LET.
2 Rents. Inquire of

a

THE PARIS

Store to Rent.
418 Congress St.
Possession at once Inquire
of
JOHN C. PROCTER,
93 Exchange St.
aprSd3w

NO

To Let.
pleasant rooms in house No. 89 New High
St., to a family without children. Apply between 3 and 5 P. M.
apr7dlw*

FIVE

To Let.
No. 149 Commercial Street, now occupied
by Joseph W. Read. Possesion given May 1,
1876. Apply to
A. E. STEVENS & CO.,
150 Commercial Street.
ap4dtf

STORE,

Great

Apply

Bank.

to

H. N. JOSE, 194 Fore Street.
FM&Wttf

HOTEL TO
THE NEW

LEASE.

ENGLAND HOUSE,
MAINE.

two Stores; Is
station ot the
immediate vicinity,
Railway,
and nearer than any other Hotel to the point of arrival and departure of the European, Halifax, New
York and Boston Steamers, and the terminus of the
Horse Railway to the western part of the city and
suburbs. Address
rooms

AUG. P. FULLER.
Portland. Me.

TO

LKT !

Room in the Second Storv ot the
Printers’ Exchange, with power it
required. Arplyto PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON A CO., Ill
Exchange Street.
ool2

dtf

PLEASANTLY
ma30

To Eet.
located, unfurnished

rooms,

NO. 4 BROWN STREET,

dtf

Rooms

TO

mchlStf

One hour’s ride from Portland, 95
well-divided,plenty wood and
water, 50 apples and pear trees,
good brick house, ten acres early
land. Price $1000. Apply to WM.
H. JERRIS, Real Estate
mh27d3w&wlw*
Agt.
acres,

and located on Congress near the
head of State Street. First-class in every respect.
Lot large. Terms favorable. Inquire of
ROLLINS, LORING & ADAMS,
mhl4dtf
22 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

For Sale.
house occupied by me, No. 327 (formerly 153)
Spring Street, Portland

THE
feb24dtf

NATHAN CLEAVES.

A Valuable Property

STORE

We would invite the attention of the enterprising
Capitalists ot the State to the following list of property placed in our hands for sale,

Situated on Cumberland River,
Clinton Connty, Kentucky,
viz:

—

Wholesale Store,

A CUES

12,600
—

H. E, THOMPSON,
No. 32J Emery St. on the SpringSt. Horse Car Rome.
mhl4
dtf

To Eet.
RENTS, $10, $15, god $20 per month.
J. K. KING,
Apply to
Rear of 30 Danforth St.

OF

boarders

be

can

MRS. ADAMS’.
63 Spring St.

feb25dtf

To
at t$

Eet.

1-2

Dow
HOUSE
the premise*.

Street.

on

Inquire

deci5__dtf
To Eet.
BRICK HOUSE No. 74 Danforth Street,
rfIHE
X containing all the modern improvements inquire at No. 10 Central Wharf.

jnel6

dtf

TO

cn

which may be found in paying quantities,

No. 55

Blacli.

nov2dtf_

39

Exchange

St.

obtained in tbe Cuited States
Canada, and Europe; terms as
low as those ol any other reliable house.
Correspondence invited Id the English and foreign

languages,

with

Inventors,

At-

torneys at Law, and other Solicitors, especially with
those who have had their cases
rejected in the hands
of other attorneys. In rejected cases our
fees are
C’11111U0 cbarSe is matIe unless we are successful

•

If you want a Patent,
send us a model or sketch
and a full description of
your invention. We will
make an examinat ion at

wU1 Bend you payrers’andad^
"ire'snd ^ paten;ab,e>
y°" C1Be' 0ur fee w111 be *

dinary

ctes?sa

or'

AD VIC Iffm

and inventions.

References:—non. M. D. Leggett, Ex-Cnmmi*
sioner of Patents, Cleveland, Ohio; 6 H KelSiv
Esq., Sec’y National Grange, Isniisville, Ky and

the Danish and SwediBh mimsters at
Washington
D. C.
jysend Stamp for our “Guide fob odtaining
Patents,” a book of 50 pages.
Address:—IrO 11 IN BAGRiilt A- C’O., Solicitors of Patents, Mashinqton, 1>.
c.,P. o
Box 444.
dec2£dtf

PUFF!

PUFF!!

PUFF!!

magical Puzzle Box.
Thousands of Magical Rings out of
this wonderful Box.
Endloss amusement foi the children.
Sent to any address, with full directions, on receipt of
Dey Street, New
25c. LOTRIDGE & CO„
York.
mhlSd&wfim

Norfolk, Baltimore

& W ashington

HIKAnNHIP
Four tioii-M

LllVfe

WM.CRANE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
fSoMtou direct every
Tl'JKND.IV
and »AilKDAl.
—

AYR

—

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONP
and afcCLELLAN
rrom Providence every VFKDNKMDAY
and NATYKItAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane

Freight forwarded from Norfolk
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R.

to

Wharf,

10

a. m. on

Petersburg

and

R. to all places in
South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington St..
Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina
by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
G. H. Keith, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore St Ohio
R. R.,C. A. Chipley, Agent, 219
Wasnington street,
Boston.
Through bills ot lading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage *15.00. Excursion Tickets *25.
For freight ornassage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other intormation apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
n°2dtf
Providence, K.

at 6 00 a. m.
hiaee Room,

advance at
can be secured In
Bnrnea Hroa., No. 28 Exchange Street and
at the Depot.
4.00
HI. Train runs to Rochester, stopping at
all stations.
G.(40 F. HI. Train runs to Gorham.

keturning.
Trains leave Rochester at
7.20, 11.15, 11.45 a. m,
and 8.50 p. m.
7.40 A. ••.
at all Stations, arrives in Portland at 10 00 a m.
11/4 A A HI Steamboat Express from New Lon-

don, leaving Norwich Line Steamers
a.

is due in Portland
n.lA n. m
in. Train is through from New York,
stops at all Stations when signaled, arrives
in Portland at 10.50 p. m.
Local Train from Gorham at 6.00 a. m.t arrives in
Portland at 6.40 a. m.

J. M. LUNT, Supt.

EASTERN
On and after

Long Whart, Boston, 3 p.m.
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
half

TRAINS WILL LEAVE PORTLAND FOR
Boaton 2.00 (except Mondays),9.00 a. m.,3.10 p. m.
arriving at 6.15 a. m., 1.15. 7.55 p. m„ in ample
time to connect with New ”ork and Western
train,,
Lynn, Naina, Ncwboryporl and P.rumoath at 2.00 (except Mondays),9.00 a. m., 3.10 p.
m.

Dover at 9
\V oliboro

TER M S :
Terms hereafter will be but $2.00 per day.
Suits of rooms, including parlor and bed-room,
$3.00.

INMAN
FOR

the rate of

_deodtf

1876.

BOSTON, HASS.,
Fronting the Common.
The above House, furnished eta (suite,
;with bath rooms, passenger elevator, &c.,
offers superior accommodations for families
that wish to spent a tew weeks in the City.
___jlt is located near the principal Retail Stores
and Places of Amusement.
Horse Cars pass the
door to all parts ot the City.

HOTELS.
DIRECTORY,

Embracing the leading Ho tele In the State, at which.
Ifaily Ekess may always be fonnd.

BOSTON

the

AUBURN

Cony House, G. A. An. Cony. Proprie

Exprew

Proprietor.

MINE,
now

7 ?»2 Miles of well-furnished

profitably

Railroad,

to insure

continued development.
There is also found in great abundance on this rich
tract of land, SALT SPRINGS, and unmistakable
evidences of OIL, superioi IRON ORE, SLATE,
LIMESTONE and FIRE CLAY, lying convenient to
the point of shipment. The moveable property consists in part of

1 Steam Tow Boat, Barges, Loco,
motives and Rolling Stock.
the necessary utensils to carry on this extensive
business. There is also a
STE .4HI SA W AND GRIST HULL AND
SHINGLE MACHINE, DWELLING
HOUSES.W AREHOUSES.WORK
SHOPS, SHEDS, Ac.
This property is offered for less than the cost
of improvements. Titles perfect and terms lib-

eral
The owners invite investigation.
For further particulars call upon

UPHAM &
At No- 7
feb8

GARDINER,

Exchange

Street.
<13m

Patterson’s

Beal

Estate

BULLETIN.
TO
LOAN
first class Real Estate security, in Portland,
or vicinity—Kents collected, taxes
paid, etc., on
MONEY

ON
Commission.

Houses bought and sold. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON .dealer in Heal Estate. Office 379}
Congress street, Williams’ Block, between Myrtle
and Pearl streets.
au28tt

Express

prietor.

FOXCKOFT.
P. 91. Jeffords, Pro-

Exchange,

_

HIRA91.
Nil. Cutler House,—Hiram Baston, Pro

prietor.

LEWISTON.
DeWitt House, H. B. Wing,

LITTLETON,

NINETY-NINTH EDITION.
a complete list of all the towns in the
United States, the Territories end the Dominion of
Canada, having a population greater than 5.000 according to the last census, together with the Dames of
the newspapers having the largest local circulation in
each of the places named. Also a catalogue of newspapers which are recommended to advertisers as
giving greatest value in proportion to prices charged.
Also, all newspapers in the United States and Canada printing over 5,000 copies each Issue. Also, all the
Religious, Agricultural, Scientific and Mechanical,
Medical, Masonic, Juvenile, Educational, Commercial. Insurance, Real Estate, Law, Sporting, Musical,
Fashion, and other special class journals; very complete lists. Together with a complete list of over
300 German papers printed in the United States.
Also, an essay upon advertising; many tables of
rates, showing the cost of advertising in various
newspax»ers, aD'l everything which a beginner in advertising would like to know.

Containing

GEO.P, ROWELL A CO.»
41 Park Rotr, IVew York.

Proprietor

H.
Thayers Hotel, H. L. Thayer, Proprietor.
N

MACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard. Prop.
MIliLBRIDCE.
Atlantic House, Geo. A. Hopkins, Pro-

prietor.

_

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union House-W. T. Jones. Proprietor.
PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprietor

Lap' Home—Fletcher A Gale, Proprle_

PHILLIPS.
Barden llonse, Samuel Farmer, PropriPORTLAND.
Adams House, Temple St. Charles Adam
Proprietor.
Albion House, 117 Federal St. J.Q Perry

Proprietor.

American House, India St. E. Gray, Pro-

prietor.

Cite Hotel, Cor. Cousress and Green St.
J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
Preble House, Congress St. Gibson ACo.,

MAINE,

Trains will arrive as follows:
Mail train from Gorham and Intermediate Stations

at 8.30

5.45 p.

the Press more valuable and desirable.
The Press has a larger editorial corps than any
paper in Maine, and has unexcelled facilities for colecting news in all parts of the state. The business,
agricultural and manufacturing interest of Maine
will receive the contlnned attention of the Press.
The growing importance ol Portland as a distributing center lor Maine, and its last increasing wholesale trade, make a daily paper at this point of
special
importance to every merchant and business man ia
the state.
make

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST

Tiekets sold at Reduced Rates

&

pennell

Enquire

at

this Office.

Co.

Dearer,
and

a

Political Journal

JTIail

Northwest, West and

Month west.
C. FURNIVAL, Agt.

RAILWAY is In splendid
we'l equipped with first-class
stock, and J*
is making tbe best connections and rolling
quick*
from Portland to tbe West
gne of any routePA
ACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the
trains
leaving Portland at 1.150 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and nor subject to Custom House examinaThe Company

are

not

responsible tor baggage to

,5° lD Talne <and Lira
SF-HS?.?*?®?*
al) unless notice Is giveD, and paid tor at the(personrate of
one passenger foi every $500 additional
value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General

Manager.

J. SPIC.RK. Superintendent,
Portland. .June 21, 1875.
Jnel7dtf

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG RR

Subscribers.
On and after WEDNESDAY,
!Md, insl.
and aatil farther notice.
TRAINS WILl. RCN AN

Despite the iact that the Publishers are obliged to
pay tho postage, the Daily Press is oflered for
$7.00 per annum in advance; $3.50 for six months;
$1.75 for three months.

Tk lie Slate Press

Intermediate passage. 40
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
H. & A ALLAN, No. 1 India St
For Steerage Passage inward and outward, and fr»r
bight Dratts on England for small amounts, apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.
nov24dtf
Portland, Nov. 23,1875.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Ea.tporl* Calais

and

Si.

has been enlarged and greatly improved the past
year, and is now one of the largest, fullest and besc
weekly paper in Maine. Terms $2.00 per year it
advance; six months for $1.00; three months for
60 cent

*•40 P. M.—Passenger train from Portland for
Upper Bartlett and intermediate stations.
GOING EAST.
8 00 A. Bt.—Passenger train from
Upper Bartlett
and intermediate
stations, arriving in Portland at
11.15

a. m.

1.13 P.

M.—Passenger tiain from Fabyan’s in
connection with through train from Johnson, Vt..
arriving in Portland at 5.« p. m.
stage CONNBCTIONM.
At White Rock for North Windham.
At Sebago Lake for Standish Corner.
At Baldwin for Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls and
Fieedom,
At Brownfield for Denmark and Bridgton.
At Fryeburg for Lovell, Stowe and Chatham.
E3f“Freight trains leave Portland daily at

PER

TRIPS

p
Portland,
Dec. 21, 1875.

Special rates

to

35F* A local agent

is

campaign clubs.

wanted in every

oct2idtf

Boston & Maine
‘-wn.

RAILROAD.
gy“Speeimen copies

sent

free.

Address

SPRING ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing; March 6,1876.

John, Digbj,

WEEK !

On and alter Monday, March
27th, the Steamer New Brunswick,

State

days.

Connections made at Eastport
St. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John

on

o’clock, p.

HARPSWELL,

On and after October 8tb, 1875,
Steamer Henrietta) Capt. G.
LOWELL, will leave Hnrpa>
well Mondays and Saturdays at
8 a. m., touching at Chebeague, Little Cbebeague and Long Inland. Returning, will leave
Commercial Wharff at 3 p, m. touching at the above
landings. Will touch at Cousens’ Island each way.
For particulars inquire ot Captain on board or
STEPHEN RICKER, Agent, 131 Commercial St.
dtf
my8

Portland Daily Press

Job

Printing

OFFIC E»

—

?£ Posters,

Hauid

Bills,Bill Heads,

PHILADELPHIA.
Clyders Iron Line of Steamers,

Cards, Tags,

NESDAY and SATURDAY gives
.direct communication to and from
other points in
with Philadelphia and
Maine, ~rr—„■“■«**
beyond. Through
rates are given to
and all points reached
Philadelphia
the

by

Penn. Central and the Phil. & Reading R. R.’s

and to all the

principal

cities in the South

ana

*<outb-

No Wharfage. No commission for forwarding.
information given by l>. D. C. MINK. Agent,
29 Devonshire St., Bostou, or J B. COYLE, Jr.,
Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE & CO., Gen’l Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue, Philadelphia.
Janll ly
Full

m.

m.

Orchard Beach, Naco, Biddeford and
Hennebnnk at 6.15, 9,00. a. m.,3.10 5.30 p. m.
Morning Train* will leave Kennebnnk
for Portland at 7.20 a. m.

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Baugor
Rockland, Mt Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect witu Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
trains at Transfer Station.
Ail trains stop at Exeter 10 minutes for refreshments at tirot-class dining rooms.
Parlor Cars on 3.10 P M. t»“Un from Portland
and 8.30 A. M. train from Boston.
J. T. FURBER, Gen’l Sun
S. H. S AEVENS, Gen’l Ag’t, Portland.
dt
»u5_

maineceItralk.

r.

Monday, October 2Slh, 1875.

PORTLAND
AND

arriving
m.

E°r

the

A. R. STUBBS, Agent.
dtf

FOR

p.

3-10 P7.55 p.

1.45,

Irate Bonn at 8.30 a. m., 12.30
D-m-> orrivln* al Portland at 1.15, 5.

and Concord and t'wper
Kail road (via New Market
Junction) at 6.15 a.
m., and 3.10 p m.; (via Lawrence) at 9.00 a. m.
t.rcat Palin at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.10, p.m.
r®r Rochester,
Parminglon and Alton
Bay at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.10 p. m.
*,®r
Nearboroogh Beach, Bine Point, Old

m.

mar22

Kf.'n
A3?

m„

lme Portland for

For L«w«ll at 6.15, 9.00 a.
m„ 3.10, p.

for Robbinston,

for Digby, Annap
olis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac,
Amherst, Pictou, Frederickton, Charlottetown and
Snmmerside, P. E. I.
t^F-eight received on days of sailing until 1

‘
S
•v1?! 9-°° *•
,*°!"on at 10.50 a.

lf"‘

,
3.15

B.

St., every
forEastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport

same

POIMD PlBLffliMi (0.

Winchester, and City
of Portland, Capt. S. H. Pike,
will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of
Monday and Thursday, at G.00 p. m.,
Capt. E

9 2*

HAMILTON, Superintendent.

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

TWO

FOLLOWS,

GOING
WEST.
8.13 A. I*t.—Passenger train from Portland tor a
stations, running throngh without change to St.
Jolinsbury, Dauville. Hardwick. Monlsville. Hyde
Park and Johnson, Vermont. Connects with
B.
R- R- tor Lancaster, Whitefield.
WeilN River, Mont peUer, Burlington, St.Littleton,
Albans!

m.

■

NEWLY fenced Pasture within one mile ol the
City to let for a term of years
J. B. THORNTON.
Oak Hill.
feb21eodtf

Francisco,

Reduction of Price to

Return Tiokets

SKOWnEGAN.

A

Nan

ail points in tbe

.nw«HA»^ASDiirKTJ?K

As

Liverpool,

and

Running between Providence
Philadelphia every WED-

Proprietor

f

To Canada. Detroit.
Chicago, Milwaukee, Cin cinnati Nr. I.aaie. Omaha.
Nnginaw, Nr Paul. Nall Cake Clly,

J.

nd

Pasture
new.

Steamship

CONVEYANCE OF THE

FOR

derry

Turner House, W. G. Heselton, PropriWILTON.
Wilton Honw'.U
N. Green.

m.

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,

making all its departments more complete and by
sparing no effort or expense at their command to

LINE.

granted at reduced rates.
The Steamship
SCANDINAVIAN, Capt, Watt*,
Will leave this pert for Liverpool on
(SATURDAY, April 9th, 1976,
Immediately after the arrival of the Train of the previous day from Montreal. To be followed by the
Steamship Prussian.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations). 670 to $90

Proprietor.

etor.

a. m.

and Auburn at 8.45 a. m.
Quebec, Montreal and West at 2.45 p.m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 2.50 and

1

U. S. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Federal Sts. Timothy IVolcott, Proprietor.
Commercial lAonae—L. O. Sanborn A Co.,
Propr ietors.

Proprietor.

5.10

at

m.

Mall from

Passengers booked to London

Cor. Middle and Plum

HURNCANE 1SLANIK
Calderwood House.— E. A. Calderwood,

for Auburn and Lew-

Express from Lewiston

Proprietors.

St. Jnlian Hotel,
Sts. G. E. Ward,

m.

Express train for Auburn and Lewiston

se

(Canadian nnd United State* Mails.

etor.

d!3im

Wagon for Sale.

UNDER CONTRACT

Oantorth House, D. Danforth. Proprieto

prietors.

1,40 p.

NEW CONNECTIONS.

reminded that they

ALLANS

NORKIDGEHOCH.

NORTH STRATFORD N. H.
Willard House, C* S. Bailey A Co. P

train at

m.

p.

p.

Windsor and Halifax.

NAPLES*
Elm House, Nathan Church A Sons, Pro-

•

spring martin
mane wagon, nearly
Alight
mchl5-tf

are

IWosMreRl Ocean

PITTSFIELD.

Newspaper
Advertising.

Passengers by this line

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Brand Trunk Railway Depot, 91. W. Clark, Proprietor.

Foxcroft

follows:

cure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
Tickets and State Rooms for sale by D. H. Young,
No. 266 Middle streetThrough Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual
dec27-75
J. if. COYLE, Jr., Gen’l Agt.

Simpson,

ELLSWORTH.
City Hotel.—N. H. Higgins A Sous, Props,

Lewiston.
Gorham and inteimediate stations at

Mail train lor Island Pond, (stopping at all stations to Island Pond,)*
connecting with night mail
train for Quebec, Montreal and the West at
1.50

$1.00.

FARE

St.-Chapin,

D.

as

Daily, at 7 o’clock P. M„ and INDIA
WHARF. BOSTON, daily at 5 P. N.
(Sundays excepted).

COitNISlf.

Price, Twenty-five Cents.

se7

CALAIS.
W.

Hotel,

or

Monday, Not. 15th, 1875

run as follows:
a. m. for Auburn and

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

Cornish House,IN. B.Daris, Proprietor'1

prietors.

Address

will, until further notice, run alternately
Leiving

Plummer, Proprietor

BOSTON.
Parker House. School Si. H. D. Parker A

International

m

FOREST CITE AND JOUN BROOKS

BATH.

CAPE ELIZABETH.
House—J. P. Chamberlain, Propri-

m.
m.

CHANGE OF TIME.

Franklin House,—Harlow St., RlcUangb
lin A Daris, Proprietors.

BRUNSWICK, ME.
P. A K. Dining Rooms, W. K. Field,

train 7.00

iston.

As an advertising medium, the Press stands firsi
among the journals of Maine.

tors.

Tremont House, Tremont
Burney A Co. Proprietors.

m.

a.

ARRANGEMENT

ilfttWIffiil trains
9” will

news.

91.

a.

WINTER

Mail train
7.10 a. m.

the Press will be devoted as in the past to a descrin.
minatlng support of the Republican Party. Dutlnj
the pending important campaign, the Tress wli,
give special attention to the publication of politics

AUGUSTA.
Stale St. Hnrrison Bab

Hotel, C.

Hear.

m.

alteration in trains.
For several years the Portland Daily Press
has been the largest and fullest dally paper published
in Maine; and its Publishers announce their determination to make their paper beyond question the

STEAMERS.

Augusta Rouse,
er, Proprietor.

Bath

TTr,ek’
m.

m., 3.10 p.

a.

Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.

The Superior Sea Going Steamers,

Elm Rouse, Court. St. W. 8. A A. Voting,
Proprietors.

m

eastern railroad trains
run directly
through to points on the Maine Centra
Railroad without transfer, and make direct connection in Portland with all Steamboats and
Railroads
diverging therefrom.
Pullman Parlor and Sleeping Cara are
run on all through trains.
Stops for retreshmen
made at the usual places.
GE0. BACHELDER, Supt.

CITY

Street,

m., 3.10 p.

m., 1.10, 8.40 p.
Portsmouth at 11 a. m., 2.57,10.14 p. m.
Borer at 10.40 a. m., 4.45 p. m.
Great Folia at 10.22 a. m., 4.19 p. m.
Kennebnok at 12.10, 4.03.11.20 p. m.
Biddeford at 8.00 a. m., 12.30, 4.20,11.38 p.
Saco at 8.05 a. m.,
12.36,4.25,11.42 p. m.

AND LIVERPOOL,

Sailing from New York on SATURDAY of
each week, from Pier 45, North River.
OF ANTWERP,
CITY OF LONDON,
CITY OF BERLIN,
CITY OF LIMERICK,
CITY OF BRISTOL,
CITY OF MONTREAL,
CITY OF BROOKLYN,
CITY OF NEW YORK
CITY OF BRUSSELS,
CITY OF PARIS,
CITY OF CHESTER,
CITY OF RICHMOND,
Passengers will find these steamers tastefully fitted up, while the State-rooms are light airy and
roomy. The saloi ns large and well ventilated, are
the breadth of the vessels, and situated where there
Is least noise and motion.
Smoking rooms, Ladles’
Boudoirs, Piano-tortes and Libraries, Bath-rooms.
Barber’s Shop. &c.
Instant communication with the stewards by
electric bells.
The steamers of this
Company adopt the Southerly Route, thus lessening the danger from ice and
fogs.
Rates of passage—880 and $100, gold, according to
accommodation, all haying equal saloon priv.leges.
Round Trip Tickets-$145 and $175, gold.
Steerage—To and from all points at reduced rates.
For dates of sailiDg and plan of staterooms apply to
JOHN G- DALE, Agent,
ma31d3m
15 Broadway, New York,

HOUSE,

a.

m.

Mondays

BEST NEWSPAPER IN

LINE

QUEENSTOWN

m., 3.10 p.

Rochester and Great Falla at 9
a. m.,3.10p. m.
Kittery, Eliot. Nootk Berwick Junction,
w«“* BBd Knarbaak

Lynn at 8.59 a. m., 12.58. 8.27 p.

ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS

WOLCOTT & CO., Proprietors.

a.

Ntalem at 9.12

PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. II. SAMPSON, Agent,
TO Long Wharf, Bouton.
Jn23-ly

Table set with
affords.

Oct Ilth, 1876,

TRAINS FOR PORTLAND LEAVE

Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.

HEATED BY STEAM.

Monday,

UNTIL FIBTBEK NOTICE,

“Hdtf_

Wharfajye.
one

RAILROAD.

Boston at 8.30 a. m., 12.30,8.00 p. m., arriving in
Portland at 1.15,5.00 p. m., 12.15 (except

AND

Insurance

<ftt

aP*__

OF

day of sailing

sailing vessels.

at 5 00

stops at

m.,

N.50 P.

o.iu, o.20 p.

every

From
From

BEST LOCATED HOUSE
FOR BUSINESS MEN.

a.

1 20 p. m., makes close connection with the
Maine Central and Grand Trunk Railroads.
11.45 A. HI. Train is a freight train with Passenger Car attached, stops at all Stations, and

Leaye each port eTery Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y.

City.

and Worcester at 8.00

m.,

Springvale, Allred, Saco River, Gorham, Saccarappa and Westbrook, arrives in Portland at

at 9

PHILADELPHIA

Ao

tor Lowell and BoMoo.at Aver unction for Fitchburg and Hoomc Tunnel Line at Worcester with Boston &
Albany Railroad, and goes through New
London without
change of Cura,
there
magnificent
connecting wilb the
Steamers of the Norwich Lin*-, arriving In
New York at Pier No, 40. North Hirer

Biddeford, Moca. Wvat Ncnrborough,
BBd ®nP« Eliaabeth at 9

BO STON

ME,

Haabu*

•

Gloucester and Kockport at 9

_oct28dtf_

—

7.50 a. m.,

m.

at

i|.30JP.

the

further information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
JOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.
For

at

all stations l*-twAon
Portland and Rochester, and ruus
to
Worcester. Arrives at Kuchcmtrr through
at lo no a
m., (where it connects with Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At Na-h»a
at 1M7
a. in., Lowell 12.15 p.
m., Boston 1.15 p. m.,
Aver Junction 12 40 p m., Fiirhhuru
1.25 p. m., and at Worreater at 2.10
p. in.,
connecting with trams South and West
HI. Nteamboat Bxprrin arrives at
Rochester at 4.30 p.m.,connects at Epping
for HIanche»ter and Concord, at

JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. LAWRENCE.
From

follow.:

run a.

Stops

«

Firm Class

Halifax wiib steamers for St, Johns, N. F,
leave Halifax on TUES-

^“RETURNING will
DAYS, at 4.00 p. m.
No freight received after

Hotel,

PORTLAMP,

Ocean
etor.

Extensive and of superior quality
operated, with

on

FRANCIS FESSENDEN,
172 Middle, comer of Exchange St.,
or HENRY
DEERING,

CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Agent,
Railroad Wharf.

Steamship Linn.

United States

Vv alnut.

A COAL

the easterly side of Exchange
Street, five doors below Middle Street. Also
front and rear ofiices in same building Apply to

STORE

at

HOTEL,

Proprietor.

—AND—

P. G,

!

JJET

ap8dtf

S., with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape Breion, and

etor.

—

and

Pleasant Rooms to Eet

moruing, at 5 o’clock.
For turther particulars, inquire of

■SATURDAY at 4.00 p. m. for
HALIFAX, direct, making con-

St. James Hotel—J. B. Crocker, Propri-

HEAVILY TIMBERED LAND!

the Thompson Block, Nos. 17 & 19
IN Middle
Street. Good location below the Post

Office where all the wholesale dry goods and other
classes of trade are located. The "finest store in the
city, with light and airy basement, two entrances,
two counting rooms, brick safe, and elegant show
windows, tables, counters and other fixtures. Will
he- let very reasonably f applied for soon. Apply to

Sreamer LEWISTON, Capt. Deering will leave
Portland, Tuesday evenings, nl lO ••’clock.
For Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle,
Sedgwick,
Southwest Harbor, Mt. Desert, Millbridge, Jonesport and Machiasport
Returning, leaves Machiasport, every Monday

Train stons

A. HI.

and

nections with the Intercolonial Railway, to- Windsor
Truro, New Glasgow and Pietou, and steamers for
Prince Edward Island; also at New Glasgow, N.

Corner Irvins Place and 16h Street, New
York.
One Block from Union Square and Broadway.
The most central, ami yet quietest location in the
city. Convenient to the great stores, theatres and
ohurches. Elevator and all modem improvements.
Easy access to all parts of the city by street cars and
stages.
C. B. FERBIN. Prop.
sep27d&wly40

HOTEL

Kailway

Trunk

ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.

the very best the market

Hampden

Bangor, every Monday,
Friday mornings, at (1

The Steamship “CHASE,”
Capt. J. Bennett, will leave Grand

feb21d&wly9

Best ot attention given to guests.

leaves

SearsDort, Sandy-

With connections to Prince Edward Island, Alape Breton and Mt Johns, N. F.

CHAS. E. LELAND, Proprietor
N. Y„ and Clahen-

WESTMINSTER

'mg. ~1"3

t,.

CAM PAIGN

Halifax, Nova Scotia,

Free omnibus from Grand

Of Delevan House, Albany,
don Hotel, Saratoga.

anglU

the

MAIL LINE TO

Co., Proprietors.

PINE,
CEDAR.,

few tahl

families.

Tsu

Monday, April, 3,187«,

TrBi“* will

•’onlaorf
SSr^nci-”?1'
£?•■*•and
6.20 p.
J.OO

BANGOB.

—

To Eet.

a

Liberal terms to

Central Depot.

improvements,

EET.

ofcshop in basement corner of Congress
and India streets. Inquire at 108 Neu bury St.
mh22
dtf

hoard: also
WITH
accommodated at

ROSSmOKG HOTEL,
Junction of Broadway, 7th Are. and
till Street,
NEW YORK CITY,
Three blocks west of Grand Central Depot, nea, the
Elevated Railroad, and but twenty minutes from
Wail Street. A new and elegantly furnished Hotelall modem improvements.
Rates $4 per day.

L. HOWE, Proprietor.
Sale—At.a Low Figure. A.
ma31
dim

mh!5dtf

mar8tf

HOTELS.

half of
frame, slated roof dwelling
UPPER
House, containing eleven rooms, with all mod-

ern

unfurni»ked. Apply at
Triuue Sewing Machine Rooms, No.
ii Casco Street. Reference* required.

SMALL

_

^

PORTLAND, ME.

Farm in Westbrook tor Sale.

or

FURNISHED

'c?Sft,ra?,nth-

—

Moselv.

OTHERS.

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always In advance of all other lines. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D. Little.& Co.’s,491 Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President.
oell ’73
dtf

new

and
situated opposite the passenger
THE
Grand Trunk
and in the

iu24deodti

'Bunion#

ALL

OF

Only Inside Houle
Avoiding Point Judith.

-II -Nfrgy Room in Boston, 37 Tr mont
Street and 57 Teaple Place. Located in Boston since
1840*
sep20dtf

91 Commercial Street,

For

Tills is

Continues to visit Portland at
the UNITED STATES HOTEL,
on the
second week of each

Tremont

—

__

^WORTLAND,
House contains 40

V
x*.

OB

ALSO,
Savings

/

LIVE

FOR NEW YORK,
AHEAD

Chiropodist,

EVANS

—

FRONT OFFICE, No. 92 Exchange street, opposite
mh31

\

their passage to and from New

hTONINGTON

febHdtt

Paris Flouring Co., South Paris,

and convenient store and chambers
same, No. 13G and 138 Commercial street.

the

KENISON,

!

THE

Also, House, Store, Stable, Land, Water Privileges
and all other property connected therewith. Will be
sold separately or together. The mill contains five
run of stones and all the most approved machinery
for the manufacture of Flour and Meal
This mill is
the most favorably situated of any jn the State to do
a large and increasing grain business,
having long
enjoyed a very large local trade, which, with its ship
ping facilities,renders it the most desirable mill property in the State. It has sufficient water power the
year round, having full control of a large pond near
the mill, and al9o of Bryant’s Pond.
The above property will be sold low and on easy
terms. Address

large

Portland

Bargain.

Soulli Paris, Maine,

To be Let.
over

DR.

on

Passage in State Room $2, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. .John, and all parts of Maine.
^"“Freights taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamer as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F AMES, Ag’t. Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
ocldtf

sick, and

her very successful.

months

York.

of 30 Danforth St., where she will examadvise or prescribe as each case deTerms $1.00. She will visit those who
are unable to come to her residence if desired.
Mrs.
King, in addition to her clairvoy nee and remedies,
possesses a remarkable healing power which makes
rear

-AT-

197 Newbury Street.

summer

N~T~I

Situated in the very Center of the

apr8dtf

THE

A

ine the

FLOURING MILLS

CARR,

W.

MARSTON,

Yarmouth, lie.

.jpt. A Good Farm for Sale or ExtffT5t i)!^changc for City Property —Located
Deeriog, three miles from Portland;
^^^^“plenty of wood and water; good orchard;
buildings in nice order. Price $3,500. Apply to
WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.
March 7, 1876,
ma29dlw*

TO LET

W.

place for Dry and Fancy
or Tailoring
Business.
A good
the central part of the Village, near the

21

few boarders can be accommoMRS. MATHEWS.

A

would say to his old Patients, and to the people of
Portland and
Vicinity, that he still CONTINUES to
the Kelley medicine, and to treat
patients at his
Myrtie Street, using all of the gennine
CLAWSON KELLEY medicine. Office hours from
8 to 9 a. m.,and 1 to 9 p. m.. All afflicted are cordially invited to call. Consultation free.
ap4il6t*

or

a Bargain.
Goods, Millinery

stand in

WiJl until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
M., and leave Pier 38 Fast River, New Yor**, every MONDAY aod THURSDAY at 4P. M.
The Eieanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with Ado accommodations lor passengers, making
this the most convenient and comfortable route for
travellers between New York and Maine.
These
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven during the
P.

offer my Store
without Stoek

to

JDWAIUJ.

Steamers Elcanora and Franconia

use

mands.

AND

Winterport,

Wrdne-dny and
o’clock.

Physician,

at

Bucksport,

Returning,

notice"

MBS. L. T. B. KING,
RELIABLE Clairvoyant can be found

Desert

Macliias.

giint,
angor.

dtf

CLAIR VQYA

On and after

evening*, at lO o clock.
For Rockland, Camden, Belfast,

lor Sale.

Farms

YORK.

Portland & Rochester R. R.

—

Steamer CITY OF RICHMONO. Capt Kilby, will leave
Portland, every Monday,
Weancdny and Friday

DR* SAMUEL EDWARDS*
Boston, Tin**.

TO

Bangor, Mt.
—

SEW

TO

HEREBY inform my patients in Portland and
Vicinity, that 1 have established an Office at
»»reet. the only place in the city
where Dr J. Clawson Kelley’s genuine remedies can
be bad
The Kelley Medicines are too well known to
need comments. 1 shall be at the office on the 1st
and 3rd Tuesday and Wednesday of each month.
DR. f*. R tiiOWEEL, who has had much experience with the Kelley Medicines, will wait on the
sick in my absence.
I can recommend Dr. Gowell
to the full confidence of all in want of medical treatment, and especially all long standing and chronic
Diseases that have resisted other treatment. Consultation and advice free.

\

FOR

AS

LOST AND FOUND.

ADAMS,

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

I

DR. MARSHALL. Analytical

SALE.

CO.

—

RAILROADS.

LINE

INSIDE

nqticeT

ma29

P.

Chiropodists*

502 1-2 CONGRESS STREET,
Corner of Brown, Street, Portland, Me. Parties
treated at there residence per order without extra
tharge.
ap3eodlm*

AT

This residence is located on the
grounds of the Old Orchard Camp
Meeting Association, on the main
road from Saco to the Beach, and
onn.innnHn the finest view Of the
Beach. The house is adapted for one or two families
and contains twelve large rooms, two of them having
iron sinks and faucets in the same, from which flow
the pure spring water from the reservoir
belonging to
the Association. The lower floor contains six large
rooms all lathed and plastered and furnished with
ample closet room, while the sleeping rooms are arranged so as to be thoroughly ventilate!. Attached
to tue house are piazzas on three
sides,Md it is also
furniehed with ample shed room. A lot of land adjacent to this residence, upon which can be built a
stable, will be sold either with or without this house.
For terms of sale apply to

SII.4S

Situation Wanted.
Country, for a man and wife. The

treated.

MR* & MRS* DR* WELCH*

STEAMEttS

MAINE
STEAMSHIP

And all Difficulties of the Feet skillfully

ORCHARD

FOR

O.apr4dlw*

in fruit

growing, having been a resident ot Illiuois
twenty-nine years. At first it was declared

<&fvr»a§No.

A

trees:

“I have

New two story French-Roofed House,
422 Cumberland St., containing fourlajgrojfiaJn-pn rooms fitted up with furnace, gas,
^■^SMSebago water, and all the modern Improvements of a first-class house. Inquire ot JORDAN BROS., No. 11 Dantorth St
apr4dit
m

Attn

SITUATION as Bookkeeper by a young man
of experience, in single or double entry.
Best
of references fnrnished.
Address A. C., Portland

year.—Cor. Springfield Hepublican

Boot Pruning.
Dr. Hull, one of the most successful pomologists in the west, delivered an address at

buildings.

Wanted.

them-

of nature’s greatest luxuries.—Country Gentleman.
one

E

IN

nast

bass.

For Sale.

STEAMERS.

CORNS

or

A desirable lot on the corner of State and
York St., with a 3 Btorv Dwelling House and
stable. Dot 142 It. on York St., and 98 ft. on
State St. Will be sold on liberal terms at 43 cents
per square toot; no charge for tbe
Inquire
of JOHN 0. PROCTER, 93 Exchange St.
ap8d3w

—

Cumberland, Kennebec, Lincoln, Sagadahoc,
Oxford, Androscoggin, Franklin and Somerset
Counties to sell the new illustrated County and Railroad Map of the United States, published by Perry &
Spaulding, also Centennial Charis. Call on or address L. A. PEARY, General Agent, No. 15 Exchange Stx Portland, Me.
d2w
apr7

The Cold Spring Trout Pond*.

winter thev hatrlipd 400.000 salmnn etras.
They also stock lakes and ponds with black

to Lot
Brick House with all modern improvements
[iiJjL No 65 Dantorth St. Possession in 30 days.
tfaialAlso Brick House 66 Dantorth St., with a
vrImmediate possessiou given.
-cno.1 stable.
JOHN C. PROCTER,
Inquire of
93 Exchange St.
aprSdlw

Wanted.

_

These ponds are situated in the south part
of the village of Charlestown N. H., and are
owned by Messrs. Stone & Hooper.
To the
latter gentleman I am indebted for information, and for an inspection of their works.
Mr. Livingston Stone began operation in
1866, being one of the first, in this country,
to engage in artificial fish breeding; and not
only has he acquired a world-wide reputation
as a successful propagator of trout, but has
also given his valuable experience, in all
branches of the business, to the public, in his
Domesticated Trout—a book of 350 pages,
which is acknowledged to be the most complete
guide in the art of trout raising ever published. Eggs and fish have been supplied to
all the northern states, from ocean to ocean;
and eggs have also been sent to England,
France and Germany with such success that
they have orders yearly from Europe, and
will ship spawn there this season.
Nor do
they confine th°ir labors to trout only; the

For Sale

_MEDICAL

For Sale.

__WANTS,_
Canvassers

ESTATE-

REAL

notice.

&c. printed at short

^SS’H^-w-a,erT,L
<**»«.

*«»"**

00 a'•» P- m.
Bath {7 00 a. m„
1.40,5.20 p. m.
77 00 a> m-> 1.35,5.15 p. m.
Farmington 1.40 p. m.
The 112.33 a. m. train for
Bangor make* close connection with E. A N. A. Railway foi St. John and
Bali tax
tPullman Sleeping Car attache*!.
PAYSON TUCKER, Snp t.
(Mixed.
oc25dtf
Portland. Octol er 23. 1875.

To Whom it

May Concern.

hereby given that appllcition will be
NOTICE
made at next meeting of Mayor and Aldermen
is

for permission to erect and maintain
In rear of No. 169 Commercial St.
C. A.

Portland, April 3d, 1876.

a

steam

boiler

KENNABD.
apr6evd2w*

